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FOREWORD 

This thesis wasýenvisaged while I was still an 

undergraduate, for I felt even then that I would like to 

do some research into some graMMatical aspect of Arabic. 

Since my school days I have had an interest in languages 

for their own sake, and this work fulfils a desire to do 

something origina: 1 in a linguistic field. 

There-is one important point which must be made. Much 

of the research was carried out ftom books written in 

Arabic. Other sources of information were written in 

French and German. I have therefore translated everything 
into English in order to make the work readable, and to give 
it uniformity. I must consequently apologise for the loss 

of certain of the literary and linguistic skills of the 

originals in the course of translation. I must also 

apologise for a certain clumsiness of translation in some 

places, but I have attempted to translate literally rather 

than freely in order to show the actual wording of the 

grammarians, thereby enabling the reader to see just how 

much this wording changed from one writer to another. 

I would also like to take this opportunity of thanking 

J. A. Haywood, Esq., M. A. 2 B. Mus., my supervisor7 for his 

invaluable help: Professor T. W. Thacker, Director of the 

School of Oriental Studies, who furnished much useful 

information in the field of comparative linguistics: and 

Mr. I. G. Ismail, my fellow research student in the 



Department, who helped me to look at things from an Arab's 

point of view. *I would also like to thank both the first 

two aforementioned persons, and the btanding Committee for 

Researzh Awards in the Durham Colleges in the University 

of Durham2 who enabled me to carry out this research. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It would be well to ask first of all what the intention 

of this thesis is, and what is its aim'. Perhaps the answer 

can best be summed up in the one word "why? " A large number 

of competent grammars have been written by scholars, both 

Oriental and Western, which deal at varying lengths with the 

various aspects of Arabic grammar. However, most'-of these 

works give only the rules for the various syntactical points: 
this work is-concerned with trying to establish why7 and not 

simply when, the accusative is used, and the depth of the 

Arabs' thought into their grammar and its analysis. This 

is not an endeavour to write another grammar7 but of necessity 

much of what the grammarians had to say must be reproduced, 

since-no analysis can be made-. until the facts have been 

revealed. 

The reason why it is the accusative which has been chosen 
for examination is its wide, range of uses, some of them 

obvious, some of them not so obvious. At first sight, it 

appears that the Arabs had very definite views about what 

went into the nominative and what went into the genitive: it 

is possible that in certain instances anything not conforming 

to the : bules-, for these cases was put into the accusativeg as 

it was the only remaining case. To establish how much truth 

there may be in this is the problem which this work will trY 

to resolve. 
It must also be established J=ediately why the word 
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accusative, and not has been chosen for the titlet 

and why this word and have been translated in the 

pages that follow as "accusative". The reason is quite 

simple: in Arabic terminology serves to denote not 

only one of the oblique cases, but also the subjunctive mood 

of the verb, and the verb is of no concern here. (We shall 

see in a later chapter, when we examine the terminology used 
by the-- grammarians , how the word itself came into 

use. ) 

As this thesis deals specifically with a grammatical 

topic, it would be wellto show briefly where and when the 

scienbe of grammaticaI analysis originated, and in particular 
its beginnings as an Arabic science. Nowadays, when even a 

Young schoolboy can quite easily categorise a given piece 

of language into its component parts, it is difficult for 

us to realise that at one time great scholars spent years 
breaking grammar down into these various component parts. 

Robins, in his "Ancient and Mediaeval Grammatical Theory in 

Europell'tells us: "There is ... one preliminary remark 

that it might be well to make. By all definitions and 

treatments grammar involves speaking or writing about the 

working of language-or languages: grammar is "language 

about language". The language-of grammar is a second-order. 

language, subsequent in both temporal and logical succession 

to the use of language itself. Men, even learned men, 

spoke and wrote before'-, they formulated grammatical rules 
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for their languages, just as John Iocke rightly tells us 

that man thought rationally before Aristotle laid down the 

so-called "Laws of thought"; "God has not been so sparing 

to men, to make them barely two-legged creaturest and left 

it to Aristotle to make them rational"* The same might be 

said of grammatical studies, and with reference to any of 

the great grammarians. When this elementary fact has 

been realised we hear less of the deplorable assertions, 

based on little but a priori prejudice and ignorance, that 

the languages of unlettered and uncivilised peoples can 

"have no grammar1`1 simply because no one has so far been 

willing, or competent, to discover and set down the structure 

of their language and the manner of their employment of it. 

"In studying the history of grammar in the western 

world, as in so many other speculative subjects, one must 

start with the work of ancient Greece. Kxactly what causesq 

geographical7 political or racial, led to the miraculous 

flowering of the Greek genius for inquiry in so many fields 

is an absorbing question, but it cannot be pursued here. 

What must be said is that quite early in their history the 

attention of those Greeks who were. later philosophers was 

turned to considering the facts of their own language". 
(') 

This is taken a-stage further by Collart in his book 

(1) Robins7 Ancient & Mediaeval Grammatical Theory in 
Europe, London, 1951, p. 2f. 
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about Varro: "The word Igrammarl evokes in us the idea of 

a precise and independent science: it is the study of the 

spoken language and of the written language, the analysis 

of sounds, of forms, of phrases, the history of words and 

the methods of expression. 

"The taste for specialisation which to-day seems to us 

the only attitude possible and the only one, fruitful was 

not in general that of the ancients. The reason for this 

was that grammar only very slowly disengaged itself from 

the disciplines which caused it to blossom: philosophy7 

criticism and rhetoric. Grammar, a science arriving very 

late in the history of sciences, a science for long in 

tutelage, acquired only at length its autonomy and its 

methods. 

"The first philological speculations of the ancients 

oeo are shown to us, it appears, under two different aspects. 
W With some of them grammar is treated only incidentally, 

in odds and ends, under the heading of an accessory branch 

of another discipline: philosophy, criticism or rhetoric. 

It remained in second place . 99 (Authors) drew from it only 

arguments valuable to their own speciality and in favour of 

their theses. They considered it as a convenient arsenal 

for their discussions. This, it appears, is the oldest 

attitude of all. Then the controversies of schools led the 

scholars to present an argument more elaborate on such-and- 

such a point of the gra=atical arsenal. Then (ii) with 
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certain more-tardy writers2 in the hellenistic epoch, 

philological questions were treated for themselves, most 

often in the form of monographs. Here, the rules were 

reversed; gra=ar was often in first place; but the 

foreign preoccupations remained". 
(2) 

We thus see grammar established as a science among the 

ancients. But what, it might be asked, is the connection 

between this and Arabic grammatical analysis? That the 

early grammarians of Arabic were affected by some external 

influence is reasonably certain. It seems too much to 

imagine that they invented their own system of grammatical 

analysis. We see also the extreme efficiency with which 

Sibawayh begins his grammar, immediately dividing language 

into its three main component parts - verb, noun and 

particle. It is therefore tolerably certain that he, as 

were--his predecessors, was acquainted with a method of 

grammatical analysis before embarking on the task of 

ana7lysing Arabic7 and this influence was probably of Greek 

origin. We know that, before the days when any attempt 

was made to analyse-Arabict Greek philosophical methods were 

knovin in Persia, and indeed some philosophers had even gone 

there, so there was undoubtedly a close cultural contact 

between Greece and Persia-. Indeed, it was a Persian, Ibn 

(2) Collart, Varron; Grammarian Lating Paris, 19ý+7 p-lf - 
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al-14uqaffalla, who was regarded as the founder of 

or belles lettres, in Arabic. It is therefore quite 

probable that the early grammarians - of whom Slbawayh was 
himself a Persian, and others had resided in Persia - were 

affected by the Greek influence, and based their method of 

I 

analysis on that of the Greeks. This same Greek influence 

may also have reached Persia via Syria, since Syriac was 

an additional language used by Persian scribes, and there 

was contact between Greece and Syria. A further source of 

influence may well have been of Indian origin. The copious 

writings in Sanskrit had led to philosophical studies, and 
the Indian influence was to be felt in Persia - traces of 
it can be seen in the "Kallla wa Dimna", and other-literary 

works, 

Thus the ancient science- of grammar was to be-adopted 

by the Arabs7 although it had to be adapted to suit their 

own particular needs. "Arabs are most reluctant to admit 

foreign influence in their literature, especially anything 

connected with their language. This is not merely due to 

the particular role of the language as the vehicle for the 

Quranic rovelation7 but to the misguided idea-that to admit 

the influence-of foreign ideas detracts from their own 

achievements. This is not so. However much the early Arab 

philologers may have owed to Greek and Indian notions, 

nothing can belittle the use they made of such notions. 
(3) 

(3) Haywood, Arabic Lexicogra-phy7 Leiden, 1960, p. 2. 
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"At about the time of the birth of Christ, the twin 

sciences of Grammar and Lexicography came into prominence 

in both Sanskrit and Greek. This is of special interest to 

us, for we know of Greek and Indian influence in other 

fields of Arabic literature -! '-! the former in philosophy and 

the sciences, the latter in fable and fiction. 

"Greek philological ideas were coloured by philosophy, 

and the disputes of the Analogists and the Anomalists were 
transferred to linguistics. This was to have far-reaching 

influence-in Latin, where it figured prominently in Varro's 

"De Lingua Latina", and perhaps also on Arabic? Is it too 

far-fetched to compare-the Basrans, who set such store by 

"Qiy5s117 with the Analogists; and the Kufans, with their 

study of Arabic dialectical forms, with the Anomalists? 

Is not the notion of the Anomalists behind the much publi- 

cised visits of certain lexicographers- to Arabian desert 

tribes7 as a corrective and a supplement to the theorisings 

of pedantic teachers? 

in the Seventh Centuryq the Arabs7 inspired by 

religion and love of wa-r, burst forth from their barren 

peninsula, and created a world-empire. In that empire, 

scholarship was able to flourish because patronage was 

available in plenty. We have already seen that the dictates 

of religion demanded philological studies. These studies 

were especially necessary for foreigners who were subjects 

of the Khalifas. At the same time7 those foreignersq 
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especially the Persians , 
scholarship. The Arabs 

and in this respect some 
Arabs". They were prou, 

many features-which they 

chiefly proud because it 

provided the brains needed for 

were, proud of their language - 

non-Arabs were "more--Arab than 

d of its copiousness7 proud of its 

fancied were peculiar to it, but 

was God's language. This language 

must be kept pure', free from foreign pollutions, and from 

the corruptions due to ignorance-and laziness. ('+) 

"There is almost universal agreement among Mediaeval 

Arab writers that the first grammarian in their language 

was AbU I-Aswad al-Du'all (d. 69 A. H., aged 85), a man-who 

fought for 'Ali at the battle of QiffInj and a mediocre 

poet ... (The Spanish lexicographer Abu Bakr Muý amm ad ibn 

al-Husain al-Zadaidi) begins (his "Tabaq5t al-Naýaviyln wa 
I-Lughawiy1n) with an account of Abu 1-Aswad7 saying: "He 

was the first to establish (the science. of) the Arabic 

language, to lay down its methods7 and to establish its rules7 

and that was (at a time when) the speech of the Arabs became 

disturbed, and people high and low came to make mistakes 
(There then follow a series of anecdotes about Abu 1-Aswad, 

which will be omitted. ) However, interesting as the 

speculation on the man himself may be, the stories are more 

important to the scholar for what they suggest than for what 

they say. The first point to be noted is that the raison 

Ibid., P-7-f- 
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d"etre for Arabic linguistic studies was religion - it is 

significant that Ab U 1-Aswad is stated to have been a qRri, 

a Quranic reader. Secondly7 the growing ignorance of correct 

Arabic is attributed partly to foreign elements7 especially 

Persian, and it takes the form primarily of mistakes in 

accidence, in the vowel endings7 and also in the prohunciation 

of those letters peculiar to Arabic. There are close 

parallels with the modern colloquial dialects9 and the later 

therefore seem to date very far back. The need for grammati- 

cal teaching was felt in religion, then: no doubt it was also 

felt in government. AbU I-Aswad helped to fill that need. 

What his precise contribution was we cannot exactly assess7as 

n6 philological writings of his are extant. But the lack 

of an accepted system of indicating vowels must have made 

his work difficult"*(5) 

Thus we see the birth of Arabic gra=atical analysis 

as a-science, and the reasons behind its study. Howadays, 

when we can open a book in Arabic and find the letters bear- 

ing their correct diacritical points and vowel marks, we 

might easily tend to forget the magnitude of the task which 

faced AbU 1-Aswad. We take the vowel marks for granted, 

but what is their origin? "The vowel signs which were .... 

borrowed from Syriac seem ... to be very old, but as tb., -the 

date of their introduction even less can be said at present. 

(5) Ibid. 7 p. Ilf and 15f. 
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The original system of vowel marks differed considerably 
from that which is now in use; as Ewald recognised, it was 
based on the different phonetic strength of the vowels: 116 

(o)" as strong vowel was expressed by a dot above the letter, 

'lull occupying an intermediate position was denoted by a dot 

6n the letter, as Ili(e)" by a dot below: the nUnation being 

expressed simply by doubling the dots .... 
"Towards the middle of the ii century this system of 

marking the vowels was replaced by a new method which is 

still in use. Owing to the ignorance-of the Arabs in all 

matters concerning the origin of their script, it is 

impossible to sa: y whether the statement that it was invented 

by al-Khalll (d- 786/7) is founded on fact. The vowel signs 

of this system are simply the corresponding vowel-letters: 
in the case of ýamma this derivation is clearly discernible, 

fatha: is a slanting (in the Maghrib) a horizontal alif, kasra 

obviously an analogous considerably shortened form of the 

old _s . 
"The other so-called orthographic signs were probably 

invented at a still. later date than the vowel marks, but the 

date of their introduction is equally obscure". 
(6) 

While the Arabs, once they had started, were to carry 

out a thorough analysis of their gra=ar, there, is one 

question which arises, and to which this work will attempt 

(6) "EncYclopaedia of Islam"$ Leiden 1913, V01- li P-3E4. 
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to provide- an answer: did the Arabs really think deeply 

about their system of grammatical analysis, or did they go 

only for the the externals? 

In writing this thesis, most of the information has 

been furnished by six principal authors, so a short 
biography of each will be given. 

SIbawayh, 763-796/7- S'lbawayh was a-learned grammarian, 
and surpassed in this science every person of former and 
latter times. He went to Basra when he was 32'years of age, 

and completed his studies there. He acquired his gramma- 

tical-knowledge from al-Khalil ibn Aýmed and others. Ibn 

Kha-llikan tells us that Sibawayhls book, the "KitEb'17 is 

based on 'Isals "Jamill, together with a-l-Khal'ills comment 

on it. Speaking of the "Kit5b" one day, al-JRhiz said; 
"Never was the like of such a book written on grammar, and 

the books of other men have drawn their substance from it". 

(It was S1bawayh1s wish that his book should be buried with 

him after his death. No one knows what title S'Ibawayh 

gave to his book, and so the Arabs have caýled it simply 
- Op 

. -A: 
hj 

0/, or "THE Book", par excellence. ) His manus- 

cripts show that he iron tremendous respect among his fellow 

academicians. He later moved to Baghdad, where he found 

life intolerable on account of his altercations with al-Kis5"Tj 

tutor of the son of Harun a-l-Rash-ld, as to the accusative or 

nominative. of a word. Infuriated at the venal testimony 

borne against him by desert Arabs on whose honour he had 
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fully depended, he returned to his native country, Persia, 

and died it a village near Shiraz. His book has remained 

the great and favourite authority, and no other work has 

ever been acknowledged its equal. 

Al-Zajj5jl7 d. 949. Al-Zajjgjl was an inhabitant of 

Baghdad from his early youth, but he was actually a native 

of Nahawend. He was a master of the highest authority-in 

the science of grammar, on which subject he wrote his "Kitiib 

al-Jumal al-KubrZi, "The Greater Collection". He had been 

a: private pupil of a: l-Za-jjaj7 and from this circumstance he 

obtained the surname of al-Zajjgjl. Great numbers profited 

by his tuition and finished their studies under him at 

Damascus, where he had fixed his residence. It was here 

that he died in 949. His work ';; 
Jjl jýl 

-ýts 

is an instructive work, and of manageable size. It is said 

that he composed it at Mecca, and that on finishing eachl. 

chapter he went seven times round the Kaaba-, praying the 

Almighty to pardon his sins and render his book useful to 

those who read it. 

Al--Z-092 "hLa-. r! 17 1075-111+1+- Al-Zamakh: j arl was born at 
Zamakhzli-ar in Khw-arizm, and spent his youth travelling for 
the sake of study. He made the holy pilgrimage to Mecca 

and resided there for some time, whence he derived the title 

of "beighbour of God", and he was designated 

by this appellation as by a proper name. One of his feet 

had been frost-bitten during a winter storm, necessitating 
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its amputation, and he wore a wooden leg. He always carried 

about with him the written testimony of eye-witnesses to 

prove he had been maimed by an accident, and not in conse- 

quence of a sentence in punishment of some crime. He was 

incontrovertibly the first ImEm of the age in which he lived, 

and he attracted students from all quarters by his lessons 

in various branches of knowledge. He commenced the compo- 

sition of his "Mufassal", a complete manual of Arabic grammar, 
in Dec. 1119, and finished it in Mar. 1121. . He was a 

declared Hultazilite, and when he wrote his commentary on 

the Koran he began with the words "Praise be to God who 

CREATED the Koran". Orthodoxy at a later date changed the 

word "created" to "revealed". Although7 as being more 

accessible to his readers, he used interpretations couched 

in Persian in his lexicographical works, he was so convinced 

of the superior#y of the Arabic that he opposed all the 

Shul-Ubiyya-tendencies. (The bolder spirits among the 

Shul-abites, not content with claiming an equal position, 

argued that the Arabs were absolutely inferior to the 

Persians and other peoples. The Shu', Ubites directed their 

attacks principally against the racial pride of the Arabs 

who were fond of boasting that they were the noblest of all 

mankind, and spoke the purest and richest language in the 

world). 

7 3.203/4-1274. Ibn Malik was considered a Ibn Malik 

great philologist, whose reputation almost overshadowed that 
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of SIbawayh. He wrote the "Alfiyya"$ a treatise on grammar 
composed in verse. On examining his works and the 

appreciations of them by his friends and criticisms by his 

enemies, one can say that he rendered a real service to the 

study of grammar by coordinating and simplifying the rules, 

although he may very occasionally be reproached with a want 

of that clearness and simplicity which is necessary in 

didactic works. This is possibly an inherent defect in 

versified writings. 

Ibn High5m, 1309-1360. He was a ShRfili doctor. Ibn 

Khaldun sums him up in these words: "Ibn Hish-am was Pro- 

foundly learned in grammar and possessed perfect knowledge 

of it. He followed in the path of those of the grammarians 

of Mosul who accepted Ibn Djinnits views and followed this 

scholar's method of teaching. The knowledge displayed by 

Ibn Hisham, is truly remarkable, and shows that he had a 

perfect mastery of his subject and that he was very clever". 

Finally, we are probably most indebted to Ibn al-Anb3rl, 

1119-1181, not for any genuinely original work on his part, 
but for the way in which he recorded the conflicting views 

of the two principal grammar schools of Kufa and Basra on a 

variety of grammatical topics. He was one of the most 

distinguished masters in the science he professed. He 

resided at Baghdad, where he studied at the NizNjniya college7 

from his early youth until his death. He studied the 
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system of grammar peculiar to the Shafite sect, and gave 
Iessons in grammar. lie had a profound knowledge of 

philology, and his own lessons were attended by great 

scholars who afterwards became conspicuous for their learn- 

ing. All his productions are replete with information. 

Towardsithe end of his life he retired from public life, 

renouncing the world and worldly society, in order to devote 

himself entirely to his studies and to pious exercises-. 

Information has also been dtawn from other authorsq 

some of them Western, but these six are the main ones, each 

an expert and each highly esteemed by the Arabs. It is 

their facts which will be collated, and then analysed to 

find out why the accusative is used. 
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THE PILACE, OF ARABIC IN THE-SEMITIC LANGUAGES 

Before embarking on a rather more comprehensive 

grammatical analysis of Arabic - by which, of course, we 
understand what is now called Classical Arabic, and which 
will be referred to later in this chapter as XXXX Arablya 
it might be well to examine, albeit rather briefly and 
superficially, the possible origins of Classica: 1 Arabic. 

Arabic belongs to that group of languages known as 
Semitic. The languages in this group seem to have been 

originally peculiar to ix geographical area, and the original 
home would seem to have been Arabia. From Arabia various 

waves of people migrated7 and consequently the original form 

of the language, which modern philologists call proto-Semitic7 
became divided into various tongues. There are two main 

groups of tongues, the East Semitic and the West Semitic, 

Arabic falling within the latter category. The languages of 
the Semitic group have certain peculiar characteristics, but 

of course certain reservations must be made. These character- 

istics cannot be said to apply to all the languakes that are 

termed Semitic, nor can they be said to apply exclusively 

to languages of the Semitic family. These principal 

characteristics are as follows: - the primary distinctions 

of meaning of words lie largely in the consonantal root, and 

roots themselves are predominantly tri-literal: nouns, 

pronouns and verbs have only two genders: there is an absence 
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of compound words, whether nouns or verbs, and there is also 

a lack of the use of possessive nouns - nothing quite 

corresponds to llmine7 theirs", etc.: finally7 verbs are not 

conjugated from a standpoint of time. Ullendorf, in his 

paper "What is a Semitic Language? " emphasizes the reservations 

which must be made when applying these criteria-, and concludes 

by giving some suggestions which he hopes may be helpful in 

assessing the nature of a Semitic language. These suggestions- 

structural patterns7 vocabulary7 statistical studies, 

isoglosses and mental patterns - are offered only as possible 

methods and have not yet been applied to particular languages 

of the Semitic group. Indeed, he concludes the paper by 

sa. Ving: "These considerations may, in time, offer us yet 

another means of determining what a Semitic language is". 
(') 

Attempting to show how Arabic came into being is rather 
like solving a crime; one must work backwards from the 

facts. "The question as to whether nouns or verbs came first 

in the historical evolution of language may be regarded as 
largely one of those theoretical exercises which are but 

little calculated to advance the practical work of philology. 

So far as the Semitic languages are concerned there are 

undoubtedly older forms surviving amongst the nouns than 

amongst the verbs, and the variety of noun forms as 

contrasted with the comparatively stereotyped verb form seems 

to support the view that the nouns present an earlier type 

(1) Ullendorf, 
9"What 

is a Semitic Ihnguage? " Orientalial 
vol. 27,58- P-75. 
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than verbs". 

In the Semitic lahguages in their present form the 

majority of nouns are tri-literal - though some do have four 

or even five radicals. There are, however, a few which are 

bi-litera: l, and these words are amongst the commonest of 

everyday speech in all the languages: e. g. yd w hand, dm, 

blood, 4b - father, bn - son, my - water, ym = day, * This 

would suggest, as these words are so common, that originaýly 

all nouns were bi-literal - a's were verbs - and were expanded 

at a later stage to tri-literal nouns. 

Gender in the Semitic languages is twofold. The 

difference is indicated in two ways: the first is by the use 

of a separate word for the masculine and the feminine; the 

second is by the addition to the word in the masculine of the 

ending 'It" to denote the feminine. The former method is- 

almost undoubtedly the older and the more primitive- However7 

the 'It" ending must also have appeared at a very early date. 

It would seem to have had its origin in the deictic element 

'It" to draw attention to the difference of form between 

masculine and feminine. 

Let us now examine the most complicated part of the noun, 

and that which is the prime concern of the present study, the 

case endings. "Of what we are accustomed to call "cases" - 

those varieties of terminations which express the relations 

to one another of a noun and verb or of two nouns - the 

(2) OILeary7 Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages, 
London, 1923- P-175. 
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Semitic languages possess but three: the "casus rectus", 

nominative or subject, and two "casus obliquill, the one 
indicating the accusative or direct object, and also serving 

in a variety of ways as a "casus adverbialis", the. ýother 

corresp6nding most closely to the Indo-European genitive". 
(3) 

"The proto-Semibic system of case epdings would seem to 

have been: - 

Singular Dual Plural 

Nom. ýu --a-u(ni) > "au(ni) -E(na) 

Gen. ýi -a-i(ni) >- -ai(ni) -I(na) 

Ace. ýa* -a-a(ni) > -a(ni) -R (na) 

In the feminine the system is sbm-ewhat different: - 

Singular Dual Plural 

Nom. ýat-u "at-a-u(ni) > -atau(ni) -atýu 

Gen* -at-i -at-a-i(ni) > -ataikni) -Rt-i 

Acc -at-a -at-a-a(ni) > -atU(ni) 
What are the origins of these different cases, and how 

did they come to have this system of vowelling? "With 

regard to the accusative, the answer seems to be tolerhbly 

certain. It is a pronominal element, of ademonstrative 

nature, appended to the object noun to indicate the direction 

of the governing verb. It is in fact nothing but the 

demonstrative "hat"05) O'Leary supports this view when he 

(3) Wright, Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages, 
Cambriage, 18907 P-139- (1+) Gray, Introduction to Semitic Comparative Linguistics7 
Columbia University Press7 1931+7 P-ý4- 
Wright, op. cit-7 P-143- 
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says: "The accusative has been associated with the 

demonstrative "ha"". (6) The accusative "all may also be a 
directional deictic element, or it may be a limitative or 

restrictive case. 

"The genitive "ill may perhaps be connected with the 

termination of the so-called relative adjectives" (: Lyy). (7) 

This is connected with that type of noun pattern - in arranging 

these patternsadjectives are classed as nouns - which is used 

either in a-gentilic sense, for the formation of names, or to 

form adjectives from nouns. 

The origin of the nominative "Lill is rather obscure: it is 

difficult to see what force the 'lull'-could have had. Can one 

say that, of thp three primary vowelsl'as 'fall and "ill had 

already been used, 'lull was the only one. left, or is this too 

fanciful? Wright says: "We may possibly venture to see in 

it (i. e. the nominative IIUII) the pronominal element "hull as 

designating the subject". (8) O'Leary supports this view, 

although with rather less confidence than that with which he 

was able to show the origins of the other cases. 

"Semitic nouns (and adjectives) show a twofold mode of 

inflection according to whether (a) the noun (or adjective) in 

question is unlimited by another noun or by a pronoun (11casus 

(6) O'Leary, op. cit., p-196- 
(7) Wright, op. cit-i P-11+3- 

(8) Ibid. I P-143- 
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rectus") or whether (b) it is so limited (11casus constructus"). 

When thus limited, the construct loses its accent in favour 

of the limiting noun, and has only a secondary accent, the 

complex of limited and limiting word becoming in reality a 

quasi-compound". 
(9) 

"The use of the singular terminations uji, aj in Arabic 

is restricted to the defined noun, whether the definition be 

by the article or by a following genitive. The undefined 

noun is inflected with the same terminations plus the sound 

of "n't, viz. un, in, an. 
L** 

-ýý the In the accusative form 
of 0 

letter alif may perhaps serve to mark the pausal pronunciation 

bait57 or it may be a mere indication of the "a-" sound to 

distinguish this case more clearly in writing froqý the other 

two. 

"What is the origin of these terminations un, in, an? 

I incline to derive them from an appended indefinite M5. 
That 'In" abd I'm" readily interchange is known to us: and it 

is quite conceivable that some of the Semitic languages may 

have substituted 'In" for original I'm" in certain grammatical 

forms, whilst others carried out the change through the whole 

of them. That the word 
U 

might have been used at an 

early period in the way suggested can only be inferred from 

the recurrence of the phenomenon at a later period. History 

is apt to repeat itself, especially linguistic history. 

Gray, op. cit., p-56. 
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Now we find this use of Lo 
as an indefinite affix in Arabic 

--00 in the so-called Lo, i. e. 
L 

appended to an O. J* r 
indefinite noun with a vague, often intensifying force; e. g. 

Lt ; ýS 0 1ý 

0 
L" I, "give us some book (or other)117 or 

LD ýt. lz 

I CO 

"some (small) quantity", or 
Lo i "thou art come f or 

some matter (of importance)". For the rest, how readily 

may be shortened into ma. and m appears from such Arabic forms 

as shortened into 
(10) 

As this thesis is not concerned with the verb7 there is 

no need to give a survey of its course of development. 

How, then, was the Classical Arabic we know today 

developed from this proto-Semitic? Chaim Rabin offers this 

working hypothesis: "Classical Arabic is based on one or 

several of the dialects of Najd, perhaps in an archaic form". 

He goes-on to explain how this took place in an area where 

various dialects of East and West met. "This area was neither 

purely Eastern Arabic nor purely West-Arabian Here, 

apparently7 Arabic poetry came into being. Just as in Spain 

lyrical poetry carried everywhere the idiom of its Galician 

cradle, so the new Arabic poetry spread together with the 

language in which the first poems had been composed. In view 

of the mixed character of the area it is likely to have been 

(10) Wright, op. cit-2 p. 141+f. 

(11) Chaim Rabin, Ancient West Arabian, London, 1951. P-3- 
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a compromise between Eastern Arabic and West-Arabian right 

from the outset. In its phonetic character (fulness of 

vocalization, absence of violent assimilation, etc. ) it 

resembled more the West-Arabian type: in its grammar more the 

Eastern Arabic. The needs of poetical diction and of metre 

may have done something to shape it still further". (12) 

However, since Imowledge of the ancient dialects in rather 

scanty, any views on the relations between them and Classical 

Arabic are either guesses or working hypothesbs, and the great 

scholars differ widely in their opinions. The most common 

view is that already expounded by Chaim Rabin. 

Whatever the true origins of Classical Arabic may be, 

it stands unique among the Semitic languages, having certain 

characteristics distinct from the others. "The Arabic 

language seems best to have preserved the elements and 

'Semitic: yet this does primordial characteristics of protoý 

not necessarily mean a connection between the fact of 

remaining in the primitive habitat (i. e. Arabia) and that of 

conserving the most conservative linguistic characteristics. 
(13) 

... Arabic has best of all kept the old consonantal system, 

as well as the old vocalism, especially in its declension. 

Despite this characteristic of great age, Arabic is altogether 

(12) Ibido, P-3- 
(13) Fleisch, Introduction a lletude des Langues Semitiques, 

1947, p. 24. 
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the most marked representative of a new manner in Semitic: 

certain liberties, certain uncertaintiest certain indetermina- 

tions have been removed: in morphology, by a rigorous 

application of ana: logyj in syntax, by an exact delimitation 

of the semantic domain of all the means of syntactic expression. 

Thus there arises a system df great precision and of great 

clarity which uses fruitfully the greatest part of the 

possibilities offered". 
(14) 

Having seen the historical background of Classical 

Arabic, or 'Arablya, its history must now be shown briefly in 

the first severa-1 Islamic centuries, when most of the 

grammarians whose works are quoted lived. It will help in 

our appreciation of their work to know the state in which 

they found the language. (The main source of information 

used here is FOck's "Arablya". (15)) Classical Arabic kept 

its final flexion, a characteristic of great antiquity I when 

most 6f the other Semitic languages had lost theirs. How 

often this flexion was kept in the spoken language of everyday 

is a controversial point. The bedouin poetry of the pre- 

and early Islamic age shows these final flexions in full use, 

and the fact thatq at least until the 4th/lOth centuries 

inclusive, the Arab grammarians spent some time among the 

bedouins to study their language indicates that the external 

(14) Ibid., P-113- 
(15) FfIck, 'Arablya. Recherches sur 11histoire de la langue 

et du style arabe. Tr. C. Denizeau. Paris, 1955. 
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signs of flexion were still in full use at this time. 

With the Arab conquests the language spread and cbuld 

not help but be affected by other tongues. However, many 

bedouins, even in foreign countries, kept their nomadic way 

of life, and thus preserved the purity of their dialects. 

The second Caliph 'Umar (635-644) greatly helped in the 

formation of a common, pure7 bedouin Arabic language by 

putting the bedouins in special camps, out of which were to 

be bo±n the great towns of the Muslim world, such as Kufa 

and Basra. The various bedouin dialects became integrated, 

and the result was a common bedouin Arabic language which 

provided the basi's of the cla: ssical IAraVIya of the following 

centuries. But where conquerors and conquered mixedthe 

language deteriorated, since the conquered preferred types 

of expression they knew to the complicated syntactical forms 

of the old'-Ilanguage. 

However, even the bedouin world did not remain free from 

foreign influences. Towards the end of the lst century the 

introduction of post-classical usages, issuing from the 

vulgar tongue7 into the old "Arablya took on such proportions 

that mistakes came to be made even in the highest spheres of 

Arabic society. It pioduced a reaction, and thus was born 

the Arabic purism which inscribed on its standard the 

conservation of the 4Atablya in its purity. This process 

of preserving the purity was helped by the rising cýasses 

of non-Arab Muslims (mawal'i) who were very zealous to speak 
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the. pure language and thus assimilate themselves with the 

ruling,. clagses. It was this zea17 together witia the fidelity 

of the upper classes to the 4Arabiya7 and the apparition 6f 

purism, which gave rise before the end of the lst century 

to the impulse for grammatical studies. These were almost 

undoubtedly directed at establishing the correct usage of 

the language. In any argument over a variant reading the 

bedouin were rega-rded as the uncontested authorities. 

During the 2nd Islamic century there emerged what is 

now termed Middle Arabic. Bedouin Arabic, as a result of 

this purism, took to all intents and purposes the value of 

aýmode17 and cultivated people adopted it in oral and Irritten 

usage2 but the middle and lower classes adopted Middle Arabic. 

The difference between 'Arabiya and Middle Arabic is, in 

brief, that, in the place of a highly developed system of 

flexion with a complicated syntax of cases and moods, there 

appeared a-. state of the language in which flexion was 

fundamentally simplified and the syntactic connections of 

words constituting a phrase were, represented largely by the 

external means of the arrangement of words and their. order 

of succession. 

JRhiz tells us 
(16) 

that during the early part of the 

3rd century the true-bedouin still used flexion in their 

speech, but the masses spoke a-very defective type of Arabic. 

(16) rahiz, "Kit7ab a-l-b7ayan wa-t-tabf3. n"7 and other works. 
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Over roughly the century from 81+9 to 936 the Abbasid 

empire weakened politically and economically and with the 

weakening the 'Arablya lost ground, while other forms of 

post-classical language developed. It was no-'-, longer the 

"done thing" to have a grammatical education and speak like 

a bedouin, and even the grammarians no longer used the 

clastical tongue in conversation. The separation of 
'Arablya, henceforward to become a literary language7 from 

the everyday Middle Arabic occurred definitely towards the 

year 300/913 even in the circles of cultivated people. 

Perfect imitation of the bedouin tongue, once the highest 

ambition of a cultivated citizen, had now become a pedantrY7 

which gave the impression of mannerismg of ridicule, or even 

of incongruity. At the beginning of the 4th/lOth century 

'Arablya had become a written language incapable of further 

structural development. 

By now, even the budouin dialects were beginning to be 

affected. Miere the bedouins came into permanent contact 

with other classes of thel-population, primarily by transition 

to a sedentary life7 and also commerce, it was inevitable 

that their tongue dhould lose most of its purity. 
With the breaking u-b of the Abbasid erapire in 321+/936 

into al'. dozen independent countries, I-Arablyal now uncontested 

as the literary language of the Muslim world2 saw a large 

expansion, because the several countries all began to share 

more actively in Iluslim cultural activity than in the age 
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when the literature of Iraq enjoyed sole eminence. This 

extension of the domain of 4Arab-iya was facilitated by the 
fact that it had become a classical language, and had no 
longer any reciprocal and living exchanges with the bedouin 

dialects. It could no longer be used in a living linguistia 

community, but had to be learned as a dead language. 
The outcome of this was that mistakes no longer caused 

a serious conflict between the old and the new language. 

There then followed the period of the high Middle age, which 

lasted roughly from the 10th to the 12th centuries, during 

which time 'Arablya7 as the classical literary language7 drew 

a-unifying bond around all the countries of the Islamic world, 

while further decay continued in the speech of even educated 

people. During this period, even grammarians regarded non- 

classical usages as admissible, since the feeling for correct 

speech had become so weak. What correction there was 

consisted not so much in the use of the final flexion as in 

insistence on the use of the old vocabulary, but not necessa- 

rily only in ways used in the old 6Arablya. 

As this thesis is concerned with the accusative, it 

would be well if, having seen how the case endings originated 

and what was to be their fate, we were to see the various 

ways in which the accusative is formed. When definite, a 

noun has a fatha over its final letter, as in 

"he read the book". When the noun is indefinite the final 

letter is nUnated7 and the n5nation is appended to an alif, 
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as in "I bought a cloak". There are however7 

two instances when the indefinite termination is not supported 
by an alif: (a) when the final letter is a hamza, as in 

God made a decree"; there is one 
r, 0 exception to this rule - theyord "thing", takes 

j 0", 
an alif, as in "I did not see anything" 
and (b) when the final letter is a tA marbUta, the feminine 

ending, as in I saw a ship". The above 

rules apply only to those words which are fully declined. 
0 J, Certain words by their nature are or not 

fully declined. Such words have only two case endings, and 

use the accusative termination "all for the genitive, unless 

made dLmfinite by the article or by a following genitive: they 

have no nunation, although they may be used in an indefinite 

sense. Any decent gra=at will list the varioUs categories 

of these words. 

In the sound plural - the broken plural declines as a 

singular the masculine accusative is "Ina", as in 

met the scribesI17 and the feminine 
10 c 

accusative is "Atin" when indefinite, as in -,,, 
19 

00 
J. 

saw some maid-servants", and "atiP when definite, as in 

saw the maid- servants". 



TERMINOLOGY 

Before studying the uses of the accusative in general, 

we must look at some of the more important Arabic terms used 

4 to describe the various parts of speech, so thatil when we 

meet them later, we will know what they mean. The word 

for "a word" is This is the noun of the verb 

meaning "to eject" or "to disgorge (something from the mouth)". 
PW ,ý 

Hence the w6rd -" means something which comes from the 

mouth, and signifies "a way of expressing something" or "phrase" 

or "sentence" (each considered as such without regard to its 

meaning) . 
All Arabic words are divided into three different 

parts of speech. The first of these is the verb, 

from the verb c1a; meaning "to do (something)", and this is 

the thing which actua: lly carries out some action. There 

is secondly the noun, 2" 
-I. The actual meaning of the 

SO 
word is "the name of a thing", or "a sign (such as 

may be uttered or written) conveying knowledge of a thing". 

It is also the word applied to denote Ita substance" or "an 

accident" or "an attribute", for the purpose of distinction 

(or "a substantive" in the proper sense of this term). 

According to al-Ilungwly, the is that which denotes 

a meaning in itself unconnected with any of the three times 

(past, present and future). It is derived from the verb 
L-: 

- I "to be high, be raised", because the e, ý* I is a 

means of raising into notice the thing denoted thereby, and 
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making it known. The third part of speech, which covers 

10 

the numerous sub-divisions which we have in Western 

terminology is z--- the particle. Grammatically 

it is a particle, or that which is used to express a meaning 

and which is neither a noun nor a verb. The actual meaning 

of the word is "extremity, side, edge", and it thus 

serves also to denote a letter of the alphabet, since the 

letters are the extremities of a word or syllable. 

These three types of words together go tq.. make up a 
, -, - W 

sentence, or derived from the verb "to speak 

toll, from which we also get'ýýý meaning "a word". 
.1 

thus signifies "a phrase" or "a proposition", or "a 

sentence". According to the Arab grammarians, a sentence 

is an intelligible group of words, after which silence seems 

good. By this, they mean it is a group of words which 

gives a complete senset that naturally terminates with a 

stop or pause. Of courset what the Arabs would call a 

sentence is not necessarily a sentence to us in Western 

terminology - it might be simply the equivalent of a clause; 

"the equivalent of" a clause, because in Arabic a sentence 

need have no expressed verb, as we shall see in the 

following pages. Sentences are divided into two main 

types - There is firstly the verbal type - that in which 

the first word must be a verb. The other is the nominal 

type of sentence - that which begins with anything other 

than a verb. Under the category of a nominal sentence 
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falls that which begins with the particle even Ci dr 

loo though "I might be regarded as a verb. 0. 
10 

We must now return to certain of the broad categories 

mentioned earlier, and define in more 

member words. Two terms are derived 

There i, s firstly the which is 

of the verb, and signifies the actual 

detail some of their 

from the word 

the active participle 

doer of the action. 
We would translate this as the "subject". We must, however7 

add that the word may also be translated as the r" 

"subject", but it is used only of the group of words of the 
.1 

0 Lý family, which, in Western termination, take a 

predicate, and not an object, and words of the '41 family, CZ) I 
which closely resemble and also take a predicate. 

01 1 lip The second term derived from is the jýý' or the 

thing acted upon by the verb. It must be carefully 

emphasized that this Is the thing acted upon by the verb, and 
not the thing done by the verb (with the sole exception of 
the absolute object). It is simply the passive participle 

of the verb. It must also be pointed out here what is 

referred to as the active participle is what we would call 
the present participlel. and the passive is what we would call 
the past participle. 

In connection with the we have the terms 

and The word Iis the participle of the verb 
"to begin with, to make to be first". The 

.41 
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-1 - -.. , is also to be regarded as a subject - but it is the 

subject of some verb which is not expressed, but has to be 

understood, or one mentioned later. In grammar it is the 

correlative of the This means lqmowledge, notifi- 

cation7 and it is the predicate of some understood verb - 
this understood verb usually being C). 

VI "to bell - or 
the correlative of the the predicate of the r 

nominative attributive verb and the like. 

Arabic has ohly three cases. The term for the 

nominative is which is the infinitive of the verb 
P. ) , "to raise"7 elevate". ? -ý also signifies the 

bringing a thing near or presenting it. But perhaps the 

best translation is the meaning "to make knoim", since it 

is the subject, which is in the nominative, which is 

directly connected with the verb and which is an integral 

part of it, which is made known. The vowel of the 

nominative is called The genitive is called the 

from the verb "to drag, pull". This is 

presumably used because the genitive is the most oblique 

case, and is thus pulled into this oblique state. This 

case has the vowel Finally, the accusative, 
4) Ir the case with which this work is concerned which 

10" .. a- 
has the vowel ; ýý 

- There are several meanings to the 

verb Some of these are "to set up, to set up as 
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0 

a mark/sign", or -Xej I III set up such a one 10 a 
as an obstacle to such a thing", or "as a butt for such as 
thing". Here we have one possible explanation for the 

'a 
ý 

use of the word , since it refers to the thing which 

is set up by the verb, or it refers to the thing which is 

the butt for the action of the verb - in other words, the 

action of the verb falls on it. This could also be 

closely connected with its meaning of "a goal, limit", 

since again the object, in the accusative if it is acted 

upon directly, is the goal for the action of the verb. 

In the use of this word we may detect Greek influence7 

since the contextual meaning of the Greek word "aitiatike" 

(used to denote the accusative) is referable to a basic 

concept of "aim" or "goal" (or "extent of action", which is 

the same thing from another point of view). This would 

seer, to indicate, therefore, that the Arabic word 

is a calque (loan translation) of "aitiatikell: but of 

course, such translations can be incorrect. (') This idea 

of the object being the target or butt of the action of the 

vetb is also closely related to the Sanskrit idea, where 

the terminology for the accusative case means "that which 

is attacked by the verb". There is a further explanation 

which might be mentioned, but which seems a rather far-fetched 

and weak reason for the choice of the word -,.., 2ý . In 

(1) From a letter from I'vir. N. E. Collinge7 Lecturer in Classics 
in the Durham Colleges. 
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the sentence "he wrote/pronounced the 
a -r 

(final) letter with the explanation given is that 

the word is used because the sound of a word of 

which the final letter is so pronounced rises to the 

highest cavity of the mouth. This view is expressed by 

both Lane, and in the "Lisiin al-"Arabl'a This latter 

word adds that 
. -; aý is making something accurate or 

42 - perfect. The verb presumably fa: lls on the and 

completes its action. 
, P. -J 

All thesd things together give us a language, 

with the grammar of which we are concerned. The word for 

grammar is from the verb meaning "to go 

towards". means 'the followed the same course", and 

hence may be translated as "manner, intention"t or 

even "system". The I'LisEn al--Arab" tells us that the 

.. 10 -r 
word ' comes from the people of Greece, and is ýihat they 

called their tongue and their language. They call the 

knowledge of words and meaning in examining them "grammar". 

It seems strange, however, that if the Arabs borrowed any 

word at all, they should choose this one, when the Greeks' 

own word for grammar is "grammatike", which actually means 

"the art of writing". 

Finally, the technical term with which we will be most 

concerned is the the regent. It was stated earlier 

that this work is concerned with trying to establish why the 
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accusative should be used, and the is of the utmost 

importance in this respect. The word itself is the active 
JP- 

meaning "to do", or - and this participle of the verb 

is the meaning which is really important - "to govern (a 

word)". To the logical mind of the Arabs when they 

analysed their grammar, the case of any word in a sentence 

is due to the influence of another wordq mentioned or 

understood, termed the "the regent". In a sentence 
0 

of normal arrangement7 the first word is usually thought 
S -- 

not to be subject to i. e. the powers of influence 

of the The word affected by the is known as 

,6- its dqLý . Vie will see much more of the influence of 

the J" in the pages that follow. 
00 
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THE DIRECT OBJECT 

Let us now examine the various uses of the accusative 

and see how the different grammarians explain them. In doing 

this an attempt will be made to show how much one writer influen- 

ced another and seeýif the Arab gra=arians really thought deeply 

about their system of grammatical analysisq or if they tended 

to treat it rather superficially, going only for the 

the externals: conclusions will be given at the end. 

The most obvious use of the accusative is as the direct 

object of the verb, or so we shall deal with this 

first. The i=ediate question is why it should be called the 

o! we-have already seen the word 
J. 

explained, but why ? Obviously some word other than 

Just ciýý was needed to distinguish this from the other 

types of accusative bearing the name of JY-ý is 

essentially the proposition of the agent, whereas the object is 

something to or upon which something is done - one might almost 

call it J, 9. ýI As STbawayh was the first to use 

this terminology (as far as is known)7 can we detect in the use 
0.0 

of the Persian particle o-o - as we have seens SIbawayh 
.0 

was himself a Persian'ba which is used after certain verbs in a 

wide variety of contexts? There are many instances in Persian 

wheret after compound verbs, what might otherwise be the direct 

object is introduced by the particle : (this is not to be 

confused with L 
I 

About the direct object Slbawayh says: 
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Abdullah hit Zaid". is made accusative since it is 

c, ý ijeýý as the action of the verb passes on and affects 
it. It is acted upon by the direct action of the 

doer daG The object may precede the subject without 

affecting'the sentence or cases". 
(') 

Ibn Hish1m expands slightly on this: "It is known that 

the subject of an active verb is always put into the nominative. 

The verbal complement, however, is always governed in the 

accusative. The reason for this is that the nominative is 

heavy, whereas the complement may be of one or of several 

natures and the accusative is light2 so that the heavy mode-is 

the portion of the rarer, and the light mode the portion of 

the more frequentq and thus a balance is established(2) . 00 
The direct object - (objective complement). This it is on 

which happens the action of the subject: - 
"I hit Zaid"I". 0) 

Al-Zamakhsharl further adds of the cf "It is 

this which distinguishes between transitiveness and intransi- 

tiveness ... It becomes accusative by a regent, hidden or 

pronominal, which may be clearly shown or pronominalised". 
(4) 

(1) Slbawayh, KitRbq BUM2 ed. 1316, Vol. 11 p*11+e 
(2) Ibn Hish7am, La Pluie de Roseej Trans. Goguyer, Leyden, 1887- 

(3) Ibid., p. 218. 

(1+) Ali. -Zamakhsharl, Al-Mufassall Alexandria, A. H. 1291, p-20. 
0. 



So much for the seemingly obvious. It is Ibn al-AnbArl, 

who reported the conflicting opinions of the two principle grammar 

schools of Kufa and Basra, who throws light on the Arabs' concep- 

tion of the regent governing the accusative. About the 

straightforward direct object he says: "The Kufans say that 

the thing acting on an accusative cjp-ý is both the and 

the Jr- L; such as )ý_ý " >-) ; IlZaid hit 'Amr"? Some say 92 

that the J&U is the'regent. Hisham ibn Mu6iwiya (d. 824/5) 

says that in the sentence Q L; 1**_JJ ! 
ýý I "I thought 

14, - of Zaid was standing", -)'-V is made accusative by the -I 

and 11, ý L; by the a., & 
- The Basrahs, however. j state that the 

verb alone a: cts on both the Jýc G and the J Yý_ý * 
"Kufans: - We say that the thing acting on an accusative 

is both the J-xý and the because there cannot 

be acjpz" except after a Jim-; and a JL6 be it actually 

expressed or understood since the 

Jaz_ý and the are in place of the one thing ..... And 

when the J-z..: g and the JzL; are in place of the one thing, and 

the cjy-%, 
" does not come except after both of them, this proves 

that it is made, accusative by both of them together. ... And 

what proves that the thing which makes the cJy_w_" accusative 

cannot be the verb alone is that, if it wereýj then it must 

follow it directly, and there must be nothing intervening 

between it (thejja_ý) and it (the Jqý ). And since 

something can legally vome between them, this proves that it is 
A, 

not alorý& the regent: the regent is the and the jQ L; 
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9 "Basrans: - The regent which makes the J, 9-ý accusative 

is the cýý by itself without the LYr-U : this is because we 

agree on the fact that the has influence on the governing 

of a word, but the J-r-L; has no influence, because It is a noun, 

and nouns do not have influence. 

"As for their statement: "If the alone were the 

regent acting on the j, then it must follow it diroctly, 

and there must be nothing intervening between them", we (the 

Basrans) say: this is annulled by the word c": ), 1 It is 

1A agreed by both sides that one may say ý>41 j 1_01 j "Zaid 
00 is in the house", or DU; i t; f --o i, "we have fetters". The 

04 noun is made accusative by c). 1 I even if it does not follow it 

directly, and this is what happens here. If it is not necessary 

(that it should follow it directly) with a particle which is 

weaker than a verb because it is a branch of it in-action, then 

it is because it is not necessary (that the Jyxrýw should follow 

it directly) with a verb. We say: the verb may follow the 

CJ Y_CX; L0 . Because the verb, when it is stronger than parti- 

cles of meaningt may serve two influences: it makes the J-ct; 

nominative and the jprýt" accusativell-(5ý One thing will be 

noticed repeatedly in these arguments is that the Kufans and 

Basrans hardly ewriUsagree-1 in., their opinions as to when the 

(5) Ibn al-Anbarl. Al-Inpaf fi masalil al-Khil5fj ed. "Abd 
al-Hamlld, 191+5, p. 56f. 



accusative is used: they disagree only as to why it is used. ) 

We see a little imore of this idea of the regent when we 

look at the instances of the object preceding the verb. 

SIbawayh is quoted first of all. At first sight, his material 

may not seem to run in a consistent logical order, but in fact 

he deals first with compound sentences, and then with the 

specific case of the object preceding the verb: - 
JW1 -1- r. J, "I saw Zaid and spoke to 'Amr1l, c-ý ýý, 7 --, e 

CJJ 
. 3ý, S x" 

. 
ýl "I saw Zaid and passed by 'Abdullah", 

aLI . '. 91 "1 met Quais and took Bakrls 

father", and "I met Khalid 

and bought'a garment for Bakr". The accusative is chosen 

because the first noun is governed by the first verb, and it is 

preferable that the second noun should likewise be governed by 

this first verb when it precedes its own verb7 as. it does not 

, know how its own verb is going to influence it - if the sense 

is not complete. If the sentence has only one theme running 

through it7 there is nothing to stop the second noun being 

governed by the same means as the first: - 

_)4., _, 

j 
J 

L.: 
-, 

"He introduces whom He wishes into His mercy2 and as for the 

unjust7 He has prepared for them a painful chastisement'l-7 or 

Irl was your brother, and as 
for Zaid, I was his brother as well". When the object precedes 

J 6. . Ir, the verb one can say 
fI' "I hit Zaid'17 regarding as C-A, , rý' 



a and therefore nominative. If one adds a further 

caý 
I hit Zaid and freed Hasan" clause 

or -D 
C-D. 

.9 one can regard in the 

nominative as a second or in the accusative 

as referring back to the '0 of When one regards the 

noun a-s a then the verb and reflexive pronoun form the 

"'g. 
(6) 

... In sentences of command and prohibition the 

noun on which the verb is built is preferably in the accusative, 

even if preceded by a particle: - 
"hit Zaid", obj 1*10kzý. 

1 "hit 

Khalid's father", LýI It U; rj L; I as for 'Amr, buy 

him a cloak", C*j "as for Bakrj do not pass 

by him". (7) 

. WU -.. 0 
0 

A'1-Zamakhsharl talking about the Vý; fpý 9. I 

that which is made accusative by suppression, states: - "Another 

form of the 9Lzol f)jýub is that which suppresses 

its regent by a condition of explanation; 

C,; j . /--6 -)y 
-III 

hit Zaid", which really is 

except that one does not put it in and lets the suffice. 

Likewise one says oL--; i -! AxoJ "I met Zaid's brother", and 

e2 hit Bishr's slave". "(8) We can see 

the influence of the master SIbawayh in this connection, because 

immediately after this he says: IISIbawayh says: The use of the 

(6) Slbawayh, op. cit., p-46. 
(7) Ibid., p-69. 
(8) Al-Zamakbqharlj op. cit., p. 27- 
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accusative is a very Arabic custom. In the situations above 

the nominative is better - (this, of course, Is what has just 

been quoted from his 'Kitabl) -but you will see that the 

accusative may be out of choice or compulsory. The accusative 

of choice occurs in two situations: - (a) when you place this 

sentence linked by a conjunction with a verbal sentence, as in 

c, )i7:, Ac 1, ) , "I saw 'Abdullah and passed by 

Zaid", or (b) when the noun falls after a particle of interro- 

gation, as Inca, cJi:; ý11 "did you hit "Abdullahl'. 11(9) It 

seems rather paradoxical that al-ZamahjUllarl should quote 

Slbawayhl and yet not follow his method - he uses the accusative 

when the object precedes the verb in a simple sentence. 

AI-Zajjijl supports both points of view: "When the object 

precedes the verb it is permissible to use either nominative or 

accusative provided the verb has an attached pronoun referring 

back to the object: - either *J* U3,11 7 "1 drank the 

water'12 or LA>J However the nominative is 

preferable except in the case of a question, command, prohibi- 

tion, negation, protasis and apodosis, where the accusative is 

better. Also if one verb in a sentence is joined to another 

by a conjunction and the second verb has its object preceding 

it, then this object should be in the accusative: - 

(9) Ibid., P. 27. 

I 
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jr 0. 
el 

'ýý 1 
,7S,! j* rol-ý I IlZaid got up, and I honoured 

Mu4ammad". " (10) We see that the second part of his statement 

agrees entirely with S'lbawayh. 

Ibn Hisham, writing some centuries later7 agrees with7 and 

enlarges upon, the statements of his predecessors: "In the 
j 1.0. .A expressions c- "I hit Zaid" 0 t-ý. I 

A0 "I hit Zaidts brother", and C'! "I passed by Zaid"2 

one can put in the nominative, considering it as an 

independent noun with what follows it as its or it can 

be put into the accusative by the action of some understood, but 

not expressed verb. However, the accusative Is preferable in 

cases like (1) 0 "hit Zaid", on accoýint of the 

trend of order, prohibition or request 9 (11) G,; 

"He n; ade blessings for you", on accoUnt of concordance, and (iii) 
J 44 

"have we examined a single man 

amongst us? ", or IV LO "I have not seen Zaid", on 

account of the habitual use of the verb here. The accusative 

is necessary in cases like 0" L; Z, 
61 2 "if you 

meet Zaidt honour him" , and 1ý0 t "did you honour 

ZaidT"j on account of the necessity of using the verb here 

which alone is acted upon by the regents of condition and 
14 

excitation, c')', ) and -ýJfi . The nominative is necessary 

in cases like IýL; "I went out2 and 

there was 'Amr beating Zaid", on account of the impossibility 

(10) Al-Zajj&jll Al-Juma17 Paris, 1957, pp. 51 and 52. 



of using a verb, since the regent , '! can act only on a 

nominal proposition. Both accidents of flexion are equally 

U "Zaid Isf ather got applicable in CILVI 

up, and I honoured 'Amr111 because there is an equivalence, 

since there is before the noun an adjunctive particle preceded 

by a verbal proposition, which acts as the to a 

preceding noun7 i. e. ovi. is a, complete double- 

faced proposition: complete, in that it is a self contained 

proposition, and double-faced, in that by its first term it is 

nominal and by its second verbal. Thus if one regards it as 

nominal7 Ir. is put into the nominative to make a second 

nominal proposition. If, however7 one regards it as verbal, 
4, 

is put into the accusative to make a second verbal 

proposition. Thus either way one gets concordance, and the 

two constructions and two cases are equivalent". 
(") 

Once again the two opposing grammar schools found them- 

selves at variance over the sentence "I hit > 

y is made accusative by the influence Zaid": "Kufans: - 

of the verb falling on the a Basrans: - it is accusa- 

tive by the action of the understood verb and its virtual sense 

is "I hit Zaid I hit him". 

"Kufans: - The refers back to 1.10, and as the is 

accusative, then so is They give in support of 

their theory the examples ý31, "I honoured 

your father Zaid", and 1ý,, = "I hit your 

brother "Amr1l. 

(11) Ibn Hish6m, op. cit., p. 200f. 
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, "Basrans: - 
, 

The Kufanst argument is false. In the sentence 
. JJLJ jP. V _LL-Oýj I : V. isa and this is quite 

permissible because it follows the thing of which it is the 

: but it is not permissible to have the J. -, j anywhere 

but after the c, -; -v 
3Z, ý" ; and in the sentence in question 

>: V precedes the and thus it cannot be a 

The regent in the is not the regent in the j 

the regent in the cs: w is in the virtual sense of the 

repetition in the The proof of this is its mani- 

festation ( Oj tý 
J, 

in the just like its 

manifestation in the In this case the regent 

6; 0 j 11(12) of the 3-5ý is not the regent of the _6 
Yet it is to Ibn Malik, with the aid of De Sacy's commen- 

tary that we turn, for the fullest help in attempting to show 

the occupation of the governing word, the ýoVc 
. 4The 

commentary will be inserted in brackets where it is relevant). 
We read: "If the pronoun of a noun placed before a verb pre- 

vents it from governing really or virtually in the accusative, 

then make the noun be governed in the accusative by a verb 

which can only be understood and which is in concord with the 

expressed verb. The accusative is necessary if the noun 

placed before follows something which is peculiar to the verb, 

such as ý) I and 
It 

"Mis concerns the case where the noun which, logically, 

should be the direct or indirect complement of a verb is placed 

(12) Ibn al-AnbEril op. cit., p. 60f. 



S. 
]. ]-- 

before the verb and purloins the grammatical action of the 

verb7 this action expressing itself i=ediately or mediately 

on a pronoun placed behind the verb, and which relates to a 

preceding noun. This is what happens, for example$ if, instead 

of saying I" ," "hit Zaid", and .0 
"bring 'Amr", one says CO. '0 )a and C., --., 

0 :>I 1ýý= . In v Ar -9.0 . 
the system of the Arab grammarians the noun is, in this case', 

put into the accusative, as if being governed by a verb which 

must necessarily remain understood and which is identical, for 

the sense, with the expressed verb. ) 

the noun placed before follows something peculiar to 

the independent noun, always use the nominative. It is the 

same when the verb follows an expression such that what is 

before it vogld not know that it must show itself governed by 

what comes afteri 
j U, SI W(Thus one must say "I did not hit Zaid", 

j *0 S 
Cýý. 

ý) 0.1, 
and "I speak to "Amr1l, putting the nouns in 

the nominative, because the negative adverb LA. 2 and the 

adverb of affirmation j oppose the verbs exercising any 

influence on what precedes these particles. From the preced- 

ing verse it results-that the noun placed by inversion before 

the verb of which logically it is the complement must be put 

in the nominative ifq before the noun, there is a word whicht 
by its nature, must be followed by an inchoative, such as 61 

and L;;: j It is also the same if, between the displaced 

noun and the verb,., there. is a particle of interrogation, like 
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JJO 
I or of condition, like , etc*, or of 

affirmation, like or of negation like or of 

excitation, like or some other word which operates 

an analogous effect. ) 

"One prefers the accusative W-after a xerb of tendence, 

(ii) after an expression which one often makes a verb follow, 

(iii) i=ediately after a particle which adjoins an expression 

governed by a verb placed at the head. 

"(By a verb which expresses demand or desire (a verb of 

tendence) -,, 
JL6, y: ) one must understand a command, 

4, 
a prohibition, or a vow, 

0 
Thus one must say "honour Zaid", JI, 

"do not kill "Amr", "oh God have pity 

on your servant". In saying-, J.. ý J.. ý) the 

author indicates those cases where the displaced complement is 

preceded by a word whose ordinary place is to be i=ediately 

before the verb, like a particle of interrogation, 
. 0.0 

the negations Lu and .91 and the particle In 

all these cases the accusative must be preferred to the 
.. P 14 . if nominative. It is then suitable to say -3-ey) t "have 

you killed Zaid? 111; 0 UA-a) V, to , "we have not met 'Amr, ", 

VI - 
.4 %b - 

il--lAb , "wherever you meet Talha greet UL 
90 

him"'. It is also good to remark that if, in the cases which 
0ý concern itq one uses for interrogation the particle jP 

I 
one must definitely put the displaced complement in the 

accusative. The accusative is also preferable to the nominative 
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if the displaced complement is in grammatical relationship to 

a conjunction, , 
t' 

jqý with the government of a verb7 
J,; j, ýýý , which includes also the regent governed in 

the nominative with the complement governed in the accusative. 

Thus, to conform to this rule, one would have to say, 
5 An. IIZaid came and I made "Amr go out" 

*-0 LA- I "1 2 "1 met Bishr and I saw Khalid". 

The author adds the words 2L , "immediately", because 

if one put L5) before the displaced complementq the nomina- 

tive would then be preferable to the accusative. ) 

"If the adjoined noun follows a verb acting as a 

to another noun, then make the adjunction according to your own 

choice. 

"(Ibn Malik talks here of V 

as an inchoative, as in - L, -ý 

say, of those propositions which 

If after having said - L.., 

ae case where a verb has served 
S. IIZaid died", that is to -Ili) I 

one calls 

one adds "and God conserved 
"Amr, one can say at will "PAI oLVI or PI 

"The cases where the governing word is separated by a 

preposition or an annexation are governed in the same way as 

those where. there is contiguity. 

"(The syntax in question applies in principle to cases 

where the verb, placed after its logical complement, exercises 

its grammatical action, be it immediately on a pronoun which 

refers to the preceding noun, as in "I hit Zaid", 
clývý JIV 
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or be it mediately by the intermediary of a preposition, 

-AtOý 1* *I "I brought Zaid". as in cy J., 

The same syntax has place if the grammatical action of the 

verb, instead of being influenced on the pronoun, be it 

mediately or immediatelyq is exercised on the antecedent of a 

relationship of annexation, ', kbUDý J; o. ýý of which 

this pronoun is the complement, as in AtO "I hit 

Zaid's brother", and J* "I brought Zaid Is 

servant". The word which separates the verb and the prohoun 

is called Finally, it has place if the verb 

exercises its grammatical action on a word completely strange, 

to the preceding noun, and to the word to 

which is attached the pronoun which serves as a link7 the word 

which one calls This presents three different 

types, but which all have in common the fact that the 

served the function of PU while the word 
S .0 

serves the function of An example of the first 

sort is 
C-A3 IIZaid II hit a servant 

who was serving him": The word is L! J. ý the 

word is C. 0 it is aU of the category 

called An example of the second sort is 

o 
L! ý. I 

IIZaid I hit F5tima and his 

brother": the word is the word 

is it is aU of the category called 

An example of the third sort Is 

0 
low *1 "Zaid, I hit 'Amr his brother": -aýrý ->. v. 
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the word is 1ýý the word is 0 L! ý. I 

thi s is a LY of the category called cj L, (13) 

Returning to the straightforward direct object - the 

preceding section has dealt with the more complicated aspects 

of its use, but has served to tell us more about the power of 

the regent, the jo Ls I- we see that in Arabict as in 

other languages, one verb is capable of taking two objects. 

STbawayh says of this: "The Jr. L; which through the 

medium of a verb governs two objects: - 
11"Abdullah gave Zaid a dirham, or 

"Moses chose for his people seventy men". Some verbs may take 

two objects2 or have a proposition before the second: - 

or "I acquainted him with 

Zaid": or, 6'2)G "0 "1 named him C, LA-0-111 $I Ci AUU. C-A-1 "-ý 
such-and-such". . In the above examples, the first object may 

be omitted, while the verb 

cases, as follows, neither 

IýL 14 - other: - 
Bakr"'; and 

acts on the second 

object can be omit, 
"Abdullah 

think Zaid 

only. In some 

ted without the' 

thought Zaid was 

is eloquent". 
(11+) 

Ibn Hish7=2 talking about words which suppress independence, 

says: "The third group of words which suppress independence is 
I 

(13) Ibn Malik2 Alfiyyaj trans. Goguyer, Beyroutht 1888. 
Co=entary2 De Sacy, Paris, 1833, lines 255f. 

(14) Slbawayhl op, cit., p. 16,18 and 61. 
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that of the words 

in the accusative: 
"to think", 

"to assert", 

they are placed at 

which put both the I and the 

these words are 

"to Imow", jLxL 
7 "to suppose", 

"to find'Il and F-Ir- I "to Imow". if 

the end of a sentence their influence is 

preferably revoked: one can say either 

"I thought Zaid was wise", or preferably 

If the verb comes in the middle either construction may be 

used: -U Lc -J. ,or r5.. 
j6 . However, if 

these verbs are followed by the negative-particles La 

, or by as a particle of independence or as an or 

oath, or by an interrogativet their influence necessarily 

becomes null, and is said to be suspended". 
(15) 

Again we can turn to the "Alf iyyall: "Words of the 6. 

family: - Put ýnto the accusative both terms of independence 

after words of opining 

"(What characterises certain of these verbs is that, 

besides their regent which they govern in the nominative, 

following the general rule, they govern in the accusative two 

terms which are between themselves in the logical relationship 

of subject and attribute2 or, to use the language of the 
41 

grammarians, and on account of the action 

which verbs of this category exercise on these two terms, the 

I 

I 

.A 
It 

and the second first is called 

(15) Ibn H: Lsh7am, op. cit- 9 P-171. 
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4ý * 

_j, .. (16) 

After dealing with verbs of which the two objects are in 

relationship with each other, Reckendorf adds: - "Often two 

accusatives come together by chance without being in an "inner" 

relationship with each other, i. e. without forming a double 

accusative in the strict sense of the word: L-J, a L-4-ý- rp. V 

"like many a day when we were with the Sallm"? In this way 

are used verbs of expressing an opinion when they have their 

original meaning of perceiving with the senses: 

"he found you wandering", 1 4. .... 
a 

a!, / Id I "when he saw him 

standing there"*, (as double accusative2 "when he regarded him 

as a standing there one"). Further, for instance when one 
VA. 

ýý 

S 

accusative is an inner accusative: "the one 

who killed you by forcell. "(17) 

One also finds verbs with three objects: "Some verbs take 

three. objects7 none of which can be omitted withoUt the other 

two; 1 0, W 1ýý 14 -j -8 ý61, "God informed Zaid that 

'Amr was better than youvo. ,, (18) 

Reckendorf says: "Genuine triple accusative: i. e. 

accusatives of verbs which already take a double accusative in 

the first conjugation, are apparently very rare. Apparent 

(16) Ibn Malik, op. cit., lines 200f. 

(17) Reckendorf, Arabische Syntax2 Heidelbergt 1921, p. 89. 

(18) Slibawayh2 op, cit., p. 19. 
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triple accusatives: "they hit him 

painfully on the cheek", "we are selling it 

to you". (19) Althbugh this is classed by Reckendorf as a 
triple accusative7 it would seem to be nothing more than a 

double accusative, with a third noun acting as an absolute 

object -a type of accusative to be considered later. 

A further extension of the direct object is the feature 
a- known as substitution. An example of this is 

IIZaid was hit on the back and 

front"'. "When accusative the nouns are regarded as the 

objects of the verb. However, they may equally well be in 

the nominative, -and as such are regarded as the J-5ý of the 

"'S y, (20) 
subject or its 

Bravmann has quite a good deal'to say on this theme. He 
JJ deals with two types of the oaul 

O'D 11 
J. 

substitution of the part for the whole, and 

comprehensive substitution, i. e. t4e permutative which indicates 

a quality or circumstance possessed by or included in the 

preceding substantive. "One type of this construction is 

examplified by the folldwing instance: i-ý,; 

"Zaid's learning filled me with surprise", literally, "there 

filled me with surprise Zaid, his learning", which, according 

to my theory, is to be traced back to 

(19) Reckendorf, op. cit., p. 90. 

(20) Sfbawayht op. cit-s P-79. 
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"Zaid, his learning filled me with surprise". 

"The more frequent construction is that with the noun 
in the accusative. In the first place, we would refer to 

expressions of the type (II or) esv -- ; VW v -r: /ý I 
"he hit Zaid on his (or: the) back'12 literally, "he hit Zaid2 

his back Cor: the back). 112; or, -' 14- *I "he cllý YJ Vj - 
robbed Zaid of his garment", literally, "he robbed Zaid, his 

garment" These constructions ... are derived from a 

basic type like I "Zaidl I hit his zt> 
back'17 i. e. the variant with Isolated Natural Subject of the 

simple construction "I hit Zaid's back"* 

"As against this, both Indo-European and Semitic scholars 

are apt to regard these constructions (as 

as primary, considering the two nouns to be separately dependent 

on the verb from the outset and the second to be an apposition 

to the first. Reckendorf co=ents as follows upon the 

relation of this construction, as 0; -Lý 
the construction ý)- ý+ý : "The 

this construction and how it differs from 

"he hit Zaid's back'11 consists of the fact th 

to 

essence of 

at the individual 

part - ethe first accusative usually seems to be a living being) - 
is to be affected by an action, although only one member of it 

is directly--affected: the individual part gets a feeling from 

its member, the first accusative is related to the second as 

a subject to its object". 

"In certain of the cases quoted by Brockelmann as 
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instances of the type under discussion, the similarity to the 

sentence type called "ace. c. verbo finitoll is obvious, as 

"then I remembered my bow, that 

I had left it". It is evidently justified, thereforeq to 

assume the same development in this case too. 

"A further case of the category of cj -N-1 , but demanding 

special treatment, is the dual accusative after verbs of asking, 

demanding2 depriving, on the one hand. 7 and of giving, providing, 

filling, etc., on the other. This type is very common also 

in Indo-European languages. With regard to this and certain 

other types of dual accusative, Reckendorf ... remarks, "In 

the case of verbs like "to fill7 to givet to withdrawg to ask, 

to rendert etc-", a zeugma takes place which employs one verbal 

notion for two different objects. " Furthermore he says oos 

concerning the same types: "The two accusatives are related 

to each other like the subject to the object: one of the 

accusatives produces in the imagination of the speaker, 

together with the other partner, a physical or mentAl action 

as does-a subject with its object. One need not understand 

any specific action; in fact this is impossible. " 

"Brockelmann7 like Reckendorf7 treats the dual -object 

after the words-of asking and depriving together with the 

accusatives (in form of meaning) of verbs which from the outset 

require the accusative of material, explaining the first type 

(like certain other types of dual object) as developed in 

analogy to the latter7 on the basis of the similarity, or the 



contrast, respectively, of the concepts involved. As far as 

the verbs of asking, demanding, depriving, are concerned, it 

is clear from the outset that the first accusative designating 

the owner of the thing which is asked for or taken away is to 

be regarded as an original genitive, dependent on the accusa- 

tive (or nominative, respectively) designating the thing: 

or) z ;_. Z, 
'the robbed the man of his P2 

(or: the) garment", is therefore to be derived from an original 

construction, as, "the man, he took away his garment'12 
-Az "., v ;-ý .1 VIII and it is only by penetrating into the a-P 

interior of the sentence that the Isolated Natural Subject 

became subordinate to the governing verb. 

"It is evident that on the basis of the similarity or the 

contrast of the concepts, the dual accusative thus developed 

could be extended to verbs of different meaning". 
(21) 

When the verb is passive virtually the same rules, apply 

Jsý in passive verbs: - to the ci "The J4_. =: ý - 
11"Abdullah was clothed with the cloak", 

or 'Abdullah was given the money"* 

The words :: IPI and -3UYJI are made as they are 

direct objects acted upon by the transitiveness of the Sja-; 

which takes the place--of the ýQG 110(22) 

(21) Bravmann, Studies in Arabic and General Syntaxt Cairo, 
19531 P-97f. 

(22) Sibawayhl op. cit., p. 19. 
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Al-Zajjgjl, on the Other hand7 shows the passive verb with 

, -% - 0, two objects: " IIZaid travelled for 

two days'over two para-sangs"; when takes the --place of 

yo is in the the and 0 since it is 

adverbial, or one can regard it as a Alter- 

natively one can say when exactly 

the same explanation of cases is applicable. One can further 

make both words accusative, and say 0 -. I a- 1# 
(23) 

, r. 
-. 0 

Before moving on from the simple direct object, mention 

must briefly be made of those instances of the straightforward 

direct object in which it is not the accusative which is employed, 

but the oblique case. Certain verbs are made transitive 

through the medium of a preposition, and yet the object is still 
J Random examples are referred to as the N 

"I passed by Zaid", "he 

needed a drink of water", -Lai , "the army Jm 
attackedthe town", and ýýýJ "the liar 

desired forgiveness". 

From the simple direct object we have the instance of one 

word being the object of-one verb and the subject of another. 

or "I hit Zaid abd he hit 
.40. 

9 me" , or or Although the cases 

are interchangeable$ the noun would seem to be governed 

(23) Al-Zajjiijll op. cit-2 P-91. 
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preferably by the nearer verb. If a pronount however, is 

included, then there, is no ambiguity of case at all,. as one has 

; 0, 
introduced "Your people hit me 

and I hit them". On the other hand there can be no ambiguity 

of cases if the sense demands one explicitly: 

-, 
1-6 1 

.3 
LAS I "a little sufficed me, and I did not 

"JA 0 

ask (for it)": The sense is that a little suffices', but a little 

was not the thing asked for, and therefore not really the object 

Of 
(210 

Al-Zajjajl seems slightly, less commital: "When a word is 

the object of one verb and the subject of another it can be 

either nominative or oblique, but the nominative would seem to 

f, .j0 10,1 ... .4 

be preferred: or 

"I hit Zaid and he hit me", or or 

"I passed by Zaid and he passed by me". 

It depends whether one regards the first or second verb as*having 

more influence on the noun in queation. A further accusative 

can be added without altering the reasoning for the case into 

which the first noun goes: ,9 or 

"Zaid and I thought each other 

were appearing in view". ie(25) 

Again Ibn al-AnbErT 

"About the sentences 

the Kufans say the actio: 

shows us the arguments for either case. 
"' 1119 J-0/1 or 

honoured. Zaid and he honoured me", 

n of the first verb is preferable, 

(24) Sibawayhl op. cit-2 P-37. 
(25) Al-Zajjgjl, op. cit., p-123- 
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while the Basrans maintain that the action of the second is 

better. 

"Kufans: - Two things prove that the action of the first 

verb is preferable: - tradition and analogy. As. for tradition 

they quote - 
.: 

ý I-ý C) IF , 13 

3 -A -! i 
L., 

I LO JUIA C-. LO 

J# 

"if I exert myself to live a lower standard of life, a little 

quantity of money w6uld satisfy meg and never would I ask for 

much"; if the second verb wielded the influence, one would then 

oil a say -S andb 

'land since the clan of Lay15 have moved, I hear the raven 
it* croaking their separation the first verb wields the influence, 

and thus makes LI accusative. If it were the second 

verb which governed it, it must be nominative. 

"As for analogy; the first verb precedes the second and 

thus has a sounder influence - provided it comes at the 

beginning. Otherwise its influence may be annulled, just as 

one says IF S L.,.,. 11 ý. "I thought Zaid was standing", (3-, >91 7 

or 5 IL; LS IIZaid was standing". What strengthens 

the fact that the first verb has a stronger influence than the 

second is that, when you make the second verb exercise the 

influence7 it transmits to the idea rather than to the actual 

mention; and the actual mention must precede the idea-. 

"Basrans: - The proof that the influence rests with the 

second verb is twofold: tradition and analogy. As for 

tradition; there is a great deal of evidence - 
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4F 

C, & "bring me (molten brass) which I 

may pour over it", and the second verb wields the influence: 
. Jf 

if the first had done so, it would be cj-. " c%-ý[ : likewise, 

C-ýj us I I'Lo, read my book": the second verb 

wields the influence, for if the first one had done so, it would 

Also in - be C), I 

LO 

"but it is Just if I had insulted (Banu 'Abd al-Shams) and Banu 

'Abd al-Shams from Manaf and Mshim insulted me"; the second 

wields-influence, since if the first had done so it would be 

with accusative and the 0-0 
0 :; - showing of the pronoun in 

"As for analogy: the second verb is nearer to the noun 

than the first, and in its regency there is no destruction of 

the meaning, against that of the first; and its influence is 

preferableg for one says "I became 
"g 

coarse in his chest and Zaid's"! 7 and the influence of the 

preposition -.. r on the noun is chosen, not the influence of 

the verb, because it is nearer to it; and in its influence 

there is no destruction of the meaning. 

"In reply to the Kufan's statement about UAA-7 Lis 

etc., they say: - The first wields influence2 showing regard 

to meaning, because if the second wielded influence the 

sentence would be contradictory for two reasons:. (i) If the 

second wielded influence the virtual meaning would be 

,a little suffices, and I do 
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not ask for a little wealth", and this is contradictory to. the 

first part of the line; and (ii) The next line says 

j Jýý Ux., "4. "but I am seeking for noble glory, and one who is like me 

definitely might obtain it" I and this shows that the f irst and 

not the second wields the influence. 

IIA: s for their statement that "the first verb comes first, 

and its influence is necessary for the meaning", we (the 

Basrans) say: - They are even concerned with the A. ), jil .01 
but they are concerned more with nearness and proximity as we 

have shown in our proof. (In other words though they say this 

they do not mean it, as they are really concerned with the nearer 

word. ) 

"As for their saying: "if we made the second wield 

influence it would transmit to the idea rather than to the 

actual word", we say: - We allow the idea before the actual 

mention, because what is after it (i. e. the mention) comments on 

it: this is because they have made some words suffice for others 

when there was in the utt 
, 
ered proof of the suppresse&,, to the 

God said knowledge of the the person addressed. 
.0 

If, *S 
-% - .0J, LL--; UI I, L1,1.91 

"and the men who guard their private parts and the women who 

guard7 and the men who remember God much, and the women who 

remember (God)", and the second does not wield influence on 

that on which the first wields influence, doing without it on 

account of what was mentioned before7 and the --J> 
Urv knows 
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that the second may enter into the ruling of the first. 

Likewise - CJ 9---) '1, "God is free c, 01 

from obligation to the idolators and (so is) his messenger", 

and the mention of the of the first suffices for the 

mention of the second to the knowledge of the 'ýýGrv , 
"The witnesses of this gra=ar are plenty2 and it proves 

the permissibility of haVing the idea before the actual 

mention, because what follows it comments on itvi. (26) 

From one type of compound sentence we turn to another - 

that in which the Jg-%ia-, j is corroborated, or 

f 

Sl'bawayh says: of the 

"I saw most of your people", or 

paw the Banu Zaid, 6.. thLrd of them". The second noun or adjec- 

tive stands as for the first. The sentence can be 

1* -- 
even more compound: - Nx G 

rA"; ", ý j, 

"I hit the people, some of them (were) standing and some of 

them (were) sitting". ti(27) 

We will find as we examine the uses of the accusative 

that the Arabs seemed incapable of visualising an accusative 

without there being a verb present somewhere, even if only in 

the imagination of the reader. Thus they frequently refer to 

suppressed verbs, which are quite capable of governing a direct 

(26) Ibn a7l-Anbarl, op. cit., P. 61f. 

(27) Slbawayhl op. cit-i P-75. 
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object. Within the sphere, of the accusative governed by a 

suppressed verb falls the e. xample of the alif of interrogation 

Slbawayh says: "Interrogatives. r 

When the noun follows a particle of interrogation, and precedes 
110.4 ft 

the verb, it is put into the accusative, as in 

"did you hit Zaid? "I "have you. not killed 

Zaid? " This is permissible if there-, is no reflexive pronoun 

attached to the verb. Such sentences have the sense of 

excitation or co=and, and are therefore 

permissible". 
(28) He then goes on to deal specifically with 

the alif which governs the accusative: "The alif which governs 

the accusetive. coity-o c4JLyýxI I "did you hit "Abdullah? ", 

CIJ "did you pass by Zaid? ", 

"did you kill 'AmrIs brother? ", "did 
-=-tv- . 

you buy a garment for 'Alzr? " The nouns are in theaccusative 

because themis a hidden verb interposed between the alif and 

the noun. Likewise in indirect speech,., 

OL-; I- OU: ýý) Jýi Le 
I "I did not notice 

j 

whether I met tAbdullah's brother or Amr, sii. ti(29) 

Al-ZaJJBJI corroborates this view of Sibawayhls: "The 

noun following a verb of question is put into the nominative 

provided it is not followed by a verb: -S r) ao .1 10 n" 

(28) Ibid. 7 ope citeg po5O* 

(29) Ibid. Ip- 52. 
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"I have learned whether ZaId is with you or 'Amr". But if 
there is another verb foll6wing7 this second verb - NOT the 

verb of 4ý! 
- acts upon the noun and makes it 

L.;, = rI1., ý 
01A, . 

accusative: - 4, A,. >-:, I "I have learned 

whether you hit ZaI4 or 'Ainr". tt(30) 
Extending the idea of interrogation SIbawayh says: 

if Lt;. I and (LVý_ý! I informing and interrogation. J0j 
Lo , "what are you doing but journeying? ", or 

Vj, "what are you doing but striking blows? " 

This is as if the sentence were actually AV-; ýý j)l 

or ZIr. AJI jsxý 
JVI 

LA3 
, only the verb has been suppressed 

in these cases, as in the cases of /-. 01 and dc__ý - 
4 ^* # 4) - 0*' . One may reduce these sentences still further to 

or I I+ to Coming to we have d, 
10 

r11. 
Lu.;, I, Ilare you standing, so-and-so? ", or 

1! ý_ 0 .0 of )L", flare you sitting down? "; as in other cases the verb is 

suppressed, the sentence being in full [ýLs ý 
or 

I The accusative is the of the 

actual expression -DW of the suppressed verb,,. (31) 

CONCLUSIONS 

After seeing what the grammarians had to say about the 

(30) A"I-Zajjgjl, op. cit., p-298. 
(31) Slbawayhl op. cit-7 p-168. 
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direct object, there. -are several points which must be made in 

conclusion. 
There-is an unanimous agreement among the grammarians that 

the straightforward direct object is made accusative by the action 

of the verb. It is this regent which passes on and affects the 

object. We see, however, that there is some difference of 

opinion as to whether the verb itself, or the verb plus its 

subject, the JA-ý- I makes the object accusative. The Basrans, 

who claim that it is the verb alone which is the regentt seem 

to have the stronger argument; as they rightly say, the JJ; 

can have no influence as it is a noun. 

We must also look closely at the direct'iobject which precedes 

the verb. One explanation for the use of the accusative is that 

there is an understood verb before it. The Kufans say that 

the accusative is used because in the sentence .4 

hit Zaid") the o refers back to the I* and makes it 
-111-y- 

accusative as a ý->ý If this is the case, how then is the 

accusative governed when there is no --. ILJI the pronoun 
.0 

which refers back7 as if the sentence were ? We 

see that al-Zajjgjl allows either the accusative or the nominative, 

even when there is a --, L Lai i so either-the argument 

about the or the opinions of al-ZaJJEJI must be at 
fault. From the Arabs' point of view, since the other principle 

grammarians say that the nominative may be used, and thanks to 

the shrewd reasoning of the Basrans about the positions of words 

in a construction with -a view which we would not accept 



from a Western approach --the Kufan view would appear to be at 

fault. (We must always remember that the Arabs' way of 

examining their grammar is different from ours*in the West - 
this is a basýc point which we might easily tend to overlook. ) 

However, even after the removal of this point of viewt we are 

still left with the interesting situation of having two explana- 

tions as to why eitherIthe accusative or the nominative may be 

used, both of them soundly rea-soned from the Arabs' point of view, 

and both permitted by the grammarians. Their view: as to why 

the nominative is permitted, we remember, is that the word 

in isa and, what follows is 

its It is also to be noted that there are certain 

instances where the accusative alone is permitted - Ibn Hisham 

shows why - and instances where the nominative alone is -allowed 

as Ibn Malik shows when dealing with the J'DL , the regent. 

The Arabs seem to have presented themselves with a paradox by 

saying that the preceding direct object may be in the nominative. 

Taken at face value, their argument about it being a 

is quite sound. But they have overlooked their own explanations 

as to why the preceding ditect object may be in the accusative. 
If the Kufans were right, and the object were &J of 
the pronoun which refers back, then it should be an accusative 

all the time. And if we accept the Basrants theory that the 

word is made-accusative by a preceding understood verb, then it 

too should be accusative all the time. 

I 

Under the heading of the direct object which precedes the 
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verb, mention must be made of sentences of the type 

"I brought Zaidllý The grammarians are content to accept a 

sentence like this, but it would seem wrong to use the accusative. 

If - and this is purely for the sake of argument - we were to 

all6w that the preceding noun should be in apposition to the 

then the genitive, would be called for, as the a is governed 

by the preposition Idkewise, if we(were to imagine 

an understood verb before the noun, then the noun must still be 

genitive - the Arabs state firmly that the understood verb must 

be identical with the expressed verb. Finally, this type of 

construction cannot even be construed as ai- type 

of sentence, since the noun would have to be in the nominative 

for this to be the casei It would appear th&t the Arabs have 

used the accusative, regarding this type of sentence as identical 

with that-with a transitive verb$ failing to take into 

consideration that they have here a verb which is made transitive 

only through the medium of a preposition. It is possiblet 

however, that the Arabs allow the accusative to be used by 

looking at the sentence from the point of view of meaning, 

rather than going by the actual letter of the word. 

Turning to the verb with two objects preceding it we again 

find tw6 explanations7 one allowing the nominative and the other 

the accusative7 and both quite plausible to the Arabs' way of 

thinking. When bbth are accusative, they are governed by-an 

understood preceding verb identical with the expressed verb; 

and when both are nominative2 they act as the to the 
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Later in the chapter we have the situation of one-word 

being the subject of one verb and the object of another, and we 

see two opposing points of view* While the Kufan view is 

sound, the view of the Basrans - which was also that of 

Sibawayh - would seem to carry more weight. It would seem more 

sound to argue that the nearer verb to the noun it the one which 

exercises the influence. 

The final point which need be mentioned is the alif of 

interrogation. The grammarians agree that the accusative is 

governed by an understood verb, and this helps to show the 

tremendous importance which the Arab grammarians attached to 

verbs - we will see that they seemed incapable of visualising 

any accusative without there being a verb somewhere. 

At the end of these conclusions on the different 

uses of the accusative reference will be made', where possible 

and where relevant, to some similar use in other Semitic 

language. For this purpose Arabic will be compared with Hebrew, 

Syriac7 Ethiopic and Accadian. The point must, however) be 

stressed that in other Semitic, languages, while certain usages 

resemble usages in Arabict there are usually no visible case 

signs left. There are, nevertheless, certain vestigeal forms 

which justify the reference to accusative usages-. (For this 

information on the usages in other Semitic languages acknowledge- 

ment must be made to the works of Gesenius (Kautzsch), Dillman- 

Bezold, Von Soden and N81deke, since it is from these that the 
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material has been drawn and greatly condensed. 
(32) In both 

Hebrew(33)and Ethiopic(31+)the accusative serves as the case for 

the direct object, and in Ethiopic not only may all-'transitive 

verbs take the accusative, but so also may many which were 

originally semi-passive, by becoming transitives through a new 

turn of the conception. In Accadian also(35)the object is in 

the accusative. Some verbs are only transitive in their 

secondary sense, such as causatives and factitives of root forms 

which are intransitive. 

Also, just as in Arabic, certain verbs in each of these 

three languages may govern two, -accusatives. In Hebrew(36)these 

two objects may have no relation to one another (as "he showed 

him the place"), or they may act as subject and predicate (as, 

man is dust, "he made man (of) dust"), or the action may be 

performed upon the main object through the medium of some other 

thing, which acts as a means, and is considered a remoter object 
(as "they stoned him (with) stones"). Likewise in Accadian(37) 

one of the two objects is usually an accusative of person, and 

the other is an accusative of thing, content or means. In this 

category fall in particular the causitives and factitives of 

(32-) Gesenius (Kautzsch), Hebrew Grammar, 2nd English Ed., 
Oxford, 1910. 
Dillman-Bezold, Ethiopic Grammar,. London7 1907. 
Von Soden Grundriss der Akkadischen Grammatik, Rome 1952. 
Ndldeke, hyriac Grammar, Trans. Crichton, London, 1964. 

(33) Gesenius, (Kautzsch) OP- cit-s P-366. 
(34) Dillman-Bezold, op. cit-, P-435. 
(35) Von Soden, op. cit-9 p-198. 
(36) Davidson, Hebrew, Synta-x2 Edinburgh, 1902, P-107. 
(37) Von Soden, op. cit., p. 199 
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verbs which take a single accusative in their root form, and 

verbs of coveringt demanding, removing etc., and verbs whose 

second object is translated by "with so-and-so", such as washing, 

burning etc.. Finally in Ethiopic(38) many verbs may be 

associated with a-double accusative* A transitive verb may 

take, besides its nearest object - accusative, a farther 

accusative of an adverbial or locative nature2 but there are also 

many verbs which govern a double object-accusative. 

I 

There is one final point which must be mentioned here. 

Earlier in this conclusion mention was-made of the power of the 

verb. In the last comparison we can see that in Ethiopic also 

the verb may govern an adverbial or locative accusative. This 

is something which will become much more. apparent when we come 

on to deal with the adverbial types of accusative, but we would 

be well advised to bear in mind all the time the power of the 

main verb of a sentence, even if this verb be an understood one. 

(38) Dillman-Bezold, op. cit-, P-1+38- 
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NID7V - THE VOCATIVE 

We come now to a: 'further use of the, j7aýw as the 

object addressed. Western languages are accustomed to class 

the vocative as a separate cases but in Arabic the word 

addressed - the term for appellation is is none other 

than a direct object. It is in fact an extension of the use 

of the accusative after a suppressed verb. 

to 1. >ý I summoningt calling. Each noun which is 

annexed is made accusative on account of some obviously 

suppressed verb. (When the noun stands by itself it is in 

the nominative in place-of the accusative noun. ) Examples 

are cJYSý L, loh "Abdullahl, U. -I L, loh our 

brother's LJL"ý L.. 
, loh honest man'. So with 

prepositions, he is bef ore you 

'he is after you', as distinct from simply One 3A. 
Do 

finds this accusative in the type construction. In 

the sentence )J -o- loh tall Zaid', 3J.. 
'e-91-W 

is 

made accusative as it is an epithet of a or it is 

accusative on account of an understood mean'. 
e 5ýz 

I 
-. 

s 
As f or -00"IL, loh Zaid himself Is or r%. -JU ->-')' ., rIX foh Tamim, all of them's these words are accusative as in 

oh Zaid I with the luxurious hair 

As for the as an epithet, it can only be 

accusative". 
(') 

(1) Slibawayh, op. cit-i P-303. 
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It wasl'howeverl'one of Slbawayhls successors, Ibn 

HishKmq who was most explicit on the subject of 
01 

Talking about the objective complement he says: - "This 

category also includes the vocativeý since in effect the origin 

of the expression dJS,. xg 
L7 'oh IAbdullah' , is C-IJI"m 

ii 
6 to 0 "'Ps 

.311 

'I call 'AbdullahIq in which the verb has been suppressed and 

replaced by ý@ 
- However, this only goes into the accusative 

if it fulfils one of three conditions: U) when it has an 
- -. "L 

annexed complement7 L, loh gAbdullahl, 

loh Prophet of God'; Ui) when it is as if annexed: i. e. if 

it is followed by some expression which completes the sense. 

This complement can be a noun: - Wýwhich it g6verns in the 
j j" - nominative, as Cýý 10 oh the one praised for his 

work' loh the one with the handsome face", 

vjý (b) which it governs in the accusative, as 
LJLI L 

foh the one climbing a mountain'; (c) or which it governs in 

the genitive by means of some preposition dependent an it as 

> Laj loh friend to slaves', 6r 
.0 .0 .0 

loh better than Zaidl; (d) or which was joined to it before 

the vocation, as 6ilý 
L loh thirty three', 

addressed to a man whose name this is; and (iii) when it is 

indefinite and is not directed at anyone in particular, as 
C31 ýj 1* LI 'some man, take my hand'. (The simple 

,- 
1-e! of , 5, - 

.)ILI definfte vocative takes a nominative ending, as AV 
... j loh Zaid It L 

.).. I loh man'; to take this ending it must 

be addressed to some specific person. ) 
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"When the vocative is inflexible - i. e. in the nominative - 

and when the noun in concordance with it is qualicativet 

corroborative, expositive, or finally has )I 
and is joined 

in a series, this second concording noun can be put in the 

nominativeg in concordance with the real form of the vocative, 

or in the accusativeg in concordance with the influence to 

which it is virtually submitted. Thus with: - (a) a qualicative, 

as or iL loh noble Zaidl; (b) a -ny 
corroborative, as I or L oh Tamlmt all 

to 
of you,. (c) an expositivet as or oh , 1/ 0. to 

happy sermon' or (d) joined in a series, as or 

loh Zaid and the laughing one or 

loh handsome faced Zaid'. If the con- or to 
cording noun is annexed, but has not got it can go only 

Jh Zaid, friend into the accusative: - 
L 

of 1-Umarl, or cjj,.,. z Li loh Zaid, father of "Abdullahl. 
to 

"When the simple vocative is repeated, and then annexed, 

as in loh Zaid, Zaid of the swift camels', 
j 

0. 

one can pronounce the first noun in two ways; (i) with lul, 

as if the first were--just a simple vocative, or 'kii) with 'a' 

as if the original construction had been 
ý0-I-"-C, --#La 

_al->ý -39 >V ... .4 

"A sub-division., of the vocative is that of imploring, 

This takes only as a particle of appellation. It is 

used most often with C) with 'a' followed by the genitive. 
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The particle with fatha-, is dependent, according to Ibn 

Jiniyy (941-1002) on the on account of the verbal sense 

contained in the latter: or7 according to Ibn al-SVigh, Ibn 

Usf5r, and even Slbawayh7 it is dependent on an understood verb. 

"Ibn QarUf7 on the other hand7 saYs it is expletive, and 

depends on nothing at all. An example of this imploration 

is: - 
JI 

ýjj 
L loh God help the Muslims'. The noun 

of the being for whom one is imploring goes into the genitive 

after J with kasra. A further form of this imploration 

is to omit the prefixed j and to suffix to the word an alif: - 

IZaidj help'. A further alternative is to omit 

both-the and the alif, and to submit the word to the 
J0L 

ordinary rules of the vocative: - zý? j to ohZaid 

help 'AmrI7 and -), j, " Ji-las L loh eAbdullahq help Zaid'. 
11 V., 0 

0.1 

0 
"The two particles of deploring, I and L may be 

followed ýy the noun deplored with a suffixed alif, as I., q 

or L, and 'woe to the Commander of the 

Faithful't or alternatively by the ordinary rules of the 

vocative, as 1,9 and The suffixed alif 

may also be followed by an unvowelled 

0 1,9 This usage occurs only at a pause: if the 

phrase runs on, the 0 must be omitted (except by poetic licence) 

(2) Ibn Hishim, op. cit., p. 218f. 
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Al-Zamakhs. harl corroborates these words in considerably 

less: he says: - r-). W 6 
--. that which is 

made accusative by the action of something which must be hidden. 

This comprises the case of address. When one says 13 L 

one is saying 11 want' or 11, mean f-Abdullahl, but this has been 

dropped in the usage of the expression, and ý has taken its 

place; however, it is not deprived of the power of governing 

a word in the accusative". 
(3) He then goes on to give bxamples 

of the uses of the vocative: it would be too repetitive to give 

thet here after the full treatment given to them by Ibn Hisham. 

Ibn Iralik, after giving the rules of the vocative7 but 

omitting to give the reasons for its syntax, deals a little 

later with section, and as this is relevant to the 
'D - 

vocative, the writer will quote him: 11 Jý . Always put in 

the accusative the noun which concords with the inflexiblised 

a it vocative, and which is annexed without having J1 eeg. 

C'"I 
16h Zaid7 endowed with perspicacity'. 

Put all the rest in. the nominative or the accusative: always 

consider as quite independent that joined in series, and the 

4) J 
permutative, unless the first is accompanied by J1 for 

then two conjugations are permitted, but the nominative is 

preferred. 

"(It results from what is said that the appositive of a 

compellative which has become indeclinable and which is 

terminated by a dazma must necessarily be put in the accusative 

Al-Zamakhsharl, op. cit., p. 21. I 
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if it fulfils certain conditions: U) that it must in no way 

be of the nature of appositives called 

conjunctive of order, or permutative; (ii) that it 

should be in a relationship of annexation, .ýL,: o---, ; and 

(iii) that it should in no way be affected by the article, 

J1 (jp, , although furthermore it can be determined by the 

word which acts as its complement. Thus one must say 
L oh Zaid, friend of learningli but if 

one says I*LI loh Zaid with the handsome face 

one can pronounce it or 

J1 "In expressions like Sa 'ad, Sa 'ad 

of the wolf', the second is in the accusative, and as for the 

first, give it either tul or 'a' and you will be right. 

"(In the particular case concerned, where the same noun 

is repeated as a form of pleonasm, one puts the second compel- 

lative --, zr- , in the accusative, in conformity with the general 

rule, because it is cz:. ý Lk! 
-O as for the first 

if one puts it in the nominative, or rather if one makes an 

indeclinable of it by giving it 4amma as a final vowel, 
Gj it is because it is if 

one puts it in the accusative, it is because one supposes that 

it governs the complement of annexation c)-, 9-91 of which 

one makes an ellipsis)". 
(4) 

The gra=arians who have been quoted have all given the 

Q+) Ibn 117alik, op. cit., lines 585f. 
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rdles of the vocative, but have not explained why one type 

should be governed in the nominative, and another in the 

accusative. It is hardly surprising that such a seemingly 
blatant paradox should have been treated by the main grammar 

schools. "The Kufans say that the noun addressed, 

CýJ when definite and singular, is declinable 
f 

and is without nanation. Al-Farrg' (d. 822) says 

it is indeclinable with Jamma7 with neither CJ=b nor J; Lý 

The Basrans say it is indeclinable with ýammaj but its actual 

case should be the because it is a j7o-; ý - 
Kufans: - We say this because we have found it has no 

declining word going with it that would make it neither nomina- 

tive nor accusative nor genitive, and we have found it objective 

in meaning: and we do not make it genitive, so that it does not 

resemble the zz_ýL; e--o ; and we do not make it accusativel so 

that it does not resemble what does not decline. We make it 

nominative without n9nation, in order to differentiate between 

it and what is made nominative by a sound agent 

As for the 
_ýUý we make it accusative because we have 

found it most commonly and we use the accusative 

because it is more commonly used than any other case. 

"As for Al-FarrKI, he says: - the root in isa 
.. 

-, .00 

as with cj-! bj , lamentation (which will be dealt with 

immediately after ), and the noun is between two long 

sounds - the L. and the I -; and the noun is neither a 
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nor a jpý , nor a Ueý : and when they commonly make 

do with the first sound only, they suppress the second, to 
and put a ýamma on the end of the noun, resembling and 

because when the alif is suppressed and is implied with it, and 

the noun is as if annexed to it when it is attached to it, its 

ending resembles the ending of something from which has been 

suppressed the and is implied with it, as in 

C., 
Jj 

.0Y J# 

'I came before that and after that'. 

"The Kufans say the Basrans say: "it may not be said that, 

if the alif at the end of the, 5-ý" were in place of the (%ýJl 

then the n5n of the plural must drop out, as in 

'you broken by age"'. To this the Kufans reply: we do not allow 

C'ý-N-; of the plura-l which has two letters, nor do we allow 

p., of with the suppression of the nOn, nor 

by leaving it, just as neither the dual nor the plural is allowed. 

"The Basrans also say: "it may not be said that this is 

L wrong with the annexed LIA> like , loh 

servant of 'Amrl, for it is reduced in respect of pronunciation 

to the same thing as the singular is reduced, and it would be 

necessary to say L, with dammaj because its root is 

L we say that this is not possible in the 

annexed on account of its length, contrary to the 

singular, and thus the difference between them is clear* As 

for the 
.. _ýL; 2-, o I it must have a fatýa because the second noun 

takes the place of the alif of 'C".: 
-I.; as in L, and ý. e of 
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the d5l in 01 has fathal and the fatha remains in 

as it was.. in 01-ý,! ' L-1 and the to 

here is, in place of the and the is in 

place of the and it may not be said that it is 

accusative either by a verb or by a particle. What proves 

that the singular is in place of the is the inadmis- 

sibility of inserting the definite article; and what proves 

that it is not by a verb is the inadmissibility of 

. 
3Qn with it: one may not say L loh having 

Zaid riding'; and what proves that it is in place of the 

even if it be singular, is that one may put its epithet in the 

accusative2 as in I'L loh intelligent ZaidIj 

just as one may put its epithet in the nominative as in 

L 
19 .. 

"Basrans: - We say it is indeclinable, even if, in its roots 

it must be declinable, because it resembles the k5f of the 

second persont and the kBf of the second person is indeclinable, 

and likewise so is what resembles it. This likeness between 

them is threbfold: - U) addressing a second persont 

(ii) 2 definition, and (iii) jI 'J singularity 

Some say it must be indeclinable because it occurs just as does 

the __, 
Vz_Z II because the root in . >J:, )* L is JýI ý or 

do 
0. of 

because the thing addressed (the 
. 3-ALo ), when 

it is a second person2 can dispense with the mention of its 

and employ the such as JAI or _LL.; 
I 

11. 
And when the occurs just as does the 
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it must be indeclinable, and must be indeclinable in ýamma for 

two reasons: (i) it is not free to be indeclinable with either 

a fatýa or a kasra or a ýamma: it is wrong to be constructed 

with a fatýa? because it may be confused with what does not 

conjugate: and it is wrong to be constructed with kasra, 

because it may be confused with what is to itself: and 

as it is wrong to be constructed with either fatýa or kasra, this 

specifies it to be constructed with da=a: and (ii) it is 

constructed with damma. in order to make a difference between it 
0 

and the =. ýUý , because if it were -ýUz-o 
to itself I it 

would have kasral and if it were to something else it 

would be in the -7ýý : and so it is constructed with ja=a 

in order not to be confused with the , ýL; e-. O , because it does 

not introduce the 

"The Basrans also say it is in place of a because 

it is a because the virtual meaning in s 
> I call Zaid JO 

L 

or and when 
L takes the place ., I 

of "-nil it also wields its influence. 

What prov es that it takes its place is twofold: (i) ZJ a 
K 

0 
takes place in expressions such as .L and ,, 

ý L, and IV .. 
0. 

Aj IV may occur in the r--! and the verb without the 

particle, and when is permissible7 this proves that 
.0 

it may take the place of the verb, and (ii) the lBm followed by 

the genitive is attached to it, such as and L 

and this lam is the 19m which calls for help C%j 
10 

and this is a particle demanding the genitive, and if it were not 
3E 

It -ýJ La I "deflection"; the name given to the inclination of 
all toýwards 119, e, ill. 
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that ý takes the place of thp verb it would not be permissible 

for a particle demanding the genitive to be attached to it, 

because one particle may not be attached to another: and this 

proves that it may take the place of the verb. Some of the, 

grammarians assert that there is a pronoun in. it as there is in 

the verb. 
"Some Basrans deny that L takes the place of _-; 

I, 
04 . 07-10 

1 

and that the regent of the is understood 
Is besides L. 

"What proves that it is in the place of a is 

that one says with the epithet in the 

accusative, in conformity with the position 

besides 

"What proves that it is in the place of a is 

that one says with the epithet in t he 

just as one says in the nominative, in 

conformity with the actual letter. Likewise one says 

or 'I passed by the 
41 

intelligent Zaid', with the genitive, according to the letter, 

or with the accusative according to the position. This is the 

case here: it is made accusative because the singular noun 

addressed is in place of an accusative since it is a J'9-ý I 

and this is the root of every and for this, if there 

is no sign expressed to decline any word as a singblar word 

concerning 

in the accusative. 

and what resembles _;; 
Uý 

, they 

) will stay at the actual origin 

"In reply to the Kufans' statement that "the S-ALD 

has nothing with it to Put it into a case" the Basrans say: 



We do not agree and we have shown this in our proof. As for 

the Kufans' statement that "we make it nominative" the Basrans 

say: How can you make it nominative when there is no regent 

to make it nomin 
* 
ative? Where in Arabic does nne find a 60PLý 

with no I or a with no or a 

with no LI-S. ? The Basrans also say: 

How can you make it nominative with no ? And as fpr 

the Kufans' statement that "there should be a difference 

between it and what is made nominative by a 91 11, the 

Bazrans' reply is: This is false: the only thing which goes 

into the nominative without . 6. 
, 

pi 

and yet is sound as far 

as is concerned is an indeclinable noun 

-Y 
11). Then their statement "we make 

the -. 
ýUaý accusative in the letter on account of its 

frequency in speech": the Basrans reply that this is annulled 

by the singular: it may be fitting that it should be put into 

the accusative on account of its frequency7 but when the 

singular is not put into the accusative, this proves that it 

was not originally on account of this motive. As for the 

statement of al-FarrT, that "the root in is that one 
40 -4 ý 

should say as in Cýj --. j It I this is a lone claim in 

need of proof. As for the statement that "the added alif at 

and when they suppress the end is in place of the CA, , 
it they construct the word with damma just a&-, when the CJI 

is suppressed in and we (the Basrans) say: 

This is annulled by the which i's such as 
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this needs by way of sound what the singular 

needs, and one would have to say with jamma, 

because its root is 0 And as for the statement 

'that "it is not permissible in _i on 

account of its length", we say this is false, because the length 

does not prevent a word from being afforded what is due to it 

. -... of establishing the sound at its beginning and end, since there 

is no difference in ji-ýJ between either the length of nouns 

or their shortness; thus if one addressed a man whose name was 

Cj I of or then it would still tj ? or cý 1-3 

be necessary to use qammaj even though there are more letters 

than in k-L-c ->-ý 
L- This proves the fallacy of this point. 

s V 
"As for their making the of the indeclinable 

in fatýa7 which is before the added alif at the end of , _ý-AL3 I 

this is false also; for when one says I' 'L loh 
;V C-oo-O !, "- ,-I 

better than ZaidIq when it is singular and specified, then it 

is not free as to whether the of is borne on the 

alif which is inserted pn account of the sound, or on something 

else; if one says 'on the alifl, then one should say 

., V* 'L, and no one says this: and if the alif does 

not come into it, and it may be accusative, this proves that it 

is not borne on the alif but on something else. (They are, 

in fact, confusing the at the end of a word with a genuine 

accusative: is not indeclinable - it is an accusative 

in its own right. ) What proves the fallacy of asserting that 

the alif is put at the end of the in place of the 
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O. jl is that, if this were the case, then the pUn of 
the plural would have to be dropped from something like 

L. 
.2 

Theh as for their statement "we do n6t W 
allow of the plural which has a two-letter ending, 

nor do we allow the Zj -5j of tv with the suppression 

of the 

This i 

saying 

As for 

is the 

nrin, nor with 

s incumbent upi 

you allow 

"the singular 

prevention of 

the retention of the nOn", the Basrans say: 

)n you when you make take the place of 

OLLI ' ** I ýVý 91 even if you are prevented from 

and yet both of them are plural words. 

is in place of the 
. ýLkz-, o ; the proof 

the introduction of the definite article", 

the Basrans say: We do not agree that the prevention of the 

introduction of the definite article is for the reason you have 

given: the prevention of its introduction is caused by the 

fact that that tp which you point and that which you approach 

dispenses with the introduction of the definite article. As 

for the statement that "what proves that it is not by 

a verb is that one cannot have J-% with it", the Basrans say: 

We do not agree that the prevention of J6. accompanying it is 

on account of the JoL-- I but on account of the opposition of 

the meaning of the sentence: this is because, if we said 
al L, with the meaning of JL-n- 

, then the virtual 

meaning would be that the jbi.; is in the state of riding, 
0 

and that if he (Zaid) were not riding there would be no J-%j I 

and this is absurd; because the occurred in his saying 

3ýj? L, and if he is not riding, this does not prevent him 
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from having called Zaid by his statement >, jj L, and this 40 

does not occur in other speech form. Thbs2 if one had said 
ql"ý 1" -j-, V17 11 hit Zaid riding and did not f ind 

him riding, one cannot strike him. Abu al-'AbbEs al-Mubarrad 

(826-898) said to Abu al-'Uthman al-Mizini (d. 863); "Why have 

you denied the use of OLn- with the vocative? " He repliedi 

"I have not denied anything, except that the Arabs do not allow 
it in a qualified manner7 for they do not say at 

all. We call you in this state, and we refrain from calling 

you (when you are) walking; becau6e when one says yý --%, ' this 

call may be made under any condition". I said; "If one needs 

him riding, and not in any other state". And he said; "Did 

you not say ->, ), ý is a true vocative? ", and I 

And he said: "For what reason do you use the 

I said: "Because my saying L is like my 

and it is as if I had said 

"I do not see any objection to saying U1 
#V 

this; so stick to analogy". 

said: "Yes". 

?, and 

saying el )v I-r A 

And he said: 

on account of 

.. 
ýLkx. Aý "As for "what proves that it is in place of the , 

even if it is singular is your putting its epithet in the 

accusative, such as L just as its epithet may -11.9 of 
be put in the nominative, such as we (the 

Cz 
Basrans) say: we do not agree that the epithet is put in the 

accusative, because the singular is in place of the .. ýL; e--o 

indeed its being in the accusative is because the thing 

described ( )q even if it is indeclinable with 
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jamma7 is in the place of an accusative because it is a CJ)LA-io I 

and its epithet is made accusative having respect to its place, 

just as it is made nominative, having respect to the actual 

letter; and putting the and in respect of the 

place is quite permissible, Just as is putting it in respect 

of the actua7l letter. It is universally allowed to have 
j. 'no one besides you came to me', with 

the nominative, just as one may with the genitivel as in 

0 .00 r--f-3 La 
, 'there is no god for you apart from V. -VI U-0 

of A- 
Him', with the nominative and genitive: the nominative accord- 

ing to place, and the genitive according to the letter. And 

the witnesses for putting the adjedtive and epithet according 

to place are greater in number than can be reckoned and more 

abundant than can be investigated". (5) 

Similar to are the forms of warning 

and encouragement 
11-5-41 )- "Whoever puts anyone on guard 

makes to be governed in the accusative expressions analogous 

to 'beware of evil', by a regent necessarily "ý '9 
understood. Apply this rule to jjIrI without adjunction. of 0 
In any other warning ellipsis of the verb is not necessary, if 

it is not with either adýunction or repetition, e. g., 
JI 1ý L tthe lion, the lion, the 

voyager of the night' 

(5) Ibn al-AnbErl, op. cit., p-200f. 
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"(By I'a which is here- the direct cornplementg 
, C%ý J, 9. ý II 

of the verb one must understand 
Us j the accusative governed 

by a verb necessarily understood. The author wishes to say 

that the words etc., when they are not followed 

by another word which is joined to them by a conjunctiont as 

in the example 
;;.:. Jl 

"I ) Jtl 
are put in the accusative 

by virtue of an antecedent verb which must, however, never be 

shown. The rule given here would also apply to the examples 

w-0 'beware of evil' I and 
0 0.4P 

'beware of tyranny', etc. But if, instead of Uj one uses 
to 

another word to express either the person 'to whom one addressed 

the words'7 

him to protect himself', 
, or 'the thing from which one calls 

C,; 4 one can, as one wishes, 

show the verb which acts as an antecedent, or not show it. 

,jI-I Thus one can say -6:, 
ý ý, 

or simply ý)ý ý, 'turn your 

head' , and likewise 7,, IJI J-2, ý 17 or simply 'beware 

of the lion'. 

"(This faculty of showing the verb ceases, however, with 

the conjunction: e. g., if one saysI; L-D-JI) 'move 

your head and (mind) the wall': and also with repetition, as 

in the example given by Ibn Malik, and in this, 

'(beware of) the lion, the lion'. One can observe that these 

ellipses are a natural sequal to the haste with which one warns 

someone to avoid some imminent danger. ) 

"Treat what you encourage like the object of warning 
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expressed ill ýI in all the cases when it is treated". 

The subject of 11'A came under the critical eye of the ! r-9 

grammar schools, who, as usual, expressed differing views, this 

time about word order; this in turn helps to throw a little 

more light on the subject for us. "The Kufans say that ! Jý 

JJ;. V 11 may be preceded by the thing affected, such 

The Basrans say the as 1ýý )'*#* W, V# e 

thing affected may not precede the word of sl 'I !, --r. - 
"Kufans: - The proof is to be found in tradition and 

analogy. As for tradition there is the Koran, CJJI 

'there is for you the book of God': the word 
US is made 

accusative by Ope also has 
.0-0, 

-# 
'0 aý %A 7 -4 

4P .0-- .1 
loh 

2 .1Se 

water-drawer7 behold my btcket. Verilyt I have seen people 

praising you17 where _5VJ> 
is in the position of an 

accusative after As for analogy these words stand 

in place of a verb. Thus when one says it is 

# the same as 'stick to Zaid'7 or -*V- 
1ýý 

it is the same as 'take 'Amr'7 or # 

it is the same as 'take Bakrl- If one had said 
9#01 -# 14, f or or it would be quite 

permissible in these eased to put the J)-a-" first: and so 

(6) Ibn M-alik, op. cit-2 lines 622f. 



it is permissible to put it before what stands in place of 

the verb* 
II. Basrans: - What proves that the affedted word may not 

precede these words is the fact that these words are a branch 

of the verb in their influence, because they perform the action 

of the verb in its place. However, they do not conjugate as 

a verb does, and the thing affected most not precede them. 

This is the same as is the case when the regent is without a 

verb, and so the thing affected may not precede it on account 

of its lack of conjugation. It is the same with these words 

in question. If one were, to say that they are conjugated, and 

it was permissible for the thing affected to precede them, this 

would mean that the branch and the root were equal - and this 

is not allowed: because the branch is always humbler than the 

root - 
"In reply to the Kufans' statement about M) -, ts 

the Basrans say: This is no argument at*all? since 6UI 70 

is not accusative on account of at all. It is 

accusative because it is a and the regent acting 

upon it is a conjectured verb, the conjecture being 

Cm tj 'He wrote the book of God for you'. 

It would originally have been 'God 

wrote a book for you' 7 but then the became 

to the jr- L; 
vu I as in: - 

L Clil 

Oll ll-, "* --: - /0 /-4116 0 
V. --- -- 
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land you see- the mountains, you think them to be solid, and 

they shall pass away as the passing away of the cloud; the 

handiwork of God', where is a af ter a 

conjectured verb which would really be ýPl 

'God did a job of work', only the verb has been omitted, and 

has taken place. 

"As for the Kufans' statement about the li: he 
JIdI the Basrans say that their 

argument is wrong in two respects: first, is not in 

place of an accusative7 but it is in place of a nominative as 

of a conjectured which should be the 

1 ý$ : and second, even if it were in place of : 
0ý 

an accusative7 it would not be accusative on account of 
a .0 . 0. 

but on account of the virtual meaning of a 

verb7 i. eq., Y and is a comment on that 

conjectured verb. 

"And as for the Kufans' statement that these words take 

the place of a verb, and thus the affected thing may precede 

them2 as is the case with a verb2 the Basrans say this is 

wrong7 because the verb in whose position these verbs stand 

must in its root form govern the accusative7 and it 

conjugates. But these words need not necessarily in their 

root form govern the accusative7 but are made to have 

influence by their being in place of a verb7 and are without 

conjugation. Their action does not conjugate2 and so the 

thing affected may not precede the words themselves". (7) 

(7) Ibn al-AnbErl, op. cit., p. 11+of. 
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04 -U .1 Lamentation, or cj. -3, j I works in exactly the same way 

as SI -ý'; "Make the deplorative follow the same rules 

as the vocative. One does not deplore an indefinite or 

vague noun: one deplores-the noun conjoined to a conjunctive 

, -"- -0 
.-a. - 

by which it becomes well known, e. g. after ** 'I uto . 
97 

'alas, you who dig. out the well Zamzaml. Suffix with an alif 

the end of the deplorative, suppressing it if it is an alif 

already, as well as the nUnation of the complement, this being 

a conjunctive or something else. 

"Ut is in the nature of things that the 

3.. e. 'the object of which one deplores' the death, the loss I 

or the absence, should be determined. But for the same 

indetermined conjunctive like reason, if by using an C. )IO 

or 
to 

one associates with it ideas which define it and 

specify it in a precise manner q one can then make a 

of it. This is what happens in the following example 

(. .-- .5--- Z" oo because it is known to everybody 

that it is 'Abd al-Mutellib, son of Hashim, who has drained 

the well of Zamzam. 
-j 

"(The a; if,. ýof *c*, j. ', 'j requires the suppression of the 

n5nation which might be found at the end of the word to 

which it is attached--, whether the word be the last of a 
. 01 

conjunctive proposition, as in the example 

something different7 as in 4ý-O; V)a , .21 or 
-Y-: 00-'r"O 'oh Muýammadl, ly oh 
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Ta"abbata Sharra(n)17 etc. )"(8) 

SIbawayh tells us a little more. "The word following 

A 

the ý of lamentation may have a long a-lif after it: - 

ckýej I 'oh Zaid'. This long alif makes into a fatha 
,990 

the vowel before it, ' no matter what this vowel may have been 

before the long alif was joined on to the word. Consequently 

the possessive7 which would normally be L loh 

my slave', etc-7 becomes 
. 5ý)4 Al-KjjalIlj however2 

says one can say ý- (However, when 1 one does 
, e 

not use the long alif one puts simply when there 

is no possession, ý4 and -v) 12 when there is, or 

Another example of the optional alif with an accusative is 

'oh you breaking my back I, or 

It can be seen from thit that, whereas Ibn Malik states 

that one should suffix an alif to the deplored word, 

Slbawayh says that one may do so - there is no sense of 

compulsion. 

The Kufans and Basransagain found themselves arguing 

about 'C"! They first argued about the permissibility 

of having cj-3, -j with indefinite nouns -a branch outside the 

sphere of this work - and then discussed the permissibility 

of appending the sign of Cý---*; to the adjective. "The 

Kufans say that the sign of "-5.; may be appended to the C*4. 

(8) Ibn 14kilik, op. cit., lines 601f. 

(9) SIbawayhj op. cit., P-321. 
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adjective, as in a taý. 
Orw 

I Aj, 1) 
, loh intelligent Zaid'. 

The Basrans say this is not allowed. 

"Kufans: - We are agreed that the sign of C-4.1,; may 

follow the rj. JI ýL! eý as in loh servant of Zaid', 

or Ip loh slave of 'Amrl, and so it may_ 

likewise do so in the case in question, because the 

with the is in place of the 
-. 
3UQ-o with the 

A 
::. ý L: e.,. o , so the sign of the " -3J may follow the CV. 

"Basrans: - We say it is not permissible that the sign 

of should follow an adjective, because the sign of the 

oj. -Nj really is attached to that which it follows to give the 

indication of calling to lengthen the sound, and that is not 

present in the epithet, because mention of it is not necessary 

with the thing described ý. wpýpA and so it must not be 

permissible. 

"The Basrans reply to the Kufans' statement that "as 

the sign of may follow thec. J. 1 
:: ýUvu>and so thus it 

may follow the Z-, ý 119 is as follows: We do not agreeg 

because the e-ýUeAz- is not complete withott the mention of the 

in contrast to the state of affairs with the 

with the for the., 
-ýp3is complete without 

the mention of the Thus if one simply said >x. -c in 

the saying servant of Zaid', or in 

j: tW servant of ,9J, 
eAmrl, the one word would not be 

complete without the c->. J. 1 But if one just said 

in the saying 'this is the 
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intelligent ZaidIj the would be complete without 

the mention of the one may or may not mention it 

as one wishes, and this is the difference between the two 

constructions". 

CONCIUSIONS 

In their arguments about the cases involved in JI-5-; 

we have a very clear example of the Arabs trying to explain 

something away - or so it would appear. It immediately 

strikes the student of grammar as illogical that one type 

of noun addressed should be in the accusative, while another 

should be in the nominative. There is the impression, in 

reading the arguments and reasons for the cases involved, 

that the Arabs were very aware of what was a blatant paradox 

in their language7 the language which they considered to be 

the finest in the world, and attempted to discover or invent 

sound reasons for the facts - rather unsuccessfully, it would 

seem. 

What factors do emerge, however? First and foremost 

there-is a majority agreement - but the Kufans do not accept 
this view - that the vocative appellative ý is essentially 
verbal in action, such as "I mean" or "I call'19 and that 
therefore the 

_SAA" 
is a direct object. This seems to be 

perfectly sound reasoning and a satisfactory explanation: 
but why, then7 should the definite singular term be an unnUnated 
nominative? In their arguments one cannot help feeling that 

(10) Ibn al-Anb5r1j op. cit-7 p-224f. 
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the grammarians realised it should be in the accusative, and 

tried valiantly to give, ýsound reasons as to why it was not. 

In starting their arguments the Kufans had the advantage that 

they did not accept that the 53" was a direct object, 

but even so their reasoning is weak and negative. Their 

strongest point against the being a direct object 

is that one may not have oJL-% accompanying it. This at 

first sight appears a strong pointt but it is later to be 

rejected by the Basrans, as were their other points. The 

Basrans' reasoning as a whole is slightly more sound than that 

of the Kufans, but even it tends to be negative: both schools 

say the nominative is used because neither the accusative 

nor the genitive may be used. The Basrans, however, do 

adrait that this nominative is in place of an accusative. 

They do not only say that it is in place of a direct object, 

but can give proof of this in the form of the particle 

and the use of the accusative epithet with the nominative 

noun. 
In connection with this explanation there is one impor- 

tant point which must be made here, as we are to meet anomalies 

in other uses of the accusative. One of the main sources 

for the grarmarians when they wished to illustrate some 

vocalization was the Koran. However, the question of the 

vocalization of the Koran is a problem in itself. The text 

was voca: lized at the time of al-Ha-jjij (late 7th century): 

indeed it is not inconceivable that some of the early 
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grammarians may have themselves assisted in the vocalization. 
As far as the anomalies and seeming imperfections are concerned, 

it is well known that there are a considerable number of 

variant readings in the different MSS, (") and therefore, 

while the final vocalized form might have supported one view on 

a certain topic7 certain of the MSS might have supported 

another. It is possible that certain MSS might have given a 

reading which would not seem anomalous, but of course the 

grammarians relied on the final vocalized form which came to be 

generally accepted. Such anomalous usages may have crept into 

Arabicland gaining currency in the course of time, may have been 

followed in the vocalization. While the accusative - or origin- 

ally the "All sound may at one time have been used in all 

instances of the use of the nominative - or the 'lull 

sound - may have been introduced as a result of human error, or 

of historical change during the ages7 presumably during that 

period befoie the language was wtitten. Of course the Arabs 

could not admit such an explanation7 because if they were to 

suggest that these anomalies and illogicalities were the result 

of human error, and were genuine mistakes in the language, this 

would be tantamount to saying that the Koran, which was the 

language of God, contained mistakes. We would be well advised 

to bear these points in mind when we look at the conclusions on 
CIO 

negation, and exception, 
About there appears to be agreement among the 

grammarians: this is the direct object of a suppressed verb, 

which may also be shown at times. We also once again find 
(11) Jeffj: ey7I, "IvIaterials for the History of the Text oT Vie 

Quvanj eiden, 1937- 
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the Basrans' arguments stronger than those of the Kufans 

when they are dealing with the questions of the noun 
preceding the word of warning2 and2 under the heading of 

the suffixing of the sign of "e-N! to the epithet. 
It is interesting to note here-- and this is something 

which we will notice in future chapters - that the Basrans 

almost invariably seem to have the stronger arguments, and 

one wonders just how biased Ibn al-AnNirl might have been 

in his reporting. 
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THE ABSOLUTE OBJECT 

From the direct objectp let us now turn our attention 

to what is perhaps its nearest relation, the absolute objectv 
or jy5L; Ld 

I This is also referred to as the 

verbal. nounp or since the verb emanates from it - 

9 .00 

Ibn HishElm says: "Absolute object, which is also the 
C 

-ýý I infinitive - 1.8 " "I struck a blow" The 

absolute object is an infinitive employed -as an accessoryq 

subjected to some governing word (a) of the same root, or 

(b) of the same*sense, as in: - (a) "I struck 
.04. it 

a blow", or (b) "I sat dov= a sitting. 

In certain cases a noun which is not an infinitive finds 

itself governed in the accusative as an absolute object; this 

is a form of substitution. Such words are: - 
ta It 0- (a) "all" and "some", annexed to the 

infinitive: - cý--oJ) 
J-5 IRA. A4-ý-- 16, "do not incline fully"t 

ýJ 
and UJI "and if you forge out upon 

us some reports"; 

(b) the numeratives: - "then lash 

them eighty lashings"; 

(c) the nouns of instrument: - ýP, C1.1 

"I hit him with a whip or a stick or a cudgel. " (1) 

Al-YiEzijlv writing in the 19th centuryt says much the 

to I. This is the thing which same thing: 
C)" 

the verb actually doesp such as "I hit him 

(1) Ibn Hish5m, op. cit., pp. 217 and 240. 
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a blow. " The word need not be from the same rootp as long 

as the meaning is the same. The absolute object may also 

be increased by humbers, such as: - "I hit 

him two blows; " or by some form of manner 

rJWI --J-t "I hit him an unfair blow", lit., 
: /-. o C, )ý-ý 

"I hit him the blow of one acting wrongfully". Everything 

which indicates the fills the place of it, and the 

resultant effected accusative is like the accusative in 

I# 
j .0 

"I sat down a sitting", or 

"I struck him three blows"t or "I sat 

, 1(2) down squatting" . 

A western authorp Sterling, sub-divides the absolute 

object into different categories: "The absolute objectf 

The absolute object is so called 

because it has not a preposition attached to its namep 
U., 

O 
3E, 

limiting or defining its action, like the other 

It expresses simple action of the verbp and is originally 

the noun of action of the same verb; as 

he surely beat, he surely killed, C 

19 1 greatly approved it. This 

noun of action must follow (a) a strong verb, not such as 

CJ-V 
(b) another noun of action, or (0) 

an adjective expressing accidental qualities; as (a) 

I loved him with a great lovep 

(b) 14,1 wondered at thy 
V 

(2) Al-Yazijlt Pasl al-Khitab fl Usul Lughat al-'Arab. 
Beirutt 1887P ý-192. 

3E is the plural of 
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striking Zaid severely, (c) L; Z aid is 

very accomplished. 

"The absolute object is of two kinds: 1) 

"that which assuresIlp is the noun of action of the same verb 

and simply strengthens its meaning thereby removing the 

idea of metaphor. This noun of action is always in the 
4 jP 0. singular; as 'ýUS I assuredly killed him: 

2) 1. "that which makes manifest". This noun of Uý 
X-10 

action gives more meaning than the verb itselfv and is used 

to express number and form; it may be dual or plural; as 
U2 C-e-Sý 

cje-ý , he ran swiftly, I -ý . 
26ý 

tI 

0 -. 
11 

squattedv I took two stepst 

I sat upright"*(3) 

These writers have told us how the absolute object 

works, but have not really told -as why it works in the manner 
in which it does. The "Alfiyyall, with its commentnry, 

rectifies this omission. "The absolute complement, 

The infinitive is the noun which 

excl, ades 
11 

the time (element) of the two tenses of the verbf 
-J as from, "to be safe". It is governed in 

the accuBative by another infinitivet a verb or an adjective. 

That it. should be a root of these is the preferred opinion. 

It expresses corroborationt sort, numbert e. g. 
I- JS I-"-*,. a -a "I walked twice, the sort of 

walk of him who goes right". 
(3) Sterling, A Grammar of the Arabic Language. London, 

1904, P-181f. 
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"(The noun of action serving the function of -, 
WJzo j 

is governed in the accusativep be it by the noun of action 

itselfv like rv 0 Iv "your striking Zaid a Jý 

blow surprised me" v that is to sayp SP 0 
-a, W, -ý ý-J IV or 

by the verbp as "he got up a getting up", or 
A 

by the verbal adjective p like "you 

are sitting dovvn a sitting". It can be used either simply 

to corroborate and make more energetic the expression of the 

verb, or to modify the general idea of the verb by some 

special nuance, like "I struck him a 

painful blowIlp or to indicate the numberv as 
a. 50 -1 I ... -truck. "I struck him two blows" p and ". 0 C. ". /---> "I s CW'r 

him one blow"). 

"The noun which it designates can very well be governed 

in its place, e. g. "use all your efforts", 
-ex and ee II "rejoice gaily". 

11(Ibn Mdlik troubles himself to indicate two cases where 

the noun of action proper to the verb set forth in the 

phrasep and having a common root with it, can be represented, 

in grammatical analysis, by a noun of action borrowed from 

another verbt or by words v4iich are in no way in the category 

of nouns of action). 

"Always put in the singular that which corroborates: 

put the others in the dual, plural and singular. It is 

impossible to suppress the influence of the infinitive which 

corroborates, but, for the othersp the sense being indicatedv 
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one is free to do it. This suppression is necessary with 

an infinitive which finds itself in the place of its verb, 
0. j? 

like A-1; 
, "to snatch"t which is like 

;V 

"snatch". From that which expresses co-ordination as in 
Lo L; ýI , "well, be generous", ... one suppresses 

its governing word everywhere. 

"(Nothing is more frequentp above all in proverbial 

expressions and formulae, than this usage of the noun of 

, L6., q Ca", 
action with suppression of the aatecedent, as 

1.10 j# .4 
of f or C-, C "I hear your orders and 

am disposed to obey them'19 and nV7; "welcome, 

and be at ease"). 

"Likewise is an infinitive, repeated or serving as a 

restriction which replaces a verb, an attribute of a concrete 

noun - In fact another part of it is that of %hich one says 

that it corroborates itself or corroborates samething other 
rý. - than itselfp namely: the first, like I . -A I- Ci I I. Z-Vý 

"I owe him a thousand, (I make) a confession"; and the secondt 

like "You are my son, (I am sure that 

this is) very truth"* Likewise is that which serves to 

aomparev coming after a proposition like this - 

"I cry the tears of an 

unfortunate woman". 

"(The author points out two particular cases when one 

must understand the antecedent by which the noun of action 
is governed in the accusative. The two cases are 1) when 
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the noun which designates a substance (and not an abstract 

idea or quality) has a verb as attributep end one expresses 

the noun of action doubled, and 2) when, in the same case, 

the proposition is set forth with restriction. Thus one 

must say Joe 0- 

of 

are making a Journey", or 
L,; ) and 

IlZaid is making a jou=eyllv instead 

and likewise you 

jv, instead of 
A0 Apart from 

the two circumstances indicated, the omission of the ante- 

cedent could take place, but this would only be facultative. 

'((In the case with which the next lines are concerned) 

the noun of action is employed as fortifying or corroboratingt 
0 
5S)ýý , the statement of a preceding proposition. if 

it only states, in another form, the thought expressed in a 

complete manner by this proposition, in such a way that the 

result of the proposition and that of the noun of action 

which corroborates it are identical 9 one says that it corro- 

borates itself 
.0- 

)ý: but if it adds to the thought 

expressed by the proposition a determination or a plenitude 

of affirmation which J+id not have byitself, one says that 

it corroborates something elsev o One sees 

this difference in the two examples given by Ibn MULlik. In 

effect, the first signifies: "I owe him a thousand (pieces 

of silver)t confession", that is to say, "I confess it". The 
A... 

word "confession", only expresses, in another 

form, the thought already stated by "I owe him etc. " In 
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the second example, "you are like my son, certainly in very 

truth"; this addition affirms positively what 

the preceding proposition expressed only as something 

possible". 
(4) 

Often we find a word standing by itself in the accusa- 

tive for no apparent reason. This accusative may well, in 

fact, be the absolute object of some verb which has been 

suppressed. 

Al-Zamakhsharl sums up the situation neatly by saying: 

"Verbal nouns in the accusative with suppressed verbs are 

of three sorts: (i) That in which the verb my or may not 
W to It be removed, as r-5,4zo "(You have come) the beat coming 

.0 

with omitted, orr--s-A jc jtcUl , (you are as 

angry) as a horse against the bit", Ath omitted; 

That in which the verb is never shownp and that which 

has no verb whatsoever, as "thank(you)", C-zC 
lot 

"wonderful": one does not say 
A J, or 

and (iii) or imprecation, such as 6ý--Y 
0 or t 

"woe to you": these are always in the accusative". 
(5) 

Al-ZajjFtjl re-affirms part of this when he says: "Some 

words, ench as greetings and invocationsp go into the 
If, 

accusative: - "hellofl, "hard luck", 

(lit. "may he be far off"). Such words as these are made 

Ibn Mdlikv OP- cit-v lines 286f. 

Al-Zamakhsharl, op. cit., p. 18. 
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accusative by the influence of some verb which is not 
(6) 

shown" . 
SIbawayh expands this idea just a little further: 

"Verbal nouns which go into the accusative by the influence 

of some suppressed verb: - 
ý-aj 

p "God grant you 
4 

rain and safety"t and "may God disappoint you 

and make you smell". These nouns are made accusative 

when there is some optative sense - one wishes good ( cJ Lc-1, ) 

or evil c, ý through the sense of some omitted 
of 

.) 
ýýI !j Lv j verbq as if one had said in full 

ft 

or This is similar to 
clý 

warning, in that the nouns act as the J-)j of the verb". 

CONCLUSIONS 

About the absolute object there is little to add to 

what has been said by the grammariansg who agree with one 

another in what they say. The absolute object is the thing 

which the verb actually doesp as distinct from the person/ 

thing to whom/ which it does it. The actual thing done is 

0 nevertheless a jyaJiAll 
, as it is a product of the verbv 

and as such should rightly be put into the accusative. 

This use of the accusative occurs also in Hebrew. 

(6) Al-Zajjijlg op. cit., p. 295- 

S*3rbawayhv op. cit., P-157. 
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Gesenius(8) tells us that the internal or absolute object 

may be classed with the proper accusatives of the object: 

this consists of the addition of an object in the form of 

a noun derived from the same stemp e. g. they feared a 

fear. This usually takes the form of an indeterminate 

substantive which, except in the case of the addition of 

the internal object to demonstrative verbs, like the 

infinitive absolutep is never altogether without force, 

but rather serves to strengthen the verbal idea. Likewise 

in Ethiopic(9), a -ierb may govem a substantive derived from 

itself in' order to explain itself by itself, as "let us 

swear an oath". 

(8) Gesenius, OP- cite, p P-366. 
(9) Dillman - Bezold, OP- cit-P P-432. 
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ACCUSATIVE OF CONCOMITANCE 

In our study of the accusative per sep it would be well 
if we were first of all to examine those branches which in 

a their Arabic terminology have the title of a 
J70-6-42 

- 

The third type with which we shall deal is CWO )3LA;., Ojj 

or the accusative of concomitance. This is the thing which 
happens in accompaniment to the action of the verb - it 

happens C-" . 
SIbawayh shows us examples of its use, but fails to 

explain- why it is used. C\O-, O JPZACA In sentences 

such as jy "what have you done with your 
J 1'0 [A-. 0-0 

J -, I; ij 0 '(' father? "p and tv ý-_Yp "if the she-camel 

were left with 1jer young, it would suck her breasts", the 
'00, lifLw e CU s-ense is really ! )-"I an ovýý 

1, .9.. 
The words _-1 and are each a The 

9L ro does not alter the sense at all. Also 

"the cold came with the hood". is really is 
j2j 1 2-45 

Slbawayh then goes on to say that in some cases there may be 

a verb. "In examples such as IXY 2)J LA. 7 there is an 
I A. .Jj .1 understood verb: - "q . 6; Lý- to lit. "what is 

tot your state and your taking Zaid? " Also in 

which is the same as Lo 
q the sense is 

(jAS Lot "how are Zaid and his brother? " 

(1) Slbawayhq op. cit., p250. 
(2) Ibid., p-155- 
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Al-Zajjaj! tells us almost as little as Stbawayh. 

is JI AM, C'" is their saying 5/j. 

you make ,. J nominative on account of (its being the 

subject of) the verb, and you make R-JUIP-JI accusativet 

because you do not mean 9 the hood camellp 

but you mean "the cold came with the 

hood"o and the 
,? 

1,9 has the meaning of The verb 

which is before it acts on what comes after it and makes it 

"-J accusative. One also says 

I'Mutammad and I were like brothers". 

"What also falls under the heading of this chapter is 

their saying "what have you to do with 

Zaid? 11, when the cannot be joined to the -ýLý , and it 

is made accusative by an understood verb, as if it had been 

00 
. >, 9 9 2JJ "how are you and your knowing 

Zaid? ""(3) We see from this that not only does al-ZajjFjI 

use almost the same wording as his predecessor - he even 

uses the same examples. 

Ibn RishFLm9 howeve'rt tells us that al-Zajjgjl regarded 

this as an objective complement, giving as an equivalent 

example J, 
-Ul "I walked and passed near 

the Nile". 
(4) Ibn Hisham himself has this to say; 

"Complement of concomitance - "00 J. P-ý' This is a 

nounp employed as an accessoryp following the particle 

by means of which one wishes to convey expressly the idea of 

(3) Al-Zajjgjlt OP. cit-t P-306f. 

(4) Ibn Hisb7amt op. cit. p. 217- 
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accompaniment, and which is preceded by a verbp or a word 
J verbal both in root and in sense: - -; ýV- , or 

CJJ. -; J,., y IL-m "I walked by the Nile". The accusative 
a- 

can be called for in cases like: - (a) oly, I 

"do not defend evil when you yourself do it"o (b) 

"I rose with Zaid", or 9 
"I passed by you and Zaidllp or (c) it is preferable in cases 

II 
like Z. "be wi th Zaid like a brother". 

It is mediocre in G 11Zaid and "Amr got up". 

In examples (a) and (b) it comes in the accusative as a 

verbal complement. In the third example it would be better 

to consider it as a complement of concomitance than to use 

adjunction". 
(5) 

Sterling adds that "the 
, 91,9 must not have the meaning 

of conjunction The ctsw Jystizý is also found after 

and of interrogation: as I ", 
-. =jl how art 

thou together with Zaid?, what hast thou 
(6) 

to do with thy brother? " . 
Again, it is the "Alfiyya" which tends to deal more than 

the other books with the reason for the use of this accusativet 

rather than just when it is employed. "The complement of 

II concomitancep j YLO-L. Vj I The noun which follows 
ly 

is put in the accusative, in the quality of a complement of 

concomitancet in cases like T. 0 90 

(5) Ibid. P P-251. 
(6) Sterlingt op. cit., p. 190. 
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with the road, hurrying". It is by what precedesp verb or 

equivalentp that this accusative is governed, not by 9 

following the most just opinion. Certain Arabs, after 
.0 

interrogative, to or make the accusative to be 

governed by a verbal derivative of understood. 

Adjunction ( )p if it is possible without rendering 

the construction weakp is more rational: one prefers the 

accusative in cases where the copulative adjunction would 

be weak. If this construction is not permittedt the 

accusative is imposed; or better stillp think of the 

suppression of a governing word, and you will be right. 

"(It suffices to give examples of the different cases 

indicated in these lines: - 1) Following some Arabsp one must 

say with _JL-. 
O. and LD followed by 

'9 using the accu- 

what have you w ith Zai d? and sativep 

"how are you with a bowl of 

soup? ": more generally, in this casep one makes >. jj and 

agree wi th _!;. 
j I Without a doubtt what deter- 

mines the grammarians to suppose, in this case, that there 

is suppression of the verb and that it is this verb 

which goveins y and ; %SLa_-V in the accusativet is 

that, following their opinion adopted by Ibn Malik, it is 

it not the called ; ýý/ IP which governs in the 

accusative the noun which follows it. The contrary opinion 

seems to offer a more natural analysis. 2) The accusative 

after the called Y must be preferred only in 

the case where concordance would offer something contraryp 
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be it to the ordinary rules of grammarv or be it to the 

sense. Thus it is quite all right to say 

"I went with Zaid11v and II) Lo , because, to adopt 

concordance herep it would be necessary, following the 

ordinary rulest to say I 
---LA05 , and 4P Lo 

0 0. - ,f 
Likewise I by reason of the sense, it is impossible to say 

and it is absolutely obligatory to 
V 

use the a ccusative. In this other examplepl" 
7 L, 40 

"' L would "I fed it straw with cold water", the words 1* ý) ýj 

be put in the accusative, be it as a c\-" or be 
j .6Z- it as the ruling of the verb . 1.0, "1 watered", under- 

of P 
),, (7) 

stood, and virtually understood in _L; 
jC 

0 
The gramm rians at whom we have looked have all offered 

us the same explanation for the uses of the cuz. -o jyr-" 

This was the view of the Bacrans, but the Kufans offer an 

alternative explanation. "The Kufans say that the c\. " JpL" 

is made accusative as a difference such as 
Jul "the water and the wood reached the 

same level"r or Gj2j "the cold came with 
It 

V-j 
- 

the hood". The Basrans say it is made accusative by the 

verb which precedes it and is contained in the P, 1.9 

Al-Zajjgj (d. 922) says it is made accusative by the virtual 

meaning of a regentg the virtual meaning being 5 

"it was mixed up wth the wood". because the verb does not act 

on the jjqLýd-o and between the verb and the J9-0ý 

there is the 91.9 0 

(7) Ibn Ma-liko op. cit. lines 311f. 
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Abil al-Hasan al-Akhfash (d. 835) says that what follows the 
, 
9111 

is made accusative by the accusativeness of e., o , as in 
ja 

c, sLo came with him". 

"Kufans: - In defence of their argument that the noun is 

made accusative in order to be different, they say that when 

one says "dl it is not good to repeat the 

ý' ý- I 0ý- '.. I Jul ;- to verbp as in 
19 .. because the wood was 

not uneven - it was equal (on the same level). And when it is 

not good to repeat the verb the second noun differs from the 

first and is made accusative on account of this difference. 

And what proves that a preceding verb is not allowed to act 
to 

on it is the fact that verbs like and, . are 

intransitive verbs, and intransitive verbs cannot make this 

type of noun accusative. 

"Basrans: - The regent is the verb, because this verbp 

even if it is in its origin intransitive, is strengthened by 

the , 91,9 . and becomes transitive on the noun and makes it 

IJ accusative, just as -. 
1Lý/n: 1 "I took Zaid", becomes 

transitive by the hamza, and "I took the 

food", becomes transitive by the doubling of the letterp and 
i 

just as 
"I brought him", is made transitive 

by the letter demanding the genitivet except that the 
.. 
91) 

does not have any action, because it is originally a conjunc- 

tion, and as such does not act. But jus t as in the case of 
(exception, with which we shall be concerned 

.4V 

later) the noun is made accusative by the preceding verb by 
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6j 

the power of so here the cwo jqolv is mde accusative 

by the preceding verb by the power of the , 91,9 According 

to the BasranBV this is trustworthy evidence. 

"As for al-Zajjgjls statement that it is accusative by 

the virtual meaning of a regent - namely ze 

because the verb does not act on the J. 9. ý because there is 

a /9 between them, the Basrans say*- this is false. 

Because the verb acts on the jqjr-L-0 by the way in which it 

is connected to it: if it needs the mediation of a particle 

it would act with its presence, and if it does not need that 

mediation it would act when it was absent. And we have 

shom that the verb may be attached to the o. " cjqouý-o by the 

mediation of the qdy , and that it needs its action, and it 

suffices that it acts with its presence. And how can the 

reason for the existence of the action be also a reason for 

its absence? And what is this but dependence on the cause 

contrary to that necessitated? And if this is one aspectr 

surely the opinion of the majority id preferablep because the 

first aspect requires a virtual meaning, but the aspect of 

the majority does not require a virtual meEning, and what does 

not require a virtual meaning is preferable to what does. 

"As for the theory of al-Akhfash that it is made 

accusative just as the accusativeness of the Basrans 

say: this is a weak theory also, because is a 

preposition, but the cýsw jqw-" in the examples 

and ý>. 
0U 19 

ýZA 
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. i. 
not a and cannot be made accusative as a 

"in reply to the Kufans' statement that the nao Jpjý is 

accusative because it should differ from the first noun when the 

verb is not repeatedt the Basrans say: this is false, on 

account of the C=J; -6ý which differentiates between the two 

meanings, as in SG-G "it was not Zaid who 
ýýý 

rose but 'Amr". and "I did not pass 

by Zaid but Bakr". Heret what follows differs from 

what is before it, and it is not accusative. According to 

the Kufans' argument, it should be accusativet since it is 

different from the first. In the case of L-ý-O 
p the 

second noun differs from the first, as with 2) in 

ýu IlZaid rose, - not. , 'rAmr". and 

. 
Aý ý) ý..; O;., -:: V "I passed by Zaid, not 'Amr". 

This is not accusative, so this pxoves that a difference does 

not need to have the accusative. 

"In reply to the Kufanel statement that the preceding verb 

is intransitive and cannot act on the c\, " j3st-" 
, the 

Basrans say:. the verb can be mde transitive by the strength 

of the p, and it comes out of its intransitive state". 
( 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

Once again we find a diversity of opinion amongst the 

(8) Ibn al-Anbiri"v OP- cit-v P-155f. 
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grammarians as to why the accus4tive is vsed in the c,, sw cjpz-j-o * 

The two main points which must be emphasised first are that the 

.,, 
91,9 does not alter the sense at allp and that the accusa- 

tive is -used only in those instances where concordance - making 

the noun after q agree in case with the noun before it - 

would offer something contrary either to the ordinary rules of 

gramm r. or to the sense. One view which is extremely weak 

is that of the Kufans in their assertion that the accusative 

is used as a difference - this is once again negative 

reasoning which the Basrans were easily able to refute. 

Howevert the gra=arians do all agree that it is definitely not 

the y). 9 which governs the accusative. In certain cases therd 

may be a verb present which accounts for the accusative -a 

verb which isshown; indeed, in certain caseep Ibn Hish-m 

statesq the accusative is a verbal complement - or, as we 

would prefer to call it, a direct object. But what of those 

many instances when there is not a verb which can specifically 

govern the accusative? Some grammarians tell us that the 

regent is the verb which comes before the accusative; this 

view is quite acceptable, but the Basrans' explanation as to 

the manner of this verb's regency is questionable. They say 

that the yly makes any intransitive verb transitiveg but this 

seems false. Admittedly the intransitive root-form verb 

"to go out". is made transitive by the prefixing 

of an alif (form 4)t or by the doubling of the middle radical 
(form 2), but these are both changes to the actual verb itself. 
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Moreoverv while certain verbal such as "to need" 

and *I , "to attack" 9 are mde transitive by the 

mediation of a prepositiont P is not a preposition 
but a conjunction which, unlike 

prepositions, is incapable of wielding my influence. We know, 

then, that the - njw jptlo must be a noun, in the accusative, 

after the particle 9 with the meaning of ýLo . "with". 

but how is this accusative governed by the verb which precedes 

it, the main verb of the clause, or something which resembles 

a verb? To take this argument further we must look at it from 

the Arabs' point of view. This preceding verb may quite well 

be an intransitive verb, but it may still govern the accusative 

although this accusative will not, of coursep be a direct 

object. The influence of the, main verb reaches the noun 

through the medium of the but of course the 
, 
ply simply 

transmits this influence, and does not exert rny itself. 

Though this explanation may seem completely false from a 

Western viewpointp it is quite sound from that of the Arabs, 

who felt that even an intransitive verb could exercise influence 

over a noun, and make it accusative in an indirect way. (We 

shall see this same idea again in later chapters). 

A usage which closely resembles the accusative of 

concomitance existed in Accadian. Von Soden(9) tells us that 

the concomitative accusative appears to exist only in old 

Assyrian, as "a sack with my seals". He adds that apparently 

(9) Von Sodent op. cit., p. 201. 
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without any difference of meaning -the same case can be used 

in these expressions in apposition. 
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ACCUSATIVE OP PURPOSE 

,j or, as it is sometimes calledt 

is an accusative of purpose. It enables one to introduce 

a final clause without the necessity of using either the 

subjunctive, or the particle J followed by the genitivet 
J# 

and hence the origin of the title Ci 

Ibn Hishrim, says simply: "Complement of motive - 

Accusative of purpose. This is an infinitive (we have 

seen earlier that the name 'infinitive' is given to what 

expressing the we would call the verbal noung or 

action of some accident which concords with it (i. e. the 
4 

main verb) in both time and subject: - JIP 
rose to honour you'. If either of these two conditions 

cannot be fulfilled the construction takes the form of the 

preposition 
0 

Al-Zamakhsharl reiterates these same conditions: 

It 0. ) Jý.. OLLd I. This is a way of using an accusative rather 

than a verbq and is a (correlative) to it: - 
%4 L 

CNIP -; m 'I did so-and-so fearing evil' t or 

Ci 'I hit him to correct him'. There are 
4" df CjjV? IO I 

three conditions attached to this usage: - that it should be a 

verbal noung a deed of the subject of the verbp and 

contemporary with it in action; if anything is missing, 
) there should be aj as came to 

.0 

(1) Ibn Hish9mf op. cit., p. 244, 
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you for you to honour the visitor', and 

'I went out today on account 

of your quarrelling with Zaid yesterday". The word in 
(2) 

question can be either definite or indefiniýell . 
Al-Ygzijl shows us that the thought of the grgmmarians 

I is still the same in the late 19th century. " CJ j 9. xzý 

This is that of which the action of the verb happens to its 

causet being a which is identical in time and 
a 

.0 

regent: - "I fled through fear' If this is 

not the casey then the genitive is used, following a 

particle of allegation (explanation) QA4 

a -ýIj La) '.. 4, -. Cj-0 'I intended it in order to draw some 
01 . 0, .0e- 

advantage from it' .... If the noun is preceded by 

then the genitive must be usedq But if the 

word is definite by P\9' then there are two courses 
A open: - 'I fled through fear of being 

killed1t or tI throiigh f ear of it,,, 0 
(3) 

I -Y---'ýJ* 
C1;? 

None of the gramm rians seems disposed to tell us the 

reason why the accusative should be used, Even the 

"Alfiyyall, on which we can normallyrelyv in no more helpful 

than the works we have already mentioned. "The complement 

of motive, eJ One puts in the accusative, as a 

complement of motivet the infinitivep if it expresses the 
0j 

reason why, e. g., CJ.. ')P 'be generous by thanks, 

(2) Al-Zamakhshar3: t op. cit., P-31. 

(3) Al-Yazijlv op. cit. v p. 198. 
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and also humble'. It must be identical with its governing 

word with regard to time and subject. If one condition is 

lacking, make it be governed in the gEnitive by a 

preposition., This is not, howeverp forbidden when the 

conditions are f-alfilledp as in by 

abstinence he has been satisfied". It is rare that the 

preposition is accompanied by. this infinitive deprived of 

the article: the 

prefixed to it. 

j JCýI .0 /149 
would not stay ou 

converse takes place with that which is 

One quotes: - 
ji PI 

t of the melee out of cowardice, should the 

enemy"s troops come consecutively'. 

"(When the noun of action is used as a complement 

indicating the motive I cJ Jýý t if it is made def inite by 

the article or by a complement of annexation, one ordinarily 
e 

expresses it by means of a preposition, as 
.4 #4 J* A, 

if it is indefinitet one ordinarily expresses it by the 

accusativey as Ci 
L->U Ibn Mglikp however, quotes 
'0 

an example where the noun of action is made definite by the 

article, and one has not used any preposition: one has 

iJ0 04) 
said and not ot! Nx 

To what we know already, Sterling adds that the Ode" 

"must be a noun of action, but not of the same verbt and 

agree with the verb in respect to agent and timep and also 

be indefinitev as pI fled from fright. 

Ibn MFL1ik 9 op - cit. p lines 298f - 
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4 

Here ý', 
px; expresses the cause of flight: it is a noun 

of action, although not of the same verb, and agrees with 

the verb to flee-as to its agent, because the one who fled 

is the one who feared: it is also indefinite. If any of 

these conditions are not fulfilled, the noun of action 

must be introduced by one of the particles of causation 

The particles of causation are 

Sometimes the cJ J. ýý is itself the cause of the action, 

and must then be a noun of action of a verb denoting a 

mental process; as 
CJ 'the Messiah died 

from love to us. At other times the verb is the cause of 

the action and then 
, 
a)jqv-Ad)may be the noun of action of any 

'I beat him to correct him. verb; as c, ) ol ' 

If the c%. )Jjo-" is made definite by the articlet it may be 

put in the accusative; as I fled from feare 
---I -V-O 

Also if in construction it may be put in the accusative; 
24 11 

as fled fearing slaughterv but it is 

better to use the prepositionot. 
(5) 

CONCLUSIONS 

Wone of the grammarians whom we have studied has been 

disposed to tell us why the accusative should be used in 

certain instances to avoid the use of a final clause, or the 

use of a preposition followed by the genitive. Furtherp 

if the accusative may be used in some cases, *y may it not 

Sterlingg op. cit., p. 188. 
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be used all the time? As it is, the accusative may be used 

only when three conditions are fulfilled - these conditions 

are that the word should be an infinitivet it should explain 

the reason for the action of the main verb p and it should 

agree with it in time and subject? What, then, is the 

regent governing the accusative? It would appear once again 

as with themaýojyo-L-o- that it-is the force of the main 

verb which wields the influence; however,, again, of courset 

the accusative is not a cv. J. 5tý , but is governed indirectly. 

When one of the three conditions is not fulfilledp the verb 

can no lon'ger transmit its influence to the Jy-a-" p which 

must then become a genitive after a prepositionp or must be 

replaced by a final clause. 
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ADVERBIAL ACCUSATIVE 

The last type of accusative to bear the Arabic 

terminology of a is c. Aý J. ýL,, ELdl , known as the 

accusative of place and timep or alternatively as the 

limitative accusative, or more generally as the adverbial 

accusative. There can be no doubt as to the reason for 

the choice of the preposition to describe thisJ). o-w; 

it obviates the necessity of having to use the preposition 

j, to define the place or the time of an action. 

SIbawayh sums up its use neatly: "Temporals and 

locatives; In the sentencew3 'I meet you 

on Fridaylo the temporal noun is in the nominative as it is 

a and what follows it is built upon it. Likewise 

with a noun of place, 'I got up in your 

fast place'. One can also say C"i 

on Friday' v or 11 meet you on 

Friday'-. When the temporal is accusative it takes the 

- if 0. - 
place of a preposition. The r-. t. 2 9 Wi is a form of /_. _7_1111 V 

commentaryt on the temporal accusative. Alternativelyp 

the temporal phrase can be regarded as being made accusative 

by the verb itselfp even though this be intransitive. A 

third explantation is that this type of sentence, 

4) is syntactically similar to 

v"Abdullah, I hit him. "'. (') 

Ibn Hish5m expands this a little further: I'Limitative 

(1) Slbawayht oPecitop p-43. 
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object; Adverbial accusative. It is this which is 

subjected to the action of some goveming word with the 

sense of inot (a) With nouns of time, such as 

or or 'I fasted on 
.0 o-. -. rp-, - Thursday', or 'for a timett orp 'seven times'. (b) With 

nouns of vague places, which are the nouns of the six 

aspectsp like v lbeforelt 'above Iv 

--I 
'on the right hand sidet, and the opposinc aspectsp 

>J as well as those resembling them , such as -5-4 

fI parasang 'at'. (c) With nouns of measure, like 

'mile". (d) With those words which are derived 

from the infinitive of their governing wordp like 

of R. 

>-a-a-o I 'I sat down in the place where Zaid 

'fý; - 
.0, 

sat'. (This must not be confused with 'I sat down like 

Zaid sat', which is a form of absolute object) 

We have seen c%x; Jyýiused both definitely and 

indefinitely. Al-ZaJjRJ! explains when each is called for. 

"Noun of time: This is always in the accusative, 

'today', 'I will ride tomorrow', 

'he went out on Friday', N. B. 

when this refers to a definite specified day it does not 

take nUnationg and is therefore not howeverv 

when it refers to any day it is nftated, as 

I went out on Friday morning', but 

(2) Ibn Hish9m, op. cit., p. 246. 
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met Zaid in the morning'. 

"Noun of place: When this is put in its proper place, 

(i. e. when it is a locative or a genuine C) 
it is put in the accusative, as 'he sat 

near you', . 6t! ýJ lZaid is with your brother' and 

'I' travelled for a mile' a 

parasang"t 0t 'two miles'. When moved from its 

proper place, however, it becomes like any other noun". 
0) 

Al-Zamakhshari classifies the c, *; JpLAý into various 

sub-divisions: "' c, _ý; This is the noun of time 

and place. It is sub-divided into (a) unkno-zin, or vague, 

(b) fixed, (c) taking a noun and adverb, or (d) taking an 

adverb only. (a) Unknown or vague. time 

tthe aspectst. (b) Fixed. Itodaylt 
.4 

'(in) the house'. 
'. 
9, J1 (in) the market', 

(C) Taking a noun and an adverb. This can be followed 

by regents. (d) Taking an adverb only. This must be 

followed by the accusative, as we 
A, 0 travelled for a whiletv 'at daybreaklp 

'in the morning1p 4,9 'we travelled in the forenoon". 

one also says J% 
4 

ab ., ýAr_ lit., lit was journeyed a long 

way', I Imuch'. Since the accusative is stronger 

than the nominative one says 'I brought it 

in a good condition'; is en understood JL-, -* , and 9 0. a 

nothing is stronger than JL--. -. , and the meaning is 

r 
(3) Al-ZajjaSir OP- Cit., PP-45 & 46. 
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cases, the accusative e,, j Jýý can be regarded almost as .0 

a cj J! jý; in other cases it is made accusative by some 

unknown or hidden regent"0(4) 

It is, howeverp the "Alfiyyall which gives us the 

clearest overall picture of "Complement of 

place, called also limitative; o-o J)Lw-ýJor The 

limitative is a noun of time or place to which one 
#0 QP 41 

regularly attaches the sense of e. g. LOr 

'stay here for a while'. 

"(In giving for a sign of 'circumstantial terms of 

time and place', , which contain the sense of the 

preposition i wherever they occurt the intention of the 

author it to remove from this category the nouns of place 

which usage allows to be put in the accusativep but in 

certain exceptional cases only. It is thus that one says 

-1->J1 , 'I entered the house9v and-,,!: 
ý)l 

entered the mosquelp without one's beJngable to say 

-, J1 'I slept in the house1v or 9 

'I prayed in the mosque'. It is not in those cases, like 

that jl-01 and are put in the accusative. 

The Arab grammarians belonged to diverse schools of thought 

to give a reason for this exceptional syntax). 

"Make it be governed in the accusative by the word 

(4) Al-Zamakhshari, op. cit., p. 29- 
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expressing the fact of which it indicates the place, 

whether this word is expressed or not; and if it is not, 

understand it while admitting suppression. Every noun 

of time is appropriate to this rule, but the noun of place 

only accepts it vaguely, like the six aspects, measures, and 

what is taken from the verbsp like 
_; 

ý; ; from to 

throw'. The condition for this to be in regular usage is 

that it should be limitative of the fact with which the 

expression, at its sourcev forms an alliance. 

"(The reason for which 'verbal nouns of placelf 
-a .0 

L<, 0) 1 indicating aI special I place, although 

directly opposed by their nature to the 'vague' or 
-a# lindefinitet nouns of place, rvV., -o , (such as before, 

behind, abovep to the rightp etc., or a thousandp a 

parasang, etc. ) can be employed adverbiallyp as -a-ýA 0 

is very likely their intimate connection with the 'nouns of 

actiont serving the function of,, $-ý 

Always, as this is an exception to the rulet these nouns 

only rarely enjoy this privilege, as long as they have as 

an antecedent 'the same verb from which they are derived't 
j thu s one s ays 

'I wdnt in the way of ZaidIp but one must not say 

I, I they went in the way of their 

father'. Contrary examples are exceptions). 
"That which one finds'sometimes limitative and sometimes 

otherwise ist in grammatical terminologyp variable; 
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invariable is that which can only be limitativep or 

analogo-us to the limitative from the words. 

"(The words which express circumstances of time or of 

place are not all of the same nature: there are some which 

can enter into the discourse as subjects, attributes, 

direct complements of verbsvetc. p which consequently can 

be used in all the cases, like rp. 
- : others, on the 

contrary, are never used except adverbially, like 

'before', und er etc. 

"Sometimes an infinitive replaces a local limitativev 

and this is frequent with the temporal limitative". (5) 

We have seen that several of the grammarians have 

mentioned the prepositions of the six aspects. Why should 

these words be in the accusative? This was another of 

the questions over which the Kufans and Basrans disputedy 

so we can find various reasons if we examine their 

arguments. "The Kufans say that a preposition is in the 

accusative, as a differencep when it is the of 

the I such as lZaid is in front of you'. 

Abu al-gAbb5s Ahmed ibn YahyR Tha6allb (815-904) says it 

SýJ- &aW 
V is Six ýV I J-4-s. is made accusative because the root in - .0p 

and the verb is suppressed; it is not necessary, and the 

preposition is considered sufficientf and remains accusative 

on account of the form it had with the verb. The Basrans 

say Jr. is accusative on account ot a conjec"mrecL verb, 

(5) Ibn Alikv OP- Cit., Lines 303fe 
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it being really, -Ptol lZaid settled in front of 

yoult or J; 1 
t I'Amr settled behind you'. 

Some Basrans say it is made accusative by the virtual 

meaning of the 3-=L; Jl I(Preseat participle)v and it really 

means jj; 3 
LA3 

j 
.9P 

or-, 

"Kufans: - It is made accusative, as a differencet 

and that is because the of the 1-, s-Zta in meaning is 

the thus when one says lZaid is standing'. 

and Jvý 4Amr is eloquent', has ->V in its 

meaningg and , >1-6-; o has in its meaning. So when one 

says 631 or JS 
jjLLof does not have in its 

meaning I it is Zaid nor dbes !P have in its meaning I it 

is 'Amrl, And since it is different from it, it is made 

accusative as a difference in order that one may 

distinguish* them. 

"Basrans: - It is accusative on account of a 

conjectur6d regent, and this is because the root of 

and J, 71 j and because the 

preposition is a noun of place ortime with the meaning 

of 'in', which takes the genitive: and words which 

take the genitive must be connected to something.. because 

they introduce a tie which connects nouns with verbsp as 

in 'I marvelled at Zaid p or 

11 looked at 'Amrl: and if one says or 

one may not do so until one has conjecturedo for the word 

ft 
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taking the genitivep something to which it can be connected* 

This proves that the virtual meaning in or 
LO I or -jýp "ý! Aý * 

Then the particle has been suppressed and the verb 

has been joined to the preposition, and makes it accusative. 

And the verbo which is J... is conjectured with the 

prepositionp just as it was conjectured with the particle 

( etc. ). 

"As for the Basrans who say the preposition is made 

accusative by the virtual meaning of the 3r-ujl r. 1-IVI 

(present participle), they say this is because the virtual 

meaning of the jc6JI 
f-! is preferable to the virtual meaning 

of the verb; because the JcWl 
f-! is a noun which can be 

joined to a particle taking the genitivegfor the noun is 

the root, but the verb is a branch. Thus when one has to 

use the virtual meaning of one, it is preferable that one 

should use the 3AW I f-! - 

- "In my opinion the first explanation is the right one# 

and that is because the ýmUJI is a branch of the verb in 

influencet even if it is the root in other than influence. 

And when it is necessary to have the virtual meaning of a 

regent, the virtual meaning of what is the root in 

influence - i'. e. the verb - is preferable to the virtual 

meaning of what is a branch of it - i. e. the 

What proves this is the fact that the preposition may be 
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found as a link with C--3, 
jI 

. as in j j-3 L) I, 3: 3, JI- : 
':.: 'ý 

f 
'I saw (the person) who (was) in front of youlp and 

(the person) who (was) behind you' , and a 

link can be only a sentence ( ; i; 4 ): and if the 

conjectured thing were the JeW 
f-!, -! , then it would be 

isolated: because the ý=UJI r, -! with a pronoun is not a 

sentencep but it is isolated. And an isolated thing cannot- 
be a link. So the conjectured thing must be the verb, which 

is because the verb with the pronoun can be a 

sentence. 

"As for the Kufansl statement that "the of the 

J-Zý has the same meaning as the and when it is 

different it must be accusative as a difference", the 

Basrans say this is wrong: because ifthe justification 

for the accusative of the preposition were its difference 

from the the also would have to be accusativet 

because the is different from the preposition, just as 

the preposition is different from the The 

difference cannot be imagined as being in one only it is 

One should say 'and But in both. týz -11, V. 

as this is not allowed, it shows the error of their 

statement. 

"As for the statement of Abu al- 'AbbFis that "it is made 

accusative by a verb whJch is missed out and is not assumed" 
the Basrans say this also is false. This is because it 

S 
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leads to a position in which it is an accusative by a verb 

which does not exist either expressed or in virtual meaning, 

and the verb must be shown and present or conjectured to be 

present. And when it is not shown and presento nor is it 

conjectured to be present, it does not exist either actually 

or in virtual meaning. And what does not exist cannot 

be a regent: just as it is absurd to have a cutting with 

a non-existent swordq or a burning with a non-existent fire: 

it is thus absurd to have an accusative with a non-existent 

regent. For grammatical deficiencies are like sensual 

deficiencies. And what proves that the statement in 

question is wrong is that it has no equal in Arabic". (6) 

CONCLUSIONS 

Once again we f ind the grammarians agreeing on the 

fact that the accusative may be used in an adverbial sense, 

but not unanimous in their reasoning as to why it is used. 

At first sight, one might mistake certain uses of the 

adverbial accusative as being very similar to the absolute 

objectv but this is false. We will remember that the 

gra=arians all emphasised that >L6_0ý1 j,, ýI must be of 

the same rootp or of the same meaning, as the main verb: 

in the adverbial accusative there need be no relationship 

at all, and therefore any aimilarity grammatically must be 

denied. 

(6) Ibn al-AnbFiri', OP- cit-, P-152f. 
P. 
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Why, then, is the accusative used? The main facts 

which we know about the adverbial accusative are that it 

has the meaning of either . time or place, and is usedp as 

a general rulep after the meaning of j, "in". It is 

certain that there is a verbal element somewhere which 

governs this accusative, BO we must establish what it is. 

STbawayh says that the sentence cy,; jWi 1 is like 0. 
A 

01ýý cP but this would seem to be wrong: the 

understood verb which precedes the noun of time/place must be 

identical with the expressed verbt and must govern the noun 

as a direct object: as this verb may be intransitive, it 

cannot do this. The Basrans - who did not have a great deal 

of difficulty in refuting the arguments of the Kufans which 

were once again of a negative nature - support the view that 

there is somewhere an understood verbp but they differ from 

,, J 
6. is 

Slbawayh by saying that the understood verb is 

They say that in the course of timep the preposition which 

should follow ýý I has been droppedv and the verb has 

become directly transitive on the noun. We see, then, that 

this adverbial acclisative is yet another instance of the 

gove=ment of the main verbv evea though this latter may be 

intransitive. In this respect the is similar 

to the cv . 
but is not, as Slbawayh and the Basrans 

would have us believet a genuine C'ý cjja-ýO . (it must 

again be emphasized that it is quite permissible from the 
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Arabs' point of view for an intransitive verb to govern an 

accusative in an indirect way, and for it to transmit its 

influence through some bearer - in this case an understood 

preposition ý ). 

Having given this explanationg examination must be made 

of another of the points made by SIbawayh. He says that in 
J the sentence J WI : ýýI the nominative is used 

as a Vie must always remember that the Oriental 

method of analysis is different from ours in the West, and 

this use-of the nominativet to their way of thinking, is 

quite logical and acceptable. We find againp how0vert 

(as we found when dealing with the instances of the direct 

object preceding the verb and being put in the nominative)), 

that, as the accusative may also be used, we have two 

apparently sound arguments which allow for two different 

cases to be used. 

The accusative. is used in He'ýrewp Ethiopict Syriac 

and Accadian in an adverbial way - although the warning must 

be given that the word "adverbial" tends to cover a variety 

of uses. Gesenius(7) tells us that in Hebrew the noun may 

be more loosely subordinated to the verb, and thus tends to 

specify not the person or thing directly affected by the 

action, but some more immediate circumstance under which the 

action takes place. One such use of the accusative serves 

to define more precisely the placet either in answer to the 

Gesenius, OP- cit., P-372. 
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questions whither? and where?, or to show the extent in 

space, in answer to some question such as how far? or how 

much? In the case of Ethiopic(S), when the most direct 

and usual form of subordination of the noun to the verb, 

using the accusative, falls shortt recourse is had to 

prepositions to assist the verb. The so-called adverbs 

are almost invariably dependent on the verb as accusatives 

or as prepositional formsp and even the small number of 

adverbs which are not formed-either by the accusative or by 

prepositions must yet be thought of as subordinated to the 

verb as quasi-accusatives. In Syriac(9), where a lack of 

case endings tends to make comparison difficultv there are 

adverbial usages wbich resemble those in Arabic. Some nouns 

of place servet just as they stand, for adverbs of place, but 

more fiequently there occurs an analogous use of nouns of 

time. Expressions of measure of various kinds fall under 

this headingp such as "they rejoiced the whole way", or 

"in large quantityllp "very much". In fact, even the objectp 

when it is not foxmally indicated, might be brought under the 

category of adverbial expressions. Lastly, in Accadian(lo) 

the accusative is used independently in an adverbial sensep 

particularly in expressions of place and timev and is 

(8) Dillman - Bezold, op. cit., p-430- 
(9) Ndldeket op. cit. p. 188. 
(10) Von Sodenp OP. cit-p p-200. 
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occasionally interchangeable with other types of adverbial 

expression. The accusative of place with a locative meaning 

is rare except in the expressions which have become petrified 

to particlest and even more archaic is the accusative of 

place with a meaning of direction. The accusative of time 

is used to denote extent of time, as "for days and nights", 

and instead of "inall with a genitive in certain set 

expressionst such as "on the day when you read my letterllp 

and in numerous prepositions and adverbs of time. 
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STATE - VAL - ACCIDENTAL QUALICATIVE 

In Western languages in which a definite system of case 

endings still exists we are accustomed to put the words which 

qualify some part of a sentence in the same case as the 

word(s) which they qualify. In Arabic this happens only up 

to a certain extent. An adjective agrees with its noun when 

it forms one idea with the noun. Should some qualifying word 

come at the end of the clause2 then it does not follow this 

rule of agreement, and falls under the heading of JU3, , or 

state. 3L-- is an addition to a sentence which qualifies 

that sentence by the addition of circumstances obtaining at 
the time of the main action, and in this respect it is similar 
to a Jpý - It may show the condition of any part of 

the main sentence. 
It JL--- 

- This is the name given to every indefinite 

noun which comes after a definite noun and helps to complete 
the sense further. It is always in the accusative 

An.. 
I "Zaid came riding" 

"your brother travelled quickly". can only be inde- 

finite, it can follow only something which is complete in 

itself, and it must have some regent acting on it. If this 

regent is a verb, then it can either precede or follow it. 
However, if the regent is not a verb7 then the regent must 

Aia -I .--- precede the verb as regent - liýý >V 
"Zaid went out quickly", or or 

other than verb as regent - 
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"this is lluha=ad riding" I or 0 
SZ-. S-o 1. ý. p NOT 

We see that al-Zajjljl states quite definitely that the 

JL--.. may precede its governing word, if the said governing 

word is a verb. In. this respect he supported the view of the 

Basrans7 who argued with their fellow grammarians of Kufa over 

this point. "The Kufans say it is not permissible to put a 
in front of the verb governing it when the subject is 

an obvious noun, as in IlZaid came riding'17 

but it is permissible when the subject is a pronoun, 
.1 "I came riding". The Basrans say the JUs. 

may precede its governing verb, whether the subject be obvious 

or a pronoun. 

"Kufans: - The JLt,., may not precede the thing governing 

it because it results in the pronoun preceding the obvious 

noun: thus, when one says there is in 

the pronoun of .;, and it precedes it, and the precedence 

of the pronoun over the obvious noun is not allowed. 
"Basrans: - The 3L---. may precede its governing verb on 

account of tradition and analogy. As for tradition, one says 

--confused voices come back in 

scattered ways", and is a J-5. preceding the verb 

governing it with an obvious noun. As for analogy, it is 

(1) Al-Zajjiijll op. cit-9 P-47- 



permissible because the thing acting on it is conjugable; and 

when the regent is conjugable, its joc must also be conju- 

gable; and if the is conjugable, then it must be permis- 

sible for the thing affected to precede it, as in ý., w . 
And, as a JL-n- resembles the jysLlu , as the may 

precede the verb, so also may the jul. 
. 

"In reply to the Kufans' statement, the Basrans say this 

is false. Because, even if it (the pronoun) does precede 

(the obvious noun) in letter, it is actually posterior in 

virtual meaning; and if it is posterior in virtual meaning, 
0 a- j 

it may precede: the Koran says A., c\ 
aI--0 j 

'j-. 
n. 

"Moses conceived a fear in his mind", and the pronoun in c, --w 
.00 

returns to po even though it be posterior in letter. 

If it (the pronoun) be posterior in virtual meaning it may 

precede. Likewise in the sentence - 

C, %-O ; ký 1.0--) 1ý -3 jx . 40 C "he who meets Harim one day in his ordinary way of life would 

find out that forgiveness and generosity are part of his 

character", the '0 of oýAr returns to because 

it ( Lro ) precedes it in virtual meaning, because the 
Q 1. ý, A r, 

a 
ýDý 

Uý 

virtual meaning is 4ý 
cj., o , "he who Y LO, 

r I'll 110Y. e-A 
meets one day Harim in his ordinary way of life", and when rl 

precedes in virtual meaning, the pronoun is posterior in virtual 

meaning: then it must be permissible". 
(2) 

(2) Ibn al-AnbErl I op. cit -I pp. 158f . 
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Al-ZamaUsharl is not at all committal on this point. 

This is similar to a jy_sý in that it comes at 

the end of a sentence and serves to explain the state of the 

4 ý; L; 14 -I 
I "I hit JA; or the JJO-iW; 4V _Iý_j 

Zaid standing", or "I met him journeying". C, 
ýAZ 

I 

The YoLc bears a resemblance to a verb, and indeed has the 

meaning of a verb, 
[ý", 

),, 'Amr 
. 
ýý t hi sis 

eloquent", or J1J L- 
2 "what is the matter with you 

standing still? " In the same way, words like 

CICLJ "would that", , "perhaps", and C) LS "as if", are 

followed by the accusative on account of their strong resem- 

blance to verbs. The may act as a J-5.. 
I 

L; 4) 1,11stand 
up standing", as may an adjective, elý 

4J -1 1 "1 met him face to facelle The J6.. itself "-tw 

nust be indefinite, and the thing governed by the JLm. must 

be definite. The JL--- must be indefinite as it is a second 

Sometimes the verbal noun is used instead as a 

Jý-% itself is actually a : ký )- Instead 
. 4, 

L. 

J;; e., OO of saying or one can say 

zlý/J I 1VkLj-: '1 "he sent them fighting (the fight)"; and 

likewise, in the sentence "You Acted energetically arld 

capably", instead of 
Lb 

one says 
0ý .9 

, 
SVAS 

Lb 

Though these words are actually 

definite, the idea behind them is indefinite. Some nouns also 

act in the same way as these p6a-o . The thing described 

by the JL-n-- should not be put in the indefinite, (as this 
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is ugly and undesirable Arabic) unless the comes first* 

The qualifying word must then of necessity be a 36.1 as an 

adjective-cannot precede its noun". 
(3) 

Dealing with the 3Ln. , Ibn Hish5m is quite clear and 

precise. He shows us the different conditions needed for the 

employment of this type of accusative. "Secondary uses of the 

accusative. The accidental qualicative is an adjective used 

accessorily7 and replying to the question "How? ": 

I III hit the thief pinioned". The tAo AP 

accidental qualicative must be indefinite. If it is met in 

the form of a definite noun, it must be interpreted in transla- 
- As j 

tion by an indefinite noun: - J)X J)ýJ/ "enter in 

the order in which you are". In this example, and other 

similar ones7 the case must be refuted on account of the article 

being an expletive. Also, the antecedent must satisfy one of 

four conditions. It-must be: - (i) definite; 

C. J "their eyes lowered7 they will 

go out"; (ii) particularised; C: Oýý 
L-JJ C, 

"in four days exactly (iii) a general sense 

UV 3. &V LVI Pi ý i 1. "we have not destroyed 

any city except it had warners"; Uv) placed after the 

accidental qualicative; Ul-n: c-i 4", 1 110f 

Mayyah remain only desolate ruins 

Al-Zamahhjali_arT-l OP* citet P-32. 
Ibn Hish-aM7 ope cit., P-257. 
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It is yet again to the "Alfiyyall, with its co=entary, 

that we turn for the most detailed account of AN 
- "The 

accidental qualicative; CJL-"- - The accidental qualicative 

is an adjective, used accessorily, governed in the accusative, 

signifying "in the state of ... 111 as 1""; 
1 111 am 

going alone". The most ordinary (use) is that it expresses 

an accidental quality, with a derived word: but that is not 

necessary. 

"(What one understands by ý, Iý 
I ("accessorily! '), in 

a proposition is all that is not necessary for the proposition 

to have a complete sense, that is to say, in order that it may 

express a judgment of the mind: it is the opposite of 

a word by which one designates that which is indispensable to 

the constitution of the proposition. For example, if one says 
eJ 

"I met 'Amr, (he) being on horseback", 

is a and a because the words ; 0; 
would form by themselves a complete proposition. 

Sometimes, however7 the JL-ft or "circumstantial term of 

state" forms a necessary part of the proposition7 either because 

it takes the place of the enunciative tor ) as in the 
t; 6,1 If, . 

example ýý I "my hitting Zaid standing", of 

which the sense is 4F 
CJL--, j J, - Lm. I 11my 
1# 

IV -4f.; O I 

action of hitting %aid took place when he was standing up": or 

because it enters into the phrase as an essential part of the 

sense7 as in the following example: - 
LýO tilt Cju 

LLf 
c-. so "veritable 
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death is that which alone lives afflicted, being in a distressing 

situation with little hope". In effect, it is evident that 

the enunciative would only express an incomplete sense, and 

even false, if the circumstantial terms C-15 
etc. were to 

suppressed. 

11 (The c)L-, -, - of its nature must be an adjective: it must 
be put in the accusative: finally, it must contain the value 

of the words JL=- "in the state of". - It must further 

"express a transitory, accidental state", and not 

inherent to the thing or person to which it refers. Finally, 

it must be a "verbal adjective", These last two 

conditions are not always absolutely necessary). 

"The primitive word is often in the enunciation of a rate, 

and (in general) in every expression which inspires a natural 

-AIJ 
I AL 1 

5-0 C'ý. a J 11 inte: pretati=2 e. g. 40 0 ., sell it, so 
.. .0 f 

much a measure, in ready money", and 40 IIZaid 

charged7 as a: lion, i. e., like a lion". (The writer feels 

that the words "natural interpretation" need clarifying. The 

Arabic actually says "which shows an explanation without 

strain". Ok--- is normally an epithet, but it may take the 

place of the noun7 being of the same derivation: it gives an 

explanation in an easily comprehensible way. ) 

"(The noun called (which was translated as"Primitive), 
4 

which is the contrary of can serve as a 

when it indicates a value, a price, and also when it is easY 

to bring it back to the value of a noun adjectives of the 
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category of those which one calls 

"if the accidental qualicative is made definite for the 

letter, be sure that it is not (made definite) for the sense, 
a0-a- it e. g. "strive alone 

"(It is in the nature of JU, to be indefinite, lz/ 4-0 ; 

if then it seems definite grammatically7 as in I it is 

necessary, by analysis, to bring it back to an indefinite sense). 

"An indefinite infinitive is often used as an accidental 

qua-licative, e. g. "suddenly Zaid got up". 

Ordinarily the noun qualified accidentally is not indefinite, 

unless it is postponed, or particularised, or unless it is 

shown after a negation, or something analogous, as 
4a0 51 

JIr- j) , "let no-one outrage his 

like in despising him-" 

H(The object of the circumstantial term of state, i1e. the 

noun which expresses the thing or the person "modified by this 

term" I 
JUI or is ordinarily definite-, 

oil there are, however, cases where it can be 

indefinite: (i) if it is placed after the CJL-n. (ii) if it 
$A 6 

is particularised, c)e_7-ý , i. e. if it has a beginning of 
determination; - (iii) if it is shown after a negation; Uv) 

after a form of speech which resembles negation, i. e., after 

an interrogation or a prohibition). 

"It has been forbidden for the accidental qualicative 
to precede its qualified noun which is governed by a preposition: 

but I will not forbid this, for there is no lack of examples. 
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"(One finds ... an example which justifies the opinion 

given by Ibn Malik: - 
AAýV;, 

C. 
S . .0- It, if N &I 5b 

am consoled at the absence of you others, all, however many 

you are, in thinking of you, in such a way that it seems that 
.4 

you-were with me". The word 14L 
.; /- 

serves the function of 
jLn. 

, and Yet it is placed before its antecedent, 

which is the affixed pronoun although 

this antecedent is governed by the preposition C . VC )0 

"Do not allow an accidental qualicative to refer to a 

complement of annexation, lest the antecedent of this be not 

proper to govern it, or lest it be a part, or like a part, of 

its complement. 

"(There is, properly speaking, only a verb,, or a word 

containing the value of a verb, i. e. t a noun of action or a 

verba-l adjective, which can govern a circumstantial term of 

state. From this it follows that every word which forms the 

"second term of a relationship of annexation", C=:.; 
U2-dI 

7 

cannot be the "object of a circumstantial term of state", 
Jul But there are three exceptions: U) if the 

"first term of a relationship of annexation", I iS2 
by its nature7 proper to govern the JL% 

I i. e., is a noun 
of action or a verbal adjective, whence it follows that one 1, J , U- 

can say Abi b. 
-IýP . 00 -ýý -- 

ý. -. 
i9 "the hitting of Hind, 

standing, surprised me"; (ii) if the first term of the 
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relationship of annexation forms part of the idea expressed by 

.9a the second term, as in the example Ox, &. A* j to Wý; 
10 ## 14 "we will root out whatever of rancour is in your breasts - 

(you shall be) as brethren"; (iii) if the first term of the 

relationship of annexation can be suppressed$ without the sense 

being altered, which assimilates this third case to the second$ 

e. g. 'N $ "follow the f aith of 

Abraham who is a hanif", It is evident that one could say, with- 

ofit' the sense being essentially altered, 

as in the second case one could say up I 
instead of 

"If the accidental qualicative is governed by a verb 

entirely conjugable7 or an adjective which resembles it, it is 

permissible to place it at the beginning, as in J-. 1 y -119 
Hat speed he makes off'12 and 

LC 
-1) 2 "Zaid prayed 

with all his heart"* A governing word which embraces the 

sense of the verb7 but not its elements, cannot govern when 

114 ý 11 - placed behind, e-g-2 as if "I "would that" 
-a 6XI "that" (fem. ), and it is rare that one finds expressions 

01 1 
like I'Sa6ld is at Hajar, in 

residence". The construction 9 
-1- 

IIZaid all alone is more useful than 'Amr helped", is permissi- 

ble and is not weak. 

H(It seems natural that the noun which is modified by the 

should precede this modicative term: however, the 
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converse very often takes place. This is permitted if the cJL-,, 

is governed by a verb which can be conjugated, or by a verbal 

adjective which resembles the conjugated verb, i. e., which 

receives the "indicative inflexions of gender and number", 

which the grammarians call This is forbidden, 

on the other hand) if the JL--- is governed by a word which 

expresses the sense of a verb, without being in the nature of 

the verb, as are all the demonstrative articles IýIp I 
" 

.0 

etc.; or by certain particles such as which . &)J ý, -. - P. 
contain the sense of "I desire" C-i Ilas if "I 

which contains the sense of "I compare". Finally, 0-ý I 

this happens only rarely with the prepositions j, "in", 
I . Lc and otheis similar which cbntain the sense of 

the verb ", I it " I "to be in a place As for adjectives of 

the form expressing the comparative, it is not 

generally permitted for them to make to governt with inversion, 

the , because they partake only very imperfectly of 

the nature of verbal adjectives, as their particular syntax 

proves: however, this is authorised in expressions similar to 

the example given by Ibn MRlik. One can likewise say 

u LY ý, 'I-Amr standing is better than 

(him) sitting". One. sees that, in this exceptional caset the 

comparative adjective governs the cJL-% which precedes it, like 

that which follows it. ) 

"The accidental qualicative may be found as a multiple with 

a singular qualified noun, or a multiple. 
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"(One and the same object can be modified by several 
46 Up. IeZaid circumstantial terms of state, as 

came73aughing, riding": this is what Ibn IZlik primarily 

states in this line. But it can also happen that several 

circumstantial terms of state joined together belong to 

different objects7 as occurs in several ways: (i) the JLcl- 

being put in the dual or plura-11 because it expresses a 

modification common to several objects, as in the example_ 
_ J-- a- --- -a- (- %I J 

.9 I--r - -1 5 

"and He has made subservient for you the night and the day and 

the sun and the moon, and the stars are made subservient"; 

(ii) each JL5. modifying a particular object. In this latter 

case, each modicative term can follow the noun which it 

modifies, ast--*ta III, riding, met 'Amr, walking": 

or else the different modicatives can*be put back after the 

different modified terms, as The 

relationship between each modicative term and the term which 

it modifies is then indicated by the gender or the number, if 

this can happen: otherwise, the modicative term, placed at the 

end of the phrase, must be related to the first modified term. 

Thus, ql: 
ý modifies the pronoun contained in and 

modifies 

"The term which governs the accidental qualicative can be 

corroborated by it, in cases like 1-j "do 

not be a transgressor on the earth, causing trouble". If a 

proposition is corroborated, the governing influence of th: e 
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accidental qualicative is omitted, and itself is moved back. 

"(The circumstantial term of state is sometimes used to 

express an explicative ideal restrictive or otherwise modicative, 

which one would not guess if it were not set forth, as when one 

says "Amr went qUickly": one then calls 

it or at other times it serves only to 

corroborate an idea already set forth, and one then calls it 

In this latter case the JL-s- can corroborate, be 

it only the antecedent which governs it, as in the example 

given by Ibn Malik, where the word corroborates 

be it a complete proposition, which is always a nominal propo- 

sition, of which the two terms are definite, and are neither 

nouns nor verbal adjectives, e. g., IIZaid 

(is) your brother (being) affectionate"$ 

"this (is) the truth (being) evident". To analyse these 

propositions one supposes that there is ellipsis of the ante- 

cedent which governs the an antecedent which is "tol-c 
j 

or know it", "I am certain of it 

"(The proposition corroborated by the JL--- must be a 

nominal proposition whose two terms are definite, and are nouns 

other than verbal nouns. Ibn 11-alik does not express these 

conditions, but they result from the very nature of things; 

for U) if the proposition were verbal, the JUs. would corrobo- 

rate the verb, and not the proposition; (ii) the corroborative 

cJL-@%- always follows the term which it corroborates: now 

the when there is no inversion2 always supposes that 
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the JL, *Il --ol-L, is definite; (iii) if one of the terms 

of the proposition were a verbal nom 

corroborated by the cJL--- I and not 

"In the place of the accidental 
4 L. 

appearsý e. g. 

thinking of departure". That which 

31 it would be it which was 

the whole proposition. ) - 

qualicative a proposition 

I'Zaid comes, 

starts with a future 

affirmative includes. a- pronoun, and does not take y; as 

for that which has 9 7 understand after this particle an 

independent noun to which you will give this future as an 

attribute. Any accidental qua-licative proposition other than 

this is fastened by 92 or a pronoun, or the two together. 

11 (T he J--N can be replaced by a proposition, be it 

nominal or verba-1. If the proposition is verbal, and the 

verb is in the a-orist, ordinarily it is d6tached from what 

precedes it, and is in no way connected by the conjunction Y 

If however, in this case, one uses this conjunction, one must 

suppose, before the verb, an inchoative to which the verb 

serves as an enunciative; by this, this proposition returns 

into the category of nominal propositions. Apart from the 

aforementioned cases'q the proposition which serves the function 

of ejLn- is joinqd to its antecedent, either by the conjunction 

or by a "pronoun of recall/return", LC or 
by these two means together). 

"Sometimes the accidental qualicative has its governing 

wordrotdtted, and certain of these omitted governing words 

0 

would not be able to be expressed. 
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"(The ellipsis of the antecedent of the JL-, % occurs 

necessarily in certain proverbial formulae hallowed by usage, 

and it is forbidden to express this antecedent: it also 6ccurs 

sometimes in a facultative manner; for example7 if one said 

to someoneg "how did you come back? " I he can 

"I came back", reply, "on horseback", with 

understood)105) 
There are, however, other ways, less obvious, in which 

the cJL-- is employed. Slbawayh shows us some of these further 

uses. "A form of This occurs when there is a question 

and a thing asked: - 
bb 

-! 
JjUý, Lo, "how are you, standing? ", 

C; L. - U. "what is your brother doing, standing? ". 
AP 

The accusative is used in the same--way as in Cblor 1:, 01 

"this is 'Abdullah standing'19 on account of what is before it. 

., I 
In these sentences there is the meaning of ýJ "why 

did you get up?, 
A) 

... Sentences in which the definite 

predominates over the indefinite. In the sentence 
'*J -**A. C C'U" "these are two men and 

'Abdullah, eloquent", Q., ýjILID is made accusative because 

there is no way in which it can possibly be an epithet of 

cýU zitz nor of the dual. It is thus a CJL% as if 

one had said simply euNýr. )ý, 
_O I "this is "Abdullah$ 

Ibn Malik, op. cit., lines 332f. 

SIbawayh7 op. cit., p. 21+7. 
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e lo qu ent 
(7) However, having told us that the word 

is a PJ6, , S1baWayh then seems to contradict himself when he 

says afterwards: "However, 'may permissibly be in 
(8) the nominative". Slbawayh then gives us an example similar 

to that of Ibn Hish-am, but again seems to argue with himself. 

"More about the accusative acting like a but having the 
- 640 - %. j & definite article: - 
4ý96 J, 9j, 5-ký-ý-7 "they entered in the 

order in which they were". This works in the same way as does 
VSý-%! ýý rI+A .0 

I or Dm. ý) "they came in man by 

man% One may, however, use the nominative and regard the 
I I as aJ referring back to the verb. If however, 

J 
one makes it a-command and says tpln: "enter"', then only 

the a-ccusative can be used, as there-will be no Jb-. 
, since 

the words will not have'their intended meaning". 
(9) 

A further branch of JUs. is the accusative after LI 
I 

116s for". This is treated by SIbawayhj but it is also examined 

by Chaim Rabin, who deals with it in a rather more general 

sense, so thevriter will quote him, and thus include SIbawayh 
5 "as to as well. "In cases such as 

knowledge, he is knowledgeable":, or 

"as for knowledge, he has no knowledge", where the extraposed 

(7) Slbawayhl op. cit., p. 258. 

(8) Ibid. t p. 258- 

(9) Ibid-t p. 198, 
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noun is an indeterminate verbal noun, the accusative was the 

rule, only the Tamim used the nominative, though even in their 

dialect the accusative was considered more correct. An example 

of the accusative is a phrase ascribed to a man of Harith: - 

as for killing, I am no killer". 

"in the case of ýWl 6 17 with a determinate verbal 

noun, the Hijaz dialect had either accusative or nominative, 

the Tamim always nominative. 

"The next class is described as SIbawayh as but 
10 

the term seems to be taken in a rather wide sense. The model 

is: - 
ýAa. ý UL' 1-1 1 "as for being knowledgeable, he 

is knowledgeable". Here-all dialects have accusative, 

SIbawayh cites one example with a substantive: - 

c;. 
16* rx; LQ. An 

ýIj. 
>oo 61 , "as for being 

a sincere friend7 he is not a sincere friend". The same 

applies - in spite of the particiýial pattern of -Lý - to 
1; 

16 1ý6ý Le "as for being a tax-gatherer, no". The 
J 

adjectival character is stronger in 

"as for one who returns from battle, his booty is fine". One 

could, however, take the accusative as circumstantial: "as for 

when he returns 

"Sibawayh analyses these accusatives variously as JU- and 

This is accepted by Reckendorf. It seems more 

likely that the accusative spread analogically from those 

cases where it was justified by the virtual place of the extra- 

posed word. Thus the prototype of 
PL. I.; " LO I is 
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LC SIbawayh uses this criterion himself 
"I r-.,. 

L= LI, "as for servants, he when he rejects .9 
-*#. 

A 

"0 

is the possessor of servants'19 on the ground that one cannot 

say Later philologists abandoned the 
(10) 

elaborate classification of SIbawayh". 

Within the framework of cJL-% fall the verb Q) Lf 11to 

bell, (which we shall be examining later) and those verbs which 

take two objects, of which the model is usually 11to 

think". Ibn al-AnbZrII again reports the conflicting views of 

the Kqfans and the Basrans. "The Kufans say that the of 

cjg and the second Jyo-ao of are accusative by 

virtue of being a CJ The Basrans say that they are 

accusative by being a JY4" and not being a CJL-'-' 

Ir . Kufans: - The proof that the of c9Lr is accu- 

sative by being a JL-% is that Q)U is an intransitive verb# 

The proof that it is intransitive is that a verb in the dual, 

when it is transitive, acts on both the singular and the 

plural, as in 9 "they (two) hit a man", or 
Aft, 

I "they (two) hit some men". This is not 

permissible with O. U 
, for one cannot say 

Ub" W, "they 

(two) were standing (sing. )", or "they (two) 

were standing (pl. )". What also proves this is that one ca;, 

express. in another way the transitive verb, as in V 

"I hit Zaid", and one says "I so-and-soed 

(10) Chaim Rabin, op. cit-i PP-183 and 184. 
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I Zaid"; but one does not say in the case of Uý I was 
J 

your brother", JLV! 1ý LL 
- Thus when the verb is not 

transitive, the word in the accusative must be in the accusa- 
tive by virtue of being a c)L-, --. I and not as a cj, ýý . And 

we have not found any verb which makes the J accusative va_ao 

which is itself the Jr. 6 in meaning, without the and 

with w. V this is preferable, because it is better to say 
11. . IýS UU, IIZa1d was in such-and-such a state", 

Just as, in the case of "I thought Zaid was 

standing", it is better to say ISS ýJL_.... jI "I 

thought Zaid was in such-and-such a state". This proves that 

the accusative is in fact a J, 5. 

"The Kufans also say that it may not be said: "If it were 

accusat: Lve as a then it would not be permissible for it 
45 to govern a definite2 as in Lg. Ii I'Zaid was 

your brother", and ! PjAL 10, "1 thought 'Amr was 

your servant", and týý cannot be definite". We (the Kufans) 

say: this is permissible because AUL I and are in 
01 ,ý 14 - the place of the as in b, 7-- Sf, ) III hit 

Zaid with a whip", where 11_. q., is accusative as a verbal 

noun ( here represents the absolute object, for it is 

, j3,, L!, d1 which is used to denote the noun of instru- 

ment), even if the instrument for its taking the place of the 

- _., eý were c,. ý : the same is the case here: just as 

"he sent the QJL-t,. - is definite as in ý, oJl LVý, 

them fighting'17 or A CaJI "you pursued it with 
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zeal". These examples prove what the Kufans claim. 

'tBasrans: - The accusative is the accusative of the 

and not of the because both U. and govern 

a pronoun7 as in "we f"Y F-0 
" 

are they, and if they are not they, then who are they? " 

Likewise one says 0ý1 "I thought he was he (the one)", 

and the pronouns are by no means in a state of &n. 
, and there 

is'in them an absence of the conditions of and so they 

must be in the accusative as a and not as a 

"In reply to the Kufans' statement that "when a verb is 

transitive, a dual verb acts on both the singular and the 

plural, etc. 117 the Basrans say: - This is not permissible in 

the case of 0- U, 
as it is in the case of I because 

the jyo_60 in C)U is the JJý in meaning7 and thus the 

dual cannot be the singular or the plural: because the J10; W 

in C). 
V is the in meaning because it introduces the 

and the 7 and the stands in place of the 

JQL; and the. /-. -t; in place of the j3pz; w : and7 as the P-oil 

must be the same as the in meaning, as in rs; 
L; ý 1,9 

"Zaid is standingt17 so must the be the same in meaning 

as the cýAý - On account of this7 there are prevented inc! )[d 

some things which are allowed in , not on account of 

what they (the Kufans) claim, provided that we do not claim 

for , Vý is a proper verb that ()U is in place of 

having regard to both an event and time, 

and the in it is a proper JaU 
I and the u. ýý 

is 
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0V is not a proper verb; it has a proper J! fio-Zw : but ei 

regard to time apart from event, and is thus called a verb of 

meaning ; ý. afl ja-ý the eriLýýo resembles the JJ0, 

and the--rjje-lo resembles the cJ; -o-" and so the is 

known as the and the 
.. 

1. (1ý1 ýý as the 

"In reply to the Kufans' statement: "It is better to say 

and in the case of it yV 
is better to say ýJ jI and this proves 

that the accusative is the accusative of JLt. 11, the 

Basrans say: certainly this would prove a e)LAN- when all the 

conditions of 06- were presentt but this is not so; because 

one of the conditions of q)Lb- is that it should come after a 

complete clause7 and this is not found with the defective oJU 
V-mr-, ýW) OU ) in which the diff erence lies; nor is it 

. p-ý after -- 
% whichhasthe found in the second rJ 

ýA . 

meaning of thought or knowledge, in which lies the difference, 

not whichhas the meaning of suspicion. Likewise, another of 

the conditions (of JL-Ins, ) is that it must be indefinite, and 

much of what stands as the of VJ-U or as the second 

object of is definite: if it were a it would 

have to be indefinite7 and as it is sometimes definite, it 

cannot be a JLC- 
. 

"Then in reply to the Kufans' statement: "This is 

permissible because the definite stands in the place of the 

Just as the instrument stands in the place of the 

0 Oý 94- in the saying 
elý 1 

-*. 4 .)I 
"I hit Zaid with 
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a whip", " the Basrans say: the difference between the two is 

obvious. It is right that should be made accusative 

as aI because it is one indefinite taking the place 

of another indefiniteg and serving the same usefulness; and it 

is right that it should be made accusative because it takes its 

place; and for this reason,, it is not right that the definite 

should take the place of the JL--- 2 because the cýL-n- * can only 

be indefiniteg and this is definite, and neither of them serves 

the same usefulness as the othhr. So it may not take its 

place, nor may it be made accusative as it (the other) is. 

"As for the Kufans' saying that: may be definite, 

and as in the saying J-! eaJ) Lyt, )Ij and 

CV ), "he went back to where he started jr- 

the Basrans say: these words, with their exceptional form and 

small number7 are not instances of J6 I and are in fact 

which indicate verbs in the place of the L! -' 

And when one says the virtual meaning is 

1.! he sent them to fight the fight", 

using jr; Lsu with the meaning of and has 

been put in the place of jj!,; -Q 
I- As the Koran says, 

C. 
"God made you to grow out of the 

earth as plants"; then to was suppressed$ and it is 4eý 

a sentence in the place of the d6s. 
I and the was 

14, used to indicate this; just as we say 

"you are journeying or ý.: tý And likewise with 
t to o 

as if it were 

. 19 .f 
: 11-vs 
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,, you sought it as YOU strived your striving", and then 

was suppressed, and it is a sentence in the place of the 6. 

and the was used to indicate this. Likewise with 
J the virtual meaning in C, -, >-., Jr- 0-)3LC e-pv. some 

grammarians say that is made accusative by and 

it is accusative as a- JjLaý I and not as a because 

can be transitive7 as in C\W 

"if God returns you to a party of them". However, the majority 

agree with the former explanation; and they put these J> 
LQ-41 

in place of verbs in these cases, because in verbal noun-type- 

words there is an indication of verbs - provided that one does 

not draw analogy on the exceptional circumstances of these wordst 

and likewise any verbal nouns or nouns which have the definite 

article in a case of, Jb- 
are rare exceptions, and should not 

be used for analogy"*(") 

Bravmann7 in his stddy of syntax, mentions this accusative 

after C. -)(S - As he disagrees with the theory that it is a 

J-n- 
, his views will be omitted until we examine cj-ts and its 

sisters, and we will then see why Bravmann thinks the accusative 

is used, and of what sort it is. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

Arising from the arguments of the grammarians there are 

several points which deserve our attention. Firstly, the 

(11) Ibn al-Anblirl, op. cit., p*489f* 
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grammarians agree that J-11- is used in answer to the question 
"how? "; it may be of two types, either a single word, or a 

sentence. Indeed7 any j-,, - may be replaced by a proposition, 

either verbal or nominal. The second important point is that 
JUN. must come only with a complete proposition - the 

proposition must still make sense if the jLx%- is removed. The 

grammarians also agree that "JLD. must be indefinite. 

Once again, it must be established why the accusative is 

used. It appears that there are two possible explanations. 

The first, expressed by some of the grammarians, is that the 

accusative JO-- is the direct object of some suppressed verb - 
? 'I 

this view is corroborated by the Hebrew usage - such as A-ýý 

or This view. *is supported by Bravmann, as we shall 

see when dealing with 0& 1 who regards the JUs. accusative, 

as apparently having its origin in nominal clauses with the 

function of object to a verb of sensation. As such, the JL'% 

would be simply another use of the direct object. The second 

explanation, which the majority of the grammarians seem t6 

favour, is that the JAc which governs the J6 is the main 

verb of the clauseý and as we have seen before, it is the 

indirect influence of this verb which puts the word describing 

the state of the action into the accusative. This influence 

may pass to the through either the subject or the object 

of the main clauset depending on which is being described. 

About the permissibility of the precedence of the JL... 
I 

the granmarians seem to allow this; it is qpite possible for 
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the inf luence of the verb to reach the even if the 

does precede the main verb. 

Finally, we turn to the question of JUN being the 

explanation of the accusative after C. J8 and the second 

object after This point appears to be false, as was 

shom in the view of the Basrans as they refuted this Kufan 

theory. This point, as was stated, is brought up by Bravmann 

under the heading of J. V9 and we see then that he also 

rejects this theory. 

This use of the accusative also occurs in three of the 

four other Semitic languages which are being used for the 

purpose of comparison. In Hebrew(12) any word describing 

the condition of the subject or object of an action during the 

action is put into the accusative, as are words describing 

the manner of the action. Dealing with the adverbial accusa- 

tive under a slightly more broad heading, Gesenius(13) says that 

the. relation existing between the circumstantial accusative 

and the accusative of the object is especiallý apparent when 

the former7 as, for instance, in a statement of. the goal after 

a verb of motion, is immediately connected with its verb. 

However, even the more loosely connected circumstantial 

definitions can certainly be regarded as originally objects 

of a governing word which was habitually omitted. The result 

was that the consciousness of this closer government was at 

length ccusative more and more acquired an 
U2) Davidsont op. cit., p. loo. 
(13) Gesenius, op. cit., P-373. 
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independent value as an adverbial case. In Syriac(ll+) adverbs 

of quality occur, but they are not numerous. Examples are 

"they went naked`7 or "he shall lead away the captives ... 

young and old ... naked and baTefooted"o And finally in 

Accadian(15) the adverbial accusative of state is found mostly 

in adverbs and adverbial expressions which are made up with 

formative abstracts or pronoun suffixes, such as "in my child- 

hood", "hand in hand". However, the accusative of state in 

the case of adjectives which describe a state in which somebody 

is doing something is to be found only in old Assyrian. 

(14) N81deke , op - cit -Ip- 190. 

(15)Von Soden, op. cit., p. 200. 
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TAMYIZ - SPECIFICATION 

Closely related to JLs. is ý--V--" , or specification. 
Like cjL-% I it adds to the meaning of a sentence. Al-Yizijl 

61 tells us: 11ý /. --. ý- This is that which clarifies the 

uncertainty of a substantive noun, or the su=ary of a 

relationship". 
(') 

Sterling continues to give abundant examples of the 

various uses of the accusative, but does not help us in 

trying to establish why the accusative is used: 

is the primitive noun which explains what would otherwise 

have been indefinite: this indefiniteness has respect 

either to -!:, I'a , substance, or relation. 

4---; ) limits or defines the predicate; as 
r>3 Zaid is honourable in respect to birth, 

V >-: V how noble a man is Zaid, 

_-T'j ce 5ýj-j Zaid has nore relatives than 'Amr. 

2. ex lains what is indefinite in respect to P 

number, weight, measure, quantity, similarity, dissimilarity 
4.4. 

or areai as cJj he has twenty she-camels, 
LO I boug ht 9 

a rotaI of butter and a saa of whýt, and two miles of land, 
IAJ0 (1 L. 

-ý Z'ý >; C I have a handful of YJ tv'ý'" _ý 
0. I=-_- 

31 

flour and the like of it of rice. The noun which is 

specified must not be deprived of any of the signs of 

A-1-Y-aziJil op,, cit-I P-205. 
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p. 

declension. may be put in construction with the 

and the 00 may be put in the genitive by 

asI have a shekel of silver, 

we planted the land with trees, 
(2) have a ring of gold'. 

Let us now return to al-Yazijl for a slightly more 
0 of detailed explanation of its uses; 11 must be an 

indefinite underived word, except that what elucidates the 

uncertainty of a substantive may be explanatory to an 

isolated thing having regard to its species. And it may 

be for the most part: - U) a weight 

'I have a weight of gold', (ii) or a measure - 
11,1 - -, L. J ..: I !; ý4; &-. - r- jI 

bought two sB 4a of dates II (iii) or 

a number - 
rd,., 

3 'I took twenty dirhams'. 

And what elucidates the summary of relation may be 

explanatory to a sentence with regard to some aspect which 

connects the relation occurring with it. And it may be 

for the most part: - U) transmitted from the regent - 
L-ýa; 

-ý, Ij -: -Uý , IZaid was good in his soul' , or 

rLA; . 
1-A-L ; (ii) or from the (the thing/ 

person to which it is done) 

'I extolled the jh-aykh in respect to wealth', or 
(iii) or from the jllrý 

e Av 
jl. 

ý; O ý-51 Sý-jj IZaid is greater than you in respect to 

(2) Sterling7 op. cit., p-196. 
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wealth', or *j 
ýLo 

t-r -"Y. 
* 310. Specification is also 

used after nouns of number from 11 to 99: - C 
'thirteen men 'thirteen women It or a za, 

'twelve slaves came to me". 
(3) The 

writer will in fact be dealing with the numbers in more detail 

just a little later. 

Al-Zamakhsharl tells us that within the category 6f 

"come verbal nouns and participles acting like 

verbs: - _V 'the person hitting Zaid' Lý6 

Vy I the. -two people hitting Zaid', 
-VJ. 'the people 

hitting Zaid', but I /If .i 'Amr 
. 

ýAkC 
.4 ,V 

IZaidIs hitting 

The specificative does not go into the accusative when 

sipgular unless it is complete: four things make it 

complete: (i) nUnation, (ii) the nUn of the dual, (iii) the 

nUn of the pluraI7 and Uv) C,, V, 
bo 

of . These are f urther 

divided into two groups; Y9 I comprising i and ii, and 

comprising iii and iv. With one can choose 

to have either or 7 U19 
I or Jib, 

'a rothl of oil'. With the n5n is retained, and must 

be followed by Ifulness of honeylt or 

C: ) 'twenty dirhams'll-0(4) 

Once again7 Ibn Hisham is quite detailed in his 

explanation of % The writer will quote what he has to 

(3) Al-Y5, zijT, op- cit., p-205. 
(1+) Al-Zamakhshar-3.1 op. cit-, P-35- 
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say on the numbers and although he will be returning 

to these points later. "The specificative, 

This is a noun7 used accessorily, indefinite, with no 

verbal senseq serving to explain vague substances. There 

are two kinds of specificatives: (1) one explaining a 

simpl'e term, and (2) the other a result or connection. 

11L, The first can be found after several expressions. 

U) Measures7 a term which applies to three things, 

- dimensions, 'a measure of palm'; capacity7 
Le., 

7 la s511-a of dates'; weight, 

'two pounds of honey': (ii) Numbers, like Uýl 

'eleven dirhams'. The rule for the numbers is the same 

from 11 to 99. (--' occurs under this heading7 but in a 

different way. When used as an interrogative takes 

its specificative in the accusative singular 

'how many houses have you built? '. If, however, is 

used as an apostrophe, its specificative is always in the 

genitive, and it may be plural how 

many slaves you have. ' If the interrogative is itself 

governed by a genitive7 then its specificative also may be 

in the genitive 'for how many dirhams 

did you buy (it)? '. In this case7 the word governing the 

specificative is understood, but not the annexation7 

contrary to the opinion of Zajjgj. (iii) Words indicating 

parity hi. IU7 lif we came 
so 

V 
-3k . J. .1 
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an equal number of times to him, we have an equal number of 

camels'. Uv) Wordd indicating disparity - 
I Lf UJ 'we are unequal in respect to 

camels and sheep'. 

112" The specificative which explains result or 

connection is of two sorts - transposed and not transposed. 

The transposed specificative is of three sorts: - W That 

which is transposed from the verbal subject7 as in 
" ý)I 'my head shines with white hairs cyý 

where the original construction was CJ- .1 (ii) That which is transposed from the object, as in 

twe made the earth give vent into 

fountainst7 where the original was C; zvjjl UVA 
(iii) That which is transposed from an antecedent of 

annexation which is neither one nor the other of the above, 

and which comes after an elative7 this latter serving as a 

to something which is different from the specificative 

lit-7 IZaid is greater than you in respect 

to knowledgelg where the original was But 

if the specificative coming after the elative does not 

differ fror; the subject of the enunciation made by it7 it 

must go into the genitive by annexation - 
JLO ýýfl ý., Y it. 

7 0 
'the wealth of Zaid is the greatest wealthI7 provided7 of 

course7 that the elative has not got another annective 

complement, for then it goes into the accusative - 
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DL3 
07 W, 

1ý-, 
-jLoj 'the wealth 6f Zaid is a greater 

wealth than that of other people'. The specificative which 

is not transposed is as in LI L-jjj 'the vase is 

full of water'. This construction occurs only rakely". 
(5) 

Ibn Hisham then goes on to state that "both the accidental 

qualicative and the specificative can be used to corroborate7 

and not only to define a manner of being or a substance. 
0 .0 

An example of the former is c, JJW j 1.9, LLY )Jg do 

not be evil in the earth by causing disorder', or 

'then you turned your backs, fugitives'. 

Examples of the specificative used thus, are 

jI JW 'the number of months, 

with God, is indeed twelve months' or 

land 
ryLnj ; 3ý1 

the Taghlibites, race of a wicked stallion, sad stallion; and 

the mother, padb herself to enlarge her meagre buttocks". 

However, STbawayh forbade the construction 

'what a splendid fellow is Zaid in respect to menIq in the 

way that ! ý-ý has been translated above as an accidental 

qualicative'corroborative, but numerous citations authorise 

this construction, and it is useless to reduce this 

expression into another. Moreover, the use of the 

specificative with and ,, --, Pj. (the verbs of praise and 

blame) is more frequent than that with the accidental 

qualicative". (6) 

(5) Ibn HishFm2 op. cit-7 p-263f- 
(6) Ibid, op* cit., p. 269. 
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.0 

On the question of even Ibn Malik does no 

more than just tell us how it works, without giving the 

reasons as to why the accusative should be used. (We have 

seen before that the grammarians whom we have quoted have 

all failed to explain the reasons for the use of some type 

of accusative). "The specificative, 'A This is a 

noun containing the sense of explicative and 

indefinite. It is governed in the accusative as a 

specificative by that to which it serves as elucidationý as 

Ia span of earth' , 'a measure of 

'two pounds of honey and dates'. wheat', I P-ý10 
Put it in the genitive after these words and those which 

-resemble them when you use them as antecedents of 

annexation7 e. g. 'a measure of corn is a 
00, 

food'. The accusative is necessary after the antecedent of 

annexation, if this is like (? *> c; ty. 91 11o, 'the fulness 
01 

of the earth with gold'. Make the nount logically the 

verba-l subject7 to be governed in the accusative by 
13 

acting as a superlativet e. g. Jr. 18 
_tLd , 

'You are the 

highest in position'. After any admirative expression, 

use this specificative, e. g. "Abu Dakr7 

what a noble father". If you wish, put in the ganitive 

with the specificative other than that of number and 

that which is logically a verbal subject, as in 

'be calm, you will get advantage from it'. 

"(Instead of using the accusative to express the 
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specificative term one can set this forth by the preposition 

followed by the genitive7 with the exception, however, 

of two sorts of specificatives: (i) that which has numerals 

as an antecedent7 as thirty men' , 
Z 'thirteen women'; and (ii) those which 

contain the sense of a regent, like which is 

equivalent to A9 U, 'your soul was good'). 

"Put at the front the thing governing the specificative, 

whatever it may be, and the entirely conjugable verb is 

itself very rarely preceded. 

"(Here is an example of the inversion authorised by 

Ibn Malik, in the construction of the specificative term and 

of its antecedent, 
L2ý9 ýW)l S> 

Lq 

'I have lost myself, chasing hope far from me, and I am not 

corrected of this fault, although age has whitened my head')". (7) 

Al-Zajjgjl reaffirms this stipulation that the indefinite 

nouns which perform the function of % 
.;, 

A. &j must not precede 

the thing they specify. 
(8) 

This question of the permissibility of the precedence 

of found not only the Kufans holding contrary opinions 

to the Basrans, but even caused disagreement within the 

Kufans' own ranks. "The Kufans disagree amongst themselves 

about the permissibility of the precedence of when the 

thing acting on it is a conjugable verb, as in 

(7) Ibn MRlikj op. cit., lines 356f. 
(8) Al-ZaJJBJ! 7 OP. cit. I p-245. 
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lZaid poured with sweat, 
the ram became fatty Some say it is 

permissible7 as do two Basrans, AbU 4, Uthmgn al-Mazini and 

AbU a-l-'Abbgs al-Mubarrad. The majority of the Basrans say 

it is not permissible. 

"Kufans: - The proof is based on tradition and analogy. 

As for tradition they quote 
L-k; 

U. 
L, 10,9 "ý ; --S11-1 I 

'does Salmal by separation, forsake her lover, and she herself 

was not pleased about itV Their proof is that the 

accusative of is a and it precedes the thing 

acting on it, namely because the virtual meaning 

is t-! ýJl cjLf le land not with an 

affair or conversation Salma would please herself'. This 

proves the permissibility of precedence. 

"As for analogy7 becapse the JoIc is a conjugable verb, 

then the thing acted upon may precede it as with the rest of 

conjugable verbs: when the verb is conjugable, as in 

CID - lZaid hit 'Amr I, the thing acted upon may 

come first as in Also, people allow a 
Jý to come befbre the thing acting upon it, when this is 

a conjugable verb7 as in JL "Zaid came 

ridings. 

"Basrans: - It may not precede the thing acting upon 

it, because it is the, ýcUin meaning, and thus when one 

. -aj and UO 
I the is the says ý-ec 

3: 
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and the L5" is the and thus, if one 

had said i,! ýU IIZaid was fine in respect of 

servants and beasts of burden", there can be no part for it 

in the verb from the point of view of meaning7 but the jr- L; 

in meaning is r-ýXL and ZJ. I -ý, And when this is the 

, 
k-L. in meaning, it may not precede it as if it were the 

verb actually in the letter. 

"As for the Kufans' statement about JUL coming first in 
1W JU- 

CbI where 
CfI isa JaU in meaning and yet 

it comes first, the Basrans say the difference between the 

L two is obvious; this is because when one says 

and >. q. * is the JA; in both letter and meaning, and when 

the verb makes up for its from the point of View of 

letter and meaning, then becomes in place of the 

specified on account of the verb 

making up for its in every respect, and thus it may 

co me first just like the jyst6z, in this is 

different from the case in respect to Butt when 

one says or or 

? is not the in meaning; j 

of 1: the cýa 
1; in meaning is rather and an d 

and and are not in place of the 

in this respect, because the verb makes up for its 

in letter and not in meaning, and so it may not come 

first as may the ýLn- 
. (Perhaps a few words of explana- 

tion from the writer might help to elucidate this rather 
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complicated argument: in the JLb- sentence, -),., j is a full 

and so the C. ýjl is reduced to a and may 

come first; but in the sentence, is not a 
fu 11 L; and so the cannot be reduced to aJ 

as it is partly the 

"In reply to the Kufans' quotation of a line of poetry 

the Basrans say this should read --. I, 
land I myself was not pleased by departure'. In this 

reading there can be no argument. Even if the Kufans' 

reading were correct7 the Basrans' explanation is that Cjv- 

would be accusative after a supposed verb, as if it had been 

and not accusative as a And even 

if the Kufans were right, this comes in poetry so rarely 

as to be the exception to the rule, and this is no grounds 

for argument. 

"Then in reply to the Kufans' statement about it being a 

conjugable verb, and so its JYI-ý may come first as with 

other conjugable verbs, the Basrans say: the difference 

between the two is obvious: because the in 

if 050 .- is a in letter and in meaning; but 

as for the in >y even if it is not 

a ýa L; in letter, at least it is one in meaning: the difference 

is thus obvious. (In other words, is actually partly 

a JzL; , and is not a full CJ 

"As for their argument about the 3L-- coming before the 

JoLa , this is really no argument at all, because they 
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neither profess this nor believe in its soundness, so how 

can they draw proof from something in whose soundness they 

do not believe. As for their statement that "analogy 

decrees the permissibility of JLý- preceding its ja LC 

This is contingent on putting the before the zvLo 'It 

we (the Basrans) say: analogy decrees the permissibility of 
the 9. preceding the thing acting on it, except that it 

is not acceptable to us as a proof, and this is because the 

in meaning is the and the jzti* may not 

precede the verb as we have shown: and if they can use the 

permissibility of precedence as a proof, so can we; we have 

shown where they are wrong and we are right". 
(9) 

A's was mentioned a little earlier, the numbers from 11 to 

99 fall under the general heading of "The noun 

following the numbers from 11 to 99 goes into the accusative 

singular as a Also, with the exception of 12 (which 

follows the normal rules for the dual), the numbers from 11' 

to 99 end in an unnOnated fatýaj regardless of their case". 
(10) 

Chaim Rabin adds this interesting little point about the 

numbers from 3 to 10. "Numerals from 3 to 10, when employed 

as appositions with suffix-pronouns appended, were in the 

Hijaz in the accusative, in the Tamim in the case of the 

nouns to which they belonged, e. g. 

Ibn al-; Anb7ar: tt op. cit-, P*493f. 
(10) AI-Zajjajll op. cit-i P*138- 
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'they came to me7 the three of them', in Tamim, 

No instances of this seem to occur in the Koran. The Arab 

philologists analysed the Hijazi accusative, in accordance 

with their system7 as a J6- 
- We should rather take it 

as an attributive accusative". 
(") 

A further sub-division of is the word following 

Slbawayh has this to say: ell - This has 

two uses, (a) an interrogative particle, or (b) a with 

the meaning of 'many a acting as a cjz a 

or a 
P1.0 

"As an interrogative; or ell r-11 
'how many dirhams have you? ' governs the accusative. 

It can be usdd in every instance when it is fit to use 

'twenty' 7 and when c-)Af! --Q cannot be used, neither 

can for cjyj-: E-= is a n9nated number, and r-1 too is 

nanated. It is followed by the accusative singular. In 

the sentence Sjj DIZID 'how many have you apart 

from him like -. him? ', is accusative on account of 

and is accusative as the latterb epithet". 
(12) 

This view is confirmed by Al-Zajjgjl. 11 (--ý . This 

can be used either (a) interrogatively, or (b) numerically 

(11) Chaim Rabin, op. cit., p. 168. 

(12) Slbawayhl op. cit., p-291- 
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as a (07 as an interrogative particle: - 

7 'how many men are there with you? '. 
.0 

Here I Jaj is in the nominative as the I 

is in the accusative as and is the 

On the other hand, in the sentence J, 'how 

many slaves do you possess? ', r=1 is in the accusative 

being acted upon by 9 However, when rJ is used 

interrogatively, the noun following it is always in the 

accusative, unless-acted upon by some when the 

,x:.. 
;, IW 

rA genitive may be used, - ty , 'for how 

many dirhams did you buy your cloak? ', or 

The sense, in this latter case, 

is slightly different, and so should really always be 

followed by the accusative to give it its true meaning. 

(b), numerically as a /ý--% In this case it is 

followed by the genitive. (It is therefore irrelevant). 

However, both the accusative and the nominative may be used 

it certain cases. In the interrogative, it should be noted 

that, if the noun after is definite, then it is put 

into the nominative - 'how much is your wealth? ' 

j Vý 
, (13) 

, 
ý; L ý1 'how many are your slaves? ". 

F: yl also provided a point over which the Kufans and 

Basrans found themselves at variance. "The Kufans say that 

when a or a word demanding the genitive intervenes 

between in the and the noung the noun governed is 

(13) A'1-Zajjgjll op. cit., p. 145. 
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in the genitive, such as 8-%Ic how many men you 
to have', 

Ale' r, 7 thow many slaves there are in 

the house'. The Basrans say the benitive is not allowed, and 

the word must be accusative. 

"Kufans: - The genitive can be proved by tradition and 

analogy. As for tradition, there is the poetry 
a. 

1 10 aJ--j 

S. j 
Cý. . 

L; 

'9 

'how many a muqrif has obtained glory because of his 

generosity and how many a noble one has been humbled by his 
% 0. 

avarice', where is genitive after being separated. 

There is also the line 

11ý L na-s- jJI 10-Q. 
-IL 

>: -).. AX t.. 

. -ý-- jb ". .0 -le e .0 

'how many masters in the clan of Bakr son of Sagad are useful, 

noble and generous'. As for analogy, the genitive is used 

after in the by the virtual meaning of C: )ý , because (71 
.0A 

.0 

when one says 'how many men I have 

honoured', or 'how many women did you 

insult', the virtual meaning is and 

a This proves that the meaning 

necessitates this virtual meaning and this is the virtual 

meaning with the existence of the intervention7 just as it 

is without it. 

"They say: "it is not permissible to say that in this 

case it is in place of a number which makes accusative what 
* it * follows it7 such as cjy-! Aj , 'thirty', etc. ": we (the 

Kufans) say: if it were in place of such a number which 
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makes accusative what follows it7 then it must not be 

permissible to have something intervening between it and the 

thing acted upon - one may not say cjyjýk7 I there 

are thirty men with you 

"Basrans: - The genitive is not permissible because 

is the word acting on what is followed by the genitive, 

because it is in place of a number annexed to what is after 

it; (this wording seems complicated, and may possibly be 

illogical here, as we shall shortly see that when this point 

is next raised, the wording - and indeed the statement 

itself - is altered). And if a or a word governing 

W the genitive were to intervene, then the '**L; o! would be 

annulled. Because intervention between the and the 

is not allowed normallyi and it is turned into 

the accusative on account of the prevention of having anything 

intervene between them. In the words of the poet, 
A-0 .0 

-0 
-0aýI JL 

C-, J-C JC 
'how much favour did I gain from them, while I could not 

possibly bear poverty'. The virtual meaning is J; 2. -; rj 

except that when interposes, tký-; is made 

accusative2 escaping from the intervention between the 'Ln- j- 

and the Another poet said 
.0. A 

a- O.. V aA 
.0-j 

L: ýCh CI%7 > 

'you visit SinEn and how near to him is that hump-backed 

lowland'. The virtual meaning is 

P 0- la (Pý) , except that 

.0 -110 
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when something intervened, was made accusative, 
0 

even if no were intended, but it intervened 

between the and the and it is turned into 

the accusative because rý is in place of a number which 

makes accusative what comes after it; and the accusative does 

no't Prevent something intervening as the genitive does, 

because intervention betwe'en the and the is 

quite permissible, contrary to inter vention between the 

and the 

"In reply to the Kufans' statement when they quoted 

rS I the Basrans make two points. First, ckl, 4, AI IbA 

the correct reading is with the nominative as an 

and what comes after it is the i. e. 
F ýjj 1-; 

- Second, this occurs only rarely in poetry, 

and it is therefore not really an argument at all. 
"Then in reply to the Kufans' statement that 11 n, 

' has 

the meaning of 
,I 

whether there-be anything intervening or 

not", the Basrnns say they cannot agree that the word is made 

genitive by the virtual meaning of co-* 9 because the actual 

regent ( JoLJI ) is rp., - Because with the Basrans it is 

in place of a number to which what follows it is annexed. 
Z) Some of the Companions regard it as being in place of -,: / I 

'many a ... 1, and make the word following it genitive: 
but what proves that they were wrong is that a word demanding the 

genitive ( 
,;! 

21 ýý I may not act with suppression; but it 

it may act in a few instances in contrast to the Toot7 when 
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it is suppressed in exchange and as a J-3-ý 
- 

"Then in reply to the Kufans' assertion that "if it were 
in place of a number taking the accusative then it would not 
be permissible to have anything intervene between it and its 

the Basrans say it is quite permissible to have 

something intervene between and the thing it specifies, 

as distinct from etc., because - prevents 
being declined which does- not. This is made a 

substitute for what it prevents. (In other words, because 

does not decline, it makes up for this deficiency by 

being able to act with something intervening between it and 

its Thus may act on a w6rd and the 

meaning is 'thirty went'; or it may be 

acted upon itself, as in the saying W-J-W gave 

thirty I- But this is not the case with rn' : when rzr' 

prevents being declined, it has a kind of declension which 

has not; and so they are equal. But in poetry 

cJP! 
k 

-may 
be separated from the thing it specifies 

,a-Y. i __ .f # C) W 

Jlý 0. 
/ Dj-'-n. YJ 4 -C-5" C_ý 

9W. 
- -- Ij0: ' 

9, .0-i--J-- .0 
cw 

J* 'but after thirty whole years have passed since) the 

departure, the yearning (like that of her who was bereft of 

her baby) and the cooing of the dove began to remind me about 

you 1 11 0 
(14) 

Ibn al-Anbgrll op. cit., pelgoe 
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Slbawayh gives examples of other words which act in the 

same way as "Other words act in the same way as 
P .0 acts in I. 11,9 'so-and-so- many 

'how many men have you seen', dirhams 

or 'how many a man came to me'. The 

meaning of C is the same as Other words of 

quantity act in the same way: - 
'what is in the sky is the place of a handful of clouds', or 

-5-ýc 
jI have the same number of slaves as 

he has'. These accusatives stand in place of plus the 

genitive: -. -jL; -! 
Jl cj--0,; 

S 
pýp: - jL, -J1 Lj 

to or j 

In these examples7 the jip is in place of (which is the 
C. -j 

model for f-J ) and the (the c or LP appended after 

the jio takes the place of the nUnation. When one says 
j 

C, ý- j one -makes it vague, just as when one says 

'I have twenty', one makes vague the species: 

and when one sgys one defines the species, and it is 

made known of what species the number is. Likewise, 
P is vague: but when one adds one makes clear of 

what species the likeness isll-(15ý 

CONCLUSIONS. 

We see from the arguments of the grammarians that 

is closely related to and it is therefore not 
0 

surprising that the accusative of should be governed 

in the same way as the accusative of The basic facts 

(15) Sibawayhl op. cit-, P-297- 
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containing the meaning of I which indicates the meaning 

of what is before it in general. It is this meaning of W4> 
which distinguishes it from &2- 

1 which has the meaning of 
j, 'in the state of'. It must not, however, be confused 

9) 'a- 

with the : 
_j), 

J' , which also has the meaning of 
'0, because-the C.:, Oo 

(understood) of negation is an essential part 

of the proposition, whereas the of is not - it 

describes a complete proposition. We see from what the 

grammarians say - and especially from the arguments of the 

Kuf ans and the Ba: §rans - that the JoL governing tho 

accusative is the main verb of the sentence. Certain types 
of of constructions must originally have had 0, #, o - e. g., the 

original of A--r- 
c. )l * was probably Jý C, ýa C)! p; ol while 

others must originally have been constructions e. g. 
thenoriginal of LJO Ise.; was probably 

and the original of cyý')-91 was probably 
They later became con s tru c- 

tiohs with the accusative. The accusative is therefore 

governed by the influence of the main verb, via an understood 

or via a number or' something similar. The main 

verb may have to be understood - e. g. in a sentence such as 

one should understand the verb 
but it nevertheless wields its influence upon the specificative. 

Turning to we find that the grammarians most3yzgree 

that rl may be used whenever a number such as 
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cjý may. The Kufans, however, say that Cl-' may not 

be separated from its noun, and still govern the accusative: 

but again the Basrans are able to refute this argument, 

saying that something may intervene between the L' 
and 

the -7,1-xe;, o . The Basrans view would appear to be the 

stronger7 since the influence may still surely pass to the 

noun7 no matter whereit may be in the sentence. 

This type of construction occurs also in Hebrew, 

where a second accusative sometimes more closely determines 

the nearer object by indicating the part or member specially 

affected by the action, such as "for thou hast smitten all 

mine enemies (as to) the cheek bone". In Ethiopic(17) 

determinations of measure are expressed in the accusative, as 

"it rose fifteen cubits", and "he is too short ("too late") by 

fifty days". Finally, in Accadian(18) there also exists an 

accusative of respect and state, such as "he is similar 

share-wisell. 

(16) Gesenius) op. cit-7 P-372. 
(17) Dillman - Bezold, op. cit-t P-432. 
(18) Von Soden, op. cit., p-200. 
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THE VERB KINA - "TO EB11 - AND ITS SISTRIS 

We have already had mention of e)U under the heading of 

but let us now examine this verbp and its sister verbs, 

in their own right. Unlike the Indo-European languages, in 

which the predicate agrees in case with the subject - we must, 

in this instancet of necessity use Western terminology - 

Arabic regards the verb "to be"t and its sister verbs, such 

as "to become" etc. as taking its or what we would 

call the predicate - in the accusative. 

Sibawayh says simply: "Verbs in which the Jr-W/ I 

and the lare the same thing, and yet the verb is 

transitive and governs the accusative: - CJ Lf 
P "to be"t 

"to become", "to continuellp 11 
"to become'19 and "to not bell (as distinct from 

"not to be")"*(') 

Al-Zajj9j31. q however, is a little more explicit. "Words 

which have the in the nominative and the in the 

accusative coU e to. and 

The since it is fully declined, can followl precedev 

or come between its r-71 and its However, the 

need not be a noun - it can be a verb or an adverb V 

Zaid go*t up or 'Zaid was 
(2) in the honselle Dealing with a slightly more complicated 

(1) Slbawayht op. cit., p-21. 

(2) Al-ZajJgJ1, op. cit-P P-53. 
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aspect ol 'cnese verbs, he goes on to say: "One says 
6i 

lZaid's father was eloquent'l but U 

0 is the Cj In the first examplev >ýj 

of and is nominative since it is the 

and is its and the whole sentence is the 

/, 7-' of However, in the second exampleg when the 

comes first, it is in the accusative since it then becomes 

the of WU Even in the latter examplet if the is 

dual or plural, still remains in the singular 

V, 'the Zaids' fathers were eloquent'. 

There is another point of viewt however. If one regards 

as the 0f it-hen goes into the nominativet 

and agrees in number also J" 5j Will 0 or 

On this same theme, one can say 
S-ei wU lZaid's face was good-lookingt-; 

' 
you 

make the of and is its and CJj 
is the IA-c, ' of C%-?, 9 CJ and the virtual meaning ist, -, 

J If you wish you can say uU , as an 

and a If the of w-t-4 or some equivalent verb 

precedes wil& then it is nominative being a md 

becomes its and its is contained in it; Cj1 
lZaid was standing", VI 

L5 I U., 93ý111p 'the Zaids were 

standinglý .... In a sentence containing U. U etc. 9 when one noim 

is definite and the other indefinitep thEn the definite noun is 
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the rI, and the indefinite the tZaid 

was eloquent'. But if both nouns'are definite, either can 

be the I and either can be the js U& " 
. 5, u- IS ', or r'", IV 

I A, - j C Zaid was your brotherlp 

wUP I "Abdullah was the rider' or 

Likewise with two indefinite nouns, one can regard the second 

and this applies only where there is superiority or 

disadvantagp --as the of ou , or as an epithet of the 

first noun; uP, 'some one was running towards 

you,, orjx1--d2 cj. tS Log I there was no one among them 

better than Voul .... Just as the accusative is retained after I 

cjU when ne&pLtive, so it is retained after a double negative; 
i L)6 

cjU "Zaid was not intelligent' 
ULC 

UU LV 11 
V. 

(3) 
lZaid was nothing but intelligent"'* Al-Zajjiij1 also 

adds this of "Since , -. 
J is regarded as stronger 

than its is in the accusative regardless of its 

position in the sentence, and regardless of a double negation; 

2v C. u lZaid was noý standing1p and 

v(4) lZaid was nothing but standing"' b". JA 
The accusative is used even after a suppressed part of 

Sibawayh says: 61 1* 'these are drTj 

dates, but fresh dates are more delicious'. The accusative 

is used after an understood suppressed part of CjU whether 

(3) Ibid. p P-55. 

(4) Ibid., p. 120. 
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it be r past or present. One can also say 

C%AO ViP, I these are fresh dates but dry 

dates are better'. The words can be regarded as a J6. . 
Sýý Lo -. 

IC-, 
Cyn j 'I passed Likewise 

by a man better than you and we'. In such an example the 

words af ter cý gcare all governed in the same way as in the 

earlier example. One may also use the nominative and say 
410 

as if one meant 
'the goodness of his affairs is better than you'.......... As 

for Ub- j-01 
-I%. xc 9 1, "Abdullah is better vvhen he- is CiA. L4J . 

standing1v only the accusative can be used. Likewise 
01 

Cýu 
J 

C J. : ýý 
.9 

j6L nj Ný ýLbdullah is a very good orator rX. 

especially on Fridaylp or ýU 

"Abdullah is as good as you cen be in the two months of 
Ii 

spring1p as if one had inserted before and 
.18. 

ad. 
.41i 

L, 1 (9 1 '6 ýýI One may also Say 

gave him a dirham or two dirhams was the most I gave him', 

or one may say or one may also make 

accusativep as a in which the act of giving occurs". 
(5) 

Ibn Mdlik and De Sacy sum up OU thus: "Words of the 

(. jU family. cj. L-( governs in the nominative the independent 

noun which is its and makes its accusativel e. g., 

tj VPI ýUmw was a lord'. (Ibn MElik then lists 

the words which are similar to aV The /-nýmay occur in 

the middle'with all these words except The regent 

(5) Sibawayhp op. cit. p. 199. 
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JoIc ) may not be followed by an expression governed by the 

unless it be a limitative complement or a preposition: 

and also the pronoun as the noun of an incomplete verbt if it 

presents some expression in which one can see what has been 

clearly forbidden. 

"(The term which serves as complement or rule to the 

verbal adjective serving as the of citf , and other 

similar'verbs, must never be placed inmediately after these 

verbs; one must not say 
off %V J; LV_1 Zaid was 

eating your food': however, some gramm rians allow this 

inversion. If the complement of the is not a direct 

complementp but is only a circumstantial complement of time 

or placet the inversion is pemitted; one can then rightly 

say Jy- J_%ýc ijU Zaid is standing near you' . and 

_>ýl 
'Umar was praying in the mosque 

If there arises some case where the inversion forbidden by the 

preceding rule seems to have placep one eludes the rulep 

pretending that there is between oV and the word which 

immediately follows it the pronoun called the U 
L? 

-. ) IJ 

pronoun of state)". 
(6) 

At the conclusion of the section on the writer 

mentioned that Bravmann bad something to say about the accusa- 

tive after (; )V p and referred it back to this section. "In 

contrast to an old opiniong current until today with some philo- 

sophical authorsp modem grammatical science starts from the 

'(6)' Ibn Mglikt op. cit. t lines 143f. 
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supposition that for a nominal sentence to be formed there 

is no need for a 'copula', i. e. a link between the subject and 

predicatep and that the copulative verb 'to be' (in the Arabic 

terminology the so-called cjU, the 'incomplete' 

k9na) has to be conceived as a development of the Iverbum 

existentiae'19 the 'complete' kFana). In the 

Semitic languages the si#ple type of the nominal sentence 

without copula is quite common. 

"The current conception of the nature of the nominal 

sentence with a copula in Semitic languages is determined by 

the fact that the noun predicate of this sentence in Arabic... 

appears in the accusativet which in this use has been 

considered since De Sacy as an original circýmstantial 

accusative kto be translated by lasl)t a view now generally 

accepted. A seaTerice Jjke V-s-3, r 'he wa8 a 

gra-tefu. L servant' 9 where OLI has the function of a copula 9 is 

considered by Brocklemann to have originally meant 'he 

existed as a grateful servantI. 
M 

- "(With this Bravmann disagrees). I challenged --- the 

current conception of the accusative of the noun following 

cj. Ll as an accusative of (circum tmice). We now have 

to furnish another explanation of this accusative. 

it Cj. 
Lf as an auxiliary is only one of a group of verbs 

called by the Oriental graýqarians ;; oa-3L; JI- JLL; ýIjl 
9 'the 

incomplete verbs' 9 ULý, kFtna and its sisters). 

Bravmarmp op. cit. p-71. 
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All these verbs are invariably followed by a noun in the 

accusativep described by the native philologists as 

'-predicate'. One of these verbs is 9 'to becomelp 
5 

as 1ýj? lZaid has become great'. In my 

opinion the ac cusative depending on the verb can 

by no means be identified with a circumstantial accusative. 

The accusative of a noun gove=ed by the verbs of the meaning 

'to become' is doubtless identical with the second accusative 

following verbs of the meaning1to render' Oto make') . The 

nature of this second accusative after verbs signifying 'to 

become' (= 'to be rendered') is entirely different from the 

accusative of it-n- 
0 

JL% accusative is an adverbial complement added to a 

complete sentence and not an essential part of the sentence 

structure. On the contrary, in the case of verbs of the 

meaning 'to render' and 'to become' the second accusative 

or the single accusative, respectivelyv following them is 

indispensable to the structure of the sentencer and very 

rightlyp therefore, did Oriental grammarians include jL,:, 
0. 

'to becomet among c%jý"Wl regardingto which they 

as long teach rmJ 
Lo 

p 

as they do not take (a noun in) the accusative in addition to 

(the noun in) the nominative (i. e. the sabject) they are not 

a complete sentence". Reckendorf"s and Brocklemann's 
V 

conception of the accusative after verbs of the meaning 
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'to become' as an original is therefore to be rejected. 

"This great difference between the accusative of jLn, and 

the second accusative after verbs signifying 'to render' or 

'to become' is essentially cornected with the difference in 

the original sentence-types, in which these respective 

accusatives have developed. While the latter accusative has 

arisen in nominal clauses with the function of object to a 

verb of the meaning Ito render Ip the J6--accusative apparently 

had its origin in nominal clauses with the function of object 

to a verb of sensation ... These two different types of 

verbsp goveming the respective original sentences in which 

the two categories of accusative have originated, determined 

the great difference between the two kinds of accusative with 

regard to their syntactic value. We thus see that the 

accusative after verbs like %. 4 0. 
-ýqt, t etc. t is easily 

explained by the construction of these verbs themselves and 

is not the remlt of an aaalogy with U. as Brocklemann 

assumes". 
(8) 

Under the heading of uA4 and its sisters mention must 

be made of the wrd of negationg L3 
9 Its classification 

here may seem rather strangep but the view has been expressed 

that Le is similar to in its function. (While a 

separate section has been devoted to negationg the word under 

(8) Ibid., op. cit., p-79- 
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examination in that will be which works in, a different 

way from Chaim Rabin says: "The Arab grammarians' 

opinion was that Lo governed the accusative in Hijaz dialect 

because its function in the nominal clause resembled that of 

U--. 
i 

0 Reckendorf saw the reason in its general character 

as copula and consequent similarity to 
cr--. 

J 
. Actually the 

accusative after 0--d (which is of nominal origin and can 

serve also as a verbal negation like to 
... ) is not much 

easier to understand than that after 
to 

. Whichever 

negation has the priority, it is certain that the point at 

which the action of malogy set in was the construction with 

instead of the accusative In the Koranp as elsewherep 

it is a good deal more frequent than the L 
vdth the 

accusative or nominative. The question whether the 

construction was to be identified with the Hijazi or "Tamimill 
to 

exercised the mi: nds of the Arab grammarians a good 

deal. STbawayh and Ibn MFtlik denied that it had any 

connection with the construction of 
L 

wth the accusative, 

while Abil gAll al-Fgrisl (902 - 987) and Zamakheharl held that 

only those who use L 
with the accusative could also use 

it with The latter view was held by Baidgwil'o 

The discussion was on a purely theoretical level". (9) 

The two grammar schools of Kufa md Basra also took up 

this point of the influence and the function of 
L. "The 

(9) Chaim Rabing op. cit., p-177. 
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Kufans say that in the language of the people of the Hijaz, 
La does not act upon the p but the is in the 

accusative on account of the lack of may letter to put it into 

the genitive. The Basrans on the other hand say that L3 does 

act on the t which is made accusative because of it* 

"Kufans. -- Analogy shows that to cannot possibly be a 

regent; a particle cannot wield influence. Sometimes Lo 

So introduces a noun, V rbL lZaid is not standing', 

and sometimes a verb, lZaid is not standing1v and .3V. rjju.. V 
if it is thus divided between a noun and a verb it cannot 

exercise influence. The people of the Hijaz let it wield 
influence because they compare it with j-. J 

, fromthe point 

of view of meaning, but this is a poor comparisonp since 

is a verb and Lo is a particlet and is thus weaker, Thus 

the word following cannot be made accusative by Lo and 

must be accusative on account of the lack of a particle 
demanding the genitive. 

"Basrans: - 
L 

is similar to and must therefore 

work in the same way. , jý has a an da-,. Aa-; , and G) 

must have the same. The reasons for this likeness are 

twofold: W both introduce a 1-jý and a9 end (ii) 
to 

negates what is in the J-N 
, just as does, The 

strongest comparison is that L 
can take before the 

just as can. Thus since 
L 

resembles so strongly, 

it must work in the same way, with the in the nominative 

and the in the accusative. 

"In reply to the Kufans' statemcnt that to 
L 

cannot 
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exercise influence"t the Basrans quote the Koran showing that 

it can anddoes: - Lo this'i s not a man or 

'they are not their mothers' The 

Basrans also refute the Kufans' assertion that the accusative 

is used because a particle demanding the ge3itive is omitted. 

They give examples to show that, when a particle demanding the 

genitive is omittedp it is not the accusative which is used: - 
14. d: 

CA 'God is a sufficient witnesslo or 
1.., ' 0 If :1 
; e-ee-i CJJ 'God is a sufficient helperlp become 

or ýPl wi th the 

nominative". 
(10) 

.1 ft I-. - 

The two grammar schools take their arg=ent further still 

in connection with the sentence IZaid is 

not eating your food'. "The Kufans allow thisp but the 

Basrans do not. Aba VAbb9s, a Kufmp says sometimes it is 

allowedt sometimes it is not. If to means j) or then 

putting it (the noun) first is allowed. If , however the Le 

is in reply to an oath, mch as jja La cJJJýý 0 'by 

God,, Zaid is not eating your food' p and stands in place of the 

customax7 then one may not put the noun first. 

"Kufans: - As L. 
-D is in place of 

and as these particles mEq be preceded by the thing a 
0 such as 'do not hit Zaidl, or ý/, 

'do not honour 4Amrfq then likewise it also may be pr 
by the noun. 

"Kufans: and As L-2 is in place of 

and as these particles mey be preceded by the thing affectedt 

such as 'do not hit ZaidIt or O. J 

'do not honour 4Amrfq then likewise it also may be preceded 

(10) Ibn al-Anbiirlp OP- cit-P p-107f. 
I 
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"Basrans: - The meaning of 
Lu is negation, and the noun 

and the verb follow it, and it resembles an interrogative 

parti cle . An interrogative particle does not act on what 

follows it when this comes before it: thusp neither does L- 

"In reply to the Kufans' statemehtthat 11 Lv is in place 

of 
ý9 

U-) , and . 11 the Basrans do not agree. to is 

followed by both an and a but ý and ,d are 

followed only by'a jsý Jj , on the other hand, may be 

followed both by on and a cja-; . but it is, a declinable 

-iL 
.-f 

(WO 
particle - one says 'you came with nothing 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is little which can be added to wbEt ha's been said 

about C-jU and its sister verbs. It must be emphasized yet 

again that the Arabs looked at their grammar in an approach 

entireiy differenT. from ours. To us in the Westv it seems 

obvious tha-C the predicate of verbs of this nature should be 

in the same case as the subject. We may also feel tempted 

to ask why the Arabs, who we have seen in previously mentioned 

usages brought into their arguments the fact that sometimes 

the has the same meaning as the did not realise 
that they had exqctly the same situation here t and did not 

therefore use the same case for both. However, it is thanks 

to the reasoning of Bravmann that we have an acceptable theory 

(11) Ibid., p. 111f. 
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to say why the accusative should be used - the noun being 

considered identical with the second accusative after verbs 

of the meaning "to render", and hence "to be rendered" - 
Over the question of L- 

t it appears that this particle 

has the verbal force of , j---Al t and hence is followed by the 

accusative. 

In Ethiopic(12) verbs of the meaning "to bell and "to 

become" have a nominative and an accusativer and Dillman and 

Bezold give a theory identical with that of Bravmann, so it 

would perhaps not be amiss to quote them verbatim. ".... all 

Passives of Verbs which have two Accusatives in the Activev 

take the Accusative of one of the two Objects bf the Active 

Stem, e. g. "to be taught" ("to learn") with Accusative of the 

Objects 

"The employment of the Accusative with these Passives 

explains also the peculiarity, found both in Ethiopic and 

Arabiev according to which verbs of Beingp Becoming and 

Remaining take the Predicate in the Accusative, in respect 

that the idea of "having been made something" or-"being made 

something" is always present in these verbs". 
(13) 

(12) Dillman - Bezold, op. cit., p-440- 

Ibid., P-440. 
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"INITAII AND ITS SISTERS 

From L. )U and its sisters, we now move on to kill and its 4t 
.4 

sisters. These two types of words are very similart in that 

both take a nominative and an accusative. With C. )& . as we 

have seen, the r-,! goes into the nominative, and the goes 

into the accusative. With this rule is reversed - 
the goes into the accusativet and the into the 

nominative. 

Ibn HishAm simply has this to say: "The rule about the 

and the is that normally both go into the 
6 Ab, r 

nominative: - r", ý' 
, IZaid is standing'. However# 

three regents break this rule: - (i) Those which put the 

former in the and the latter in the such as UP 

and its family; (ii) Those which put the former in the 

and the latter in the such as c7j! and its analogous 

words; (iii) Those which put both parts in the -words 

of the family of 

Al-Zajjgjlp however, is a little more explicitt and 

gives the reason why the two different cases are used. 

"Words which make the rl accusative, and the nominative; 

but I would that I perhaps 

Zaid is indeed eloquent' etc. 

'perhaps your brother is appearing in 
L; 

view', 'would that Bakr had come' This 

is because the particles are regarded as verbs9 and are 

(1) Ibn HishFtmt op. cit-t P-135. 
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therefore thought to work in the same way as verbs. The 

main difference, however, is that these particlýs do not 
, "1 

9.0 

conjugate or decline - they are Z. -. C . Ale o, the 

three relevant words must come in the order of U) particlev 

(ii) accusative, and (iii) nominative. Hovveverp it -the 

of the particle is a word which takes the genitivep it can 
I AW . 

then be interposed: - 
Jej 

A 

>; r- 5! , I'Zaid is with you' 

-. ý JO all 
ley 

CJ JaJ 
9 'perhaps he %ill be pardoned'# . 0ý I/J 

'Bakr is in front of you' ... Should there be another epithet 

as well as the genitive, this may be nominative or accusative 
bor 'Bakr is standing in the housel. 

L 
can be regarded as the as a JL 

construction. This additional epithet is there to help complete 

the sense. Hcwieverv if the sense is not complete without this 

extra wordp then this word must go into the nominative, since 
66 can be used only when the sense is already complete. 

"The can be any part of speech: - as 

I Zaid ia in the house I; as 

Abdullah went out', or 
4ý 

"Muhammad is riding'; or J-,.! (or as 
An JJL-0 

'your brother's wealth is considerable' .... Should there be 

two nouns in the the second may be accusative or 

nominative, S IP 5.1 - 
, 
2j-v-c. q or /., -w 

L; I* * 6'1, 'both Zaid and 'A'mr. 

0 are standing' can be regarded as being in apposition to 
115,11 . S, 

__ 
-1V- . OA,. Ir- can be regarded as being in apposition to the 

'understood pronoun in or that it is acting as 



to this pronoun - 
1; 1 

. 
);. Ox ;/r _119 Jj*A second 

alternative is to put the second noun in apposition to the 

position of 0! before its appearance in the sentence. Thus 

it can serve as either or without altering the 

sense at all. Thus it becomes equivalent to saying 

IZaid is neither a coward nor a or 

miser'* is in apposition to C: ý is in 

the accusative, in apposition to the position of the 

jq; -ý is put in the nominative The -third alternative is that 
01 

as a 1-3.: Ae P but the is omitted, since it is clear from 

what has gone before what it would be - 
5.06. ) 1 ss 1-,. 11, -ji" (2) 

Al-YFLzij! sums up what the earlier part of Al-Zajj7ajl, 

VA Lf 

says when he states: -- It 6,1 and its sisterst jI 10 

t These words are known as those resembling 

verbs. They act in the inverse way to the action of U 

they make the C-1 accusativep and the /-. xI nominative: 
f, S 1; 1'ý 01vI Zaid is standing It s r-11 _V 

,, ý, _; 
L ýPl 

'perhaps God is forgiving'. As for it must have a 

I heard regent empowering over it, UI >e 

(lit. p it reached me) that Zaid was coming'. Howevery a 

may interpose between the particle and its 
I J*V Ijj such as V or Zaid is with you' 

or 'in the house". 0) 

(2) Al-Zajj! Lj'ip OP. cit., p. 64f. 

(3) Al-Yrazij'iv OP- cit-9 P-185. 
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Sibawayh, as we have seen already, can furnish plenty of 

exaImples for the topics he discusses, but he is not 

particularly helpful when we want to know why cuch-and-such 

a syntactical point works in the way in which it does. His 

information on J"I and its sister words is no exception. 

I -a % Wis. "The 5 words which act like verbs: - 6, P 0-0 01 ýaj 

These words do not conjugatet but they have the function of 

verbsp -3, e) vj,, IZaid is eloquentIq AY-5: 1 0-1ý/ 0,1V 

IZaid is your brother', etc. The words are like cj. & in that 

they have a and a When one says 
IP 'intelligent Zaid is eloqueatlt if one -ev 0. 

did not mention,: ý 
I thea would take the place 

U1 " J 
t) . 

LfV of the as if one had said 

'intelligent Zaid was going', and then omitted to 

This make it A 
IjU , IZaid was intelligent'. ! )Ie; 

accusative after (jU is in place of the first nominative 

after and its sisters. A prepositional phrase may i 
directly follow the particle, LV6 Mv IZaid 

is standing thetel. One may use the nominative on account 

of the (the action of cessation of dependence or 

annulment of circumstantial terms)t or one may say 

or 001 af ter etc-9 One 

V& I can say twealthl 'a boy', and this can 
J 

be extended to tthere are camels and 0, 

sheepp apart from it'. or LO 'we 
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have camels and sheep, apart from it'. The words and 

are mde accusative in the same way as when one 

says L; 01ý0 Cj- 
W1 j to 'there is no one like him as a 

horseman' Two nouns after One would normally C) aI 
put the second noun into the nominative, 5 9 

Zaid ise loquea t and so is "Amr but it may go into the 
F If I& I Zaid is el oquea t 9nd accusative? JIP ! Ie -AO ) 

I-Amr is intelligent'. However, when one puts before 

the s. econd nouny then the rule applying to usage after , 91,9 
S ý-- is applied, and one gets either 

IZaid is eloquentp not 4AmrIj or V 
The same rules apply to C-) and and 

one does not get a nominative Is after them: 

'would that Zaid were eloquent and 

'Amrl The accusative after the 5 sister words, when 

10 . The meaning is the what precedes is built on 'the II 

same whether it be a or whether the noun before it 

"I : - prevents it f rom being governed by U) 

'this is 'Abdullah, eloquent', or cis 

'this is your mother, a unique mother'. One also says 

'this man is eloquent', when acts 

in the same way as it does when one says 

'this man is eloquentIt except that is a to 

the accusative and aa epithet to it. Thus it 

is an epithet of the 1: 3. ý ) or of its o1a 
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It is the same when me says 1-: 3, P 
fI would 

that this were Zaid standinglp or Sý-. -j jjt 

'perhaps this is Zaid going'. Another verb may appear in the 

phrase containing one of these 5 sister worder but still Lne word 

governs its accusative: - 'ýJl ne 
-=-S Cjj 0 

to .0f 
64 

whom I saw is your brotherv eloquent', or >. 9 CVU-ý IU Is 
Cj! 

'the most excellent of them is Zaidl". (4) Slibawayh gives 

several more examples of further uses of ej, p but they will be 

omitted, since they are of no real value to our investigations. 

Why, theng do these 5 sister words govern the 1211- 
1 in 

the accusative and the in the nominative? It is in 

the search for the reason behind the various usages that the 

arguments between the Kufans and the Basrans prove in-mluable. 

"The Kufans say that *41 and its sisters do not make the 

nominative as in K' Zaid is standing'. The 

Basrans say these words do make the nominative. 

"Kufans: - The rý I is made accusative because these 

words resemble verbs, and as such they are a brench of a verb. 

But, being a branch, they are weaker thpn verbs themselvesp 

and it is fit that they should not act on the 

running according to analogy in lowering the branches from 

the roots. Because if we made it act in the way in which 

it acts (i. e., in which the verb acts)v this would lead to 

equality between them, and this is not allowed: and thus it 

must remain in its nominative state before its introductiong 

Silbawayht op. cit., p. 279f. 
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(i. e. the introduction of the particle). And what proves the 

weakness of its action is that it introduces to the what 

it introduces to the verb if it begins it. The poet said 

'do not leave rV 

me among them (as) a strangerp otherwise I would be perished or 

3A flown', and he made (the verbs) accusative on account of op q 

and what also proves this is that if there is a particle 

.41 intervening between <j. and the rest of the sentencev its 

action is annulled, and it does vvithout itv as in 

lZaid is your guarantor', as if one had been satisfied with 

the 'k4>, o on account of its weakness. And it has been related 
0 

that'some people . say Lo AI 'I, IZaid is influenced 

by you'-, and oaf does not act on account of its-weaknessy 
Jr 

and this proves what we are saying. 

"Basrans: - These words act on the /-. n*- , and this is 

because their resemblance to verbs is strong. This 

resemblance is to be found in both letter and meaning - 
(there are five proofs: the writer willp howeverp omit themt 

since it is sufficient for us to accept that these particles do 

resemble verbs), Because they resemble the verb in these ways 

they must act in the same way as the verb, and a verb has one 

thing in the nominative and another in the accusative. So like- 

wise these words must have one thing in the nominativet resembling 

the 
Jýck; . and the other in the accusativep resembling the 0. 

except that with these words the precedes the 
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because these words are a branch: or because one should 

realiset by the accusative preceding the nominative, that 

these words are similar to verbsy but are not verbs in actual 

fact. 

"In reply to the Kafans' statement about the "equality 

between the root and the branchlIp the Basrans say this is 

annulled by the jawl I which acts like a verbp and hao 

and a just like a verb; one says: - a ec 
bo I Zaid Is father is hitting "Amrl , just as 

one says 'his father hits "Amrl The 

Jacts even when something interposes between it and 

what it acts on; so can be separated: - 
DLý'l Uj,,! J 

. 0, - 
0-1 go 

'we have fetters'. or 'there is a sign in 

that' . 
"As for their (i. e. the Kufans') statemeat that "the 

proof of the weakness of its action is that it introduces to 

the what it introduces to the verb if it beginev and they 

quote the Basrans say this if false. 

The /^: h: here has been suppressed, and the verb of which it is 

the has been suppressed. Also, the whole clause after 

is here the Such words must make the 

nominativep just as they make the r-Jaccusative". 
0) 

ýw 

and may sometimes be contracted to and C) .0 

(5) Ibn al-Anbiirl, OP-cit., p-115f. 
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The most common opinion expressed amongst the grammarians is 

that the particles in question lose their influence when this 

contraction occurs. Chaim. Rabin tells us: "The alleviated 

foxms and In the "alleviated" forms they lose 

their rection and their C-! will appear not in the accusativep 

but in the nominative. Some Arabs, however, put the C'1- 
lin 

the accusative with the alleviated forms. Laith assets that 

in the usage of Hijaz the accusative could be employed after 

the alleviated forms ... It is Reckendorf's view that and 

are the earlier forms p from which 0, and cjl developed 

under certain conditions". 
(6) 

The Basrans supported the view that the contracted forms 

are the earlier forms p from which and c" developed 
(6) 

under certain conditions". 

did, in factv still wield the influence of the non-contracted 

particlest and so found themselves involved once again in a 

grammatical dispute with the Kufans. "The Kufans say that 

lightened cýl does not make the Jaccusative. The Baerans 0 
say it does. 

"Kufans: - It does not act because 41 acts because it 

resembles in letter a passive (we 8hould say "paut") verb: 

it has three radicalst and has fatta. But with the 

shortened (ý. 
I the resemblance to a verb ceases, and so its 

action must also be of no use. They also say that ý,! 
I 

is 

a regent for nouns, but 6J is a regent for verbs. Thus it 

(6) Chaim Rabin, op-cit., pp. 168 & 171. 
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is fitting that cannot act on nouns, just as U. 01 cannot 

act on verbs, as other noun regents do not act on verbs, and 

other verb regents do not act on nouns. 

"Basransd-- They quote a Koranic example, (although 

according to a reliable text of the Koran the word is 

and not as the Basrans claimý- 

rVL-C land your Lord will most 

surely pay back to all their deeds in full'; JDS cannot be 
60 

accusative by the influence of rv-ý- 
ý-- 

, because the rý) of 

an oath prevents what follows it from acting on what has gone 

before; one cannot say 41 04 Iwr 'I will 

honour Zaid and hit *Amrl. One can also not say that Z)j has 

the meaning of 
to 

9 and U has the meaning of 

because one does not get wi th the meaning of JI 

following with the meaning of Thus in the example 

quoted, if one regards LA>) as meaning then Dý 
would 

not be accusativet because, what follows -91 does not act on 

wbat precedes itt and this proves their point (i. e. that 

is made accusative by Also the Arabs say 
S 'is your brother not going? 't using 

shortened in place 'of The appended is a 
0 -. - 

letter of c\ý**(similarity); thus when one says 

'as if Zaid were the lion', this root is 

, J1 
IV IZaid is like the lion', just as when one 

says 
Wo oI r . ),, IZaid is standing', the real root is 
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S 

Thus when one uses the accusative with the 

shortened form, this shows that it (the shortened form) is in 

place of a verbp of which some of the letters have been 

suppressed. Also, some people use the shortened form with 
1, $aj, 

PI16.0 rI 

p ronoms is the same as 

'I think that you are standing1t or CO . 
.0 

-s 
0). ý, ii , the same as 'I think that he is going'. 

"In reply to the Kufans' statement that "When one uses 

the shortened form the resemblance to a verb ceases'19 the 

Basrans say this is wrong: resembles a verb in several 

wayst both in letter and in meaning, but 31 also resembles a 
Ir 

verb with some of its letters suppressedo and thus its action 

is not useless; one says remember the speech' 

or 'variegate the cloth", or cj I 'manage Cj, -- 
.0 

the matter', and the action of these shortened verbs is not 

annulled. 
0 "As for the Ilufans' statement that "doubled j! is a 

regent for nouns, and lightened is a regent for verbs"O 

the Basrans say this proof is obviously wrong. If we assert 

that it is lightened from the doubledy it is then one of the 

noun regentsp but if we cannot saythat it is lightened from 

the doubled, then it is not one of the noun regents. 

Originallyt the lightened b. 1 is not the J-1 lightened from 

the doubled, because that lightoned one is one of the verb 

regentep and this one lightened from the doubled is one of 

the noun regents. And the statement did not coincide with 
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the original lightened but it dealt with 
lightened from the doubled, end we have shown the difference 

between them". (7) 

CONCLUSIOWS 

We have seen that 6! and its sisters are very similar 

to the verb c)V in that both types have a nominative and an 

accusative. The Arabs recognised this similarity, and 

therefore assumed that vvorked in the same way as a verb. 

The question arisesp howeverp as to why should have 

its rI in the accusative and its in the nominative* 

The Basrans' an8wer to this is that resembles a verb in 

action,, but is not a verb in fact, and therefore the normal 

cases are reversed to show this difference. This would seem 

to be an excuse rather than a reason. The Kufans also have 

this idea of the particles being like verbs , but being weaker 

than verbsp and therefore putting the C, 'ý 
I in the accusativet 

but leaving the in the nominative. This again seems 

to be rather a poor excuse for explaining away this use of the 

accusative. Even if this Kufaa view were at all sound - that 

the particle should govern one noun in the accusativet but 

should leave the other in the nominative - it seems odd that 

the particle should pick the rý I to put into the accusative. 
Turning to the instances of there being two nouns in the 

the explanations of al-ZajjUjl as to why either the 

(7) Ibn al-Anbdrl, op. cit. p. 123f. 
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nominative or the accusative may be used for the second seem 

perfectly sound. 

With regard to the shortened forms and 

these words, even though in a shortened form, still resemble 

verbs so strongly that it seems quite right that they should 

still exert the influence of verbs, and thus take an 

accusative. 
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NEGATION 

The penultimate type of accusative which we shall 

examine is that used after the -9 of negation. Slbawayh tells 

us: "Negation by acts on what follows it, and the 

resultant accusative is unnUnated. The accusative effect on 
.4 what follows the -Y is like the accusative effect after Cil 

The omission of the nOnation from the word acted upon is 

necessary because it is established and it is made into the 

place of one noun, -such as 'fifteen" 

and this is because it does not make the rest of what is 

accusative similar to what is not a noun, and is a verb and 

it acts only on an indefinite noun. -ý) and 
L, act on it 

in place of an 11-53qj . (It is usually used to precede the 

answer to some question. ) and 
Lo 

act in place of an 
3fi 

9 "is there a man? " A as when one says Jnýý 

I so it the word is in place of a nominative noun as a 

is with 
40: h.. ) C., w "there is no man", and 

'there is nothing"* The proof that there is no 

I A. 
:)0. V ýJ2 isI man", is in place of an r-1 , and 

in place of an is the expression of the people 

11thereis no man more of the HiJazjA1j; -o 
... .01 Lv 

, 
or excellent than you" or j ý; O J. -- 

LO 
, or Nothing must 

interpose between the and the' word it governs (the 

M We here see Slbawayh trying, not very 

Sibawayhl op. cit-i P-31+5- 
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successfully, to explain something away. He compares it with 

a verb because it acts only on the indefinite - the restricted 

use leads to a restriction of n5nation.. SIbawayh then goes 

on to discuss n9nated nouns after negation, using the exapples 

"you have no one better than he", or 

"You have nobody hitting Zaid". "This 

takes place provided that the nUnation does not come at the end 

of the noun, and it is as if there should be a letter before 

the end of the word. However, the end of the word is taken 
t -. 

away in <-? J and and the result is as above. Because 

what is af ter and becomes the end of the nouns, 

and it is wrong that it should be omitted before the end of the 

noun has been reached". 
(2) We see here some very confused 

wording in Slbawayh. He gives us a very weak explanation. 

In fact, the plain rule is that7 if one qualifies the noun in 

any way7 then one keeps the n5nation. When the,, has an 

epithet, Slbawayh says: "This may be nrinated, which is more 

usual, or unnUnated: - or 63 

"you have no intelligent servant". Those who n9nate it do so 

because they make the noun and the Jl into one noun, and they 

put the accusative epithet in this case in its place, other 

than the As for those who do not nUnate the 

epithet, they put both the thing described and the epithet in 

(2) Ibid., P-350. 
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the place of one noun. However7 when something - e. g. a 

phrase such as interposes between the noun and the 

epithet, then the epithet must benUnated: - Uu?. 

L "there is no intelligent man to-day", 

"there is nobody sitting there". 110) 

Al-Zajjgjl does little more than give examples of the 

the which denies the whole species. 
He says: - used as a negation is followed by an 

unnUnated accusative:; 71. )JI "there is no one in the 

house'17 IlZaid has no money", A 

"you have no servant". An epithet in agreement can be either 

definite br indefinite: - "You have no 

new clothes "you have no wise servants". 

If there are two nouns being negated7 the second may be nUnated 

in either the accusative or the nominative: - ! )JI 'I 
I. = 

S .1 -- "you have neither servants nor slaves", 2)3 C1-JA. %- )ý) 

"you have neither servants nor neighbours'l. "(4) 

Ibn Hish5m tells us much the same as SIbawayh and al-ZaJJEJ-I 
in considerably less words: "The rules which apply to 

in the accusative and in the nominative - apply also to 

-9 under three conditions: - (i) that it denies the whole 

genus7 (ii) that both expressions acted upon by it are 

(3) Ibid. 7 P-351. 

(4) Al-ZajjZij! ll op. cit., p-21+1- 
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indefinite, and (iii) that the comes first and the 

second: - "there is no knowledgeable 

person hated". There needg however, be no 
"there is no one in the house" .... 

-9 
If the is repeated "There is no might 

nor strength" the first noun can be given (i) either fatýa, 

with the second with fatýa, or in the accusative, or in the 

nominative, like the qualicative in 

11there., is no intelligent man'17 or (ii) the nominativeý when the 

second no longer takes the accusative". 
(5) 

fa C1 Al-Zamahb, -Lh_arl also likens the construction 

to This is similar to and JJ 

therefore the is accusative and the I. -W. Is nominative. 

When the thing denied is an 

"there is no man's servant more excellent than he", or 
of, - J), "there is no truthful man to be 

found" - or is similar to an A Ue> II 

"there is no one better than he standing here", or 

"you have no one learning the Koran 

by heart"'- and if it is singular7 then it takes fatha7 and the 

is in the nominative: - 41311-0 "there 

is no one more excellent than you". When the noun is 

qualified, there are two methods of use: (i) the adjective, 
LV. 

A like the nouný takes fatha-, "there is no 

Ibn Hish-am., ope cit., pp. 167 and 169. 

second: - "there is no Imowledgeable 

person hated". There needq however, be no 
ýJ-7. -) "there is no one in the house" .... 

If the j 
_ý) 

is repeated - ýp ) 9, "There is no might 

nor strength" - the first noun can be given (i) either fatýa, 
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wise, man there", or (ii) the adjective is declined as if 

indefinite in its form or state, or 

Ivel 

If the is repeated, the nominative is permibsible. if 

something interposes between the 
-9 and the noun - such as 

a- prepositional phrase - or the noun is definite, the nomina- 

tive is compulsory: - 0. 
IIIAI'l 

:, ) "there is 

neither man nor woman there", and 
"there is neither Zaid nor 'Amr there0loo, (6) 

None of the grammarians so f ar has really told us why the 

accusative is used after the Even Ibn MRlik 

does. no more than repeat the rules we have seen already. 

which denies the species. Give to . 2) the ruling of 

: with the indefinite noun, whether this particle 

occurs singly or is repeated. Make it govern in the 

a: ccusative an annexed noun or its analogous type, and put the 

in the nominative. Make a compound by means of 

the noun which has no complement, making it inflexible in 
P-6 

IIa*1I: -a ., g-:, J5 "neither power nor force" ... 
As for the second, put it in the nominative, in the accusa- 

tive, or in composition: NA if the first is in the nomina- 

tive, do not use the accusative. To a noun without 

complement, qualicative of an inflexible noun which it 

i=ediately follows, give "all or the accusative, or the 

nominative, and you will be correct. But if it does-not 

follov., it immediately or if it has a complement, do not make 

(6) Al-Zamakhsharl, op. cit-7 P-40- 
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it inflexible: put it in the accusative or choose the 

nominative. Submit the adjoined noun without the repetition 

of .9 tib'. thu rule which has been attributed to the separate 

qualicative. Give to J\ 
I accompanied by the interrogative 

hamza, that which it would demand without the interrogation. 

"(One must note U) that the influence of -1) , in the 

cases with which it is concerned, does not entirely resemble 

that of 61 
, since, in its most frequent application, the 

noun which proves this influence cannot take the nUnation, and 
0 

is rather, to use the language of the grammarians, 

"indeclinable in fatýallj than '(ii) that when the 

negative adverb -9 is repeated, its influence is no more than 

facultative. (In connection with the annexed noun): - One 

must understand by e, )L; =o a word - which, without being 

in a relationship of annexation7 as in this example: - 
el 

-; 
Ab ý)7 "no seeker after knowledge is forbidden", (P, g r 

nevertheless has a complement7 necessary for the integrity of 

the sense: it is thus that one must say in the accusative 

"no one climbing a- mountain appears", 
LO LO 

"no one better than Zaid is here" 

"no one whose face is ugly is loved", 

The must be placed only after the noun which serves as 

subject and which proves the influence of and must be 

Put in the n6minative". (7) 

(7) Ibn hiilik, op. Cit., lines 197f. 
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One further small incidental point which the writer 

might make in connection with is that it is possible to 

- (1-: regard it as working in the same way as whence one 

says not "there-Is no one more excellent 

than you'll as we have seen, but j; D -i; a-; I 'S'S. 1 
.9. 

(I ) 

We have still not discovered why the accusative should be 

i 
says not 11thereAs no one more excellent 

than you'll as we have seeng but 
M 

used in the type of negation under discussion. However$ the 

arguments of the Xufans and Basrans help to rectify this. 

"The Kufans say that an indefinite singular noun negated by ý) 

is declinable, and is made accusative by the as in 

)1-01 j Zj-ý- 
.) 

J) , "there-. Is no one in the house". The 

Basrans say it is indeclinable in fatýa- 

"Kufans: - We say it is made accusative by the ý) because 

it used it instead of a verb: the virtual meaning in 

"I do I., 01 A) is really 
not find any man in the house". And they make do-vrith 
instead of the just as when one says 

C. ý A 
sp _L. Ls _=, 4. p Z. ) II "if you get up then I will get 0) 'S 

Ijý 

up, and if not then (I will) not"q it is reall 0W Vj% 01 YeW (! ILW 0, -. Y 
"if you do not got up then I will not get up". And when they 

make -9 suffice instead of the 4. ta 
I they make the 

indefinite accusative on account of it, and they take away the 

nUnation as they do with an 'CV ''L;,: " )- Some say it is 

made accusative by -9 because has the meaning of 0 
, A-r- I 

as in z)PLý- ý) JSL ý) >. V 9 "Zaid is neither intelligent I 

(8) Silbawayhj op. cit-7 P-356. 
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Cio tc nor ignorant"t namely /; ftr- -%Aj. They 

make it accusative to distinguish J with the meaning of 
f rom with the meaning of Others 

say they make it govern the accusative because when they make 

an indefinite follow it - or in the state of an indefinite in 

that its comes before it - they make the indefinite 

accusative without nUnation. Some of the grammarians say it 

is made-accusative since governs the accusative because 

it is the contradictory to because is for negation 

and is for affirmation, and they use a thing according 

to its opposite, just as they use it according to its like; 

exce t that when it is a branch of in the p 

and makes the word accusative with nUnation, JV makes 

it accusative without nUnation, in order to separate the branch 

from the root: because the branches always separate from the 

positions of the roots. 

"Basrans: - We say it is indeclinable in fatýa because 

the root in the sentence is really 
jiý) llthereýis no man in the house'17 because 

I )) j JP 
7 "is there a man it is the answer to 

in the house? ". And when one suppresses wo from the 

sentence and constructs it with 9, one includes the 

meaning of the word ( C. . )" 
) and it must be indeclinable: 

it is indeclinable in a vowel because it was capable of 

flexion before the indeclinability, and it is indeclinable 

in fatha because it is the lightest vowel. 
0 
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"In reply to the Kufans' statement that "the word is made 

accusative because )) suffices as a verb", the Basrans say 
this is a lone claim in need of proof: if it be as the Kufans 

say, then the word in the accusative must be nUnated. 

"Then in reply to the Kufans' statement that "the n5nation 
too L; C, 1 11 is suppressed as it is with an c%: o ., 

the Basrans say 

that if this were sound, then surely it must be consistent in 

all the nUnated singular nouns which allow an ""' Lo'n I: and .0 

if they say that this applies in this instance only, and in 

no other instances, this proves the error of the Kufans' way of 

thinking. 
a 

"in reply to the Kufans' assertion that "the accusative is 

used because has the meaning of and the 

Basrans say whY7 when it has the meaning of J---j must it 

govern the accusative? Why not use the nominative as analogy 

dictates, and as the poet says?: - 
or 

"he who turned (his back upon) its fires (I can take his place)l 

I am the son of Qais (who) never leave the place". 

"And as for the Kufansl statement that "they make it 

govern the accusative because when they make the indefinite 

follow it, and what is in the state of the indefinite in that 

its 
J.. ý* precedes it, they make the indefinite accusative on 

account of this", the Basrans say, why? What is the relating 

factor between it and the ? If it were as the Kufans 

say a declinable accusative, then one must insert the nanation 
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and not suppress it: because there is nothing to stop-a 
declinable word from declension: and when the nUnation is 

prevented from being there, this proves that it is not a 

declinable accusative. This is also the answer to those who 

say it is made accusative by because it is the contradic- 

'. I tory to : it must, if this were the caset be nUnated. 
"In reply to the Kufans' statement that "when J is a 

branch of in action, and 'I makes accusative with the 

nUnation, you make the accusative after )J without n9nation. 

in order to separate the branch from the position of the root", 

the Basrans say this is false, because the nUnation is not 

caused by the action of but it is an integral part of 

the noun in its root. And as the action of which is 

the root, does not cause the nrination, then there-is no ppint 

in suppressing it with -Y I which is only a branch: and 

can be seen to be weaker than on four points: - W 

acts on both the definite and the indefinite, whereas ý) acts 

only on the indefinite, (ii) is not constructed with 

the noun either on account of its strength or on account of its 

weakness, (iii) 51 still acts on the noun even with some- J 

thing interposing between, either a preposition or a particle 

taking the genitive. whereas ý) does not act with any such 

interposition, Uv) 'I may act on both an : Y-- I and a 
but acts only on an w ithout a 

F 
rlý 

114, (9) 

Ibn al-Anbgrll op. cit., pp. 225f. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Several points emerge from the views of the Arab grammarians 

about the usage of the 
c 

All the grammarians 

state that the noun denied must be indefinite. If we are to 

believe the explanation offered by the grammarians, J works 

under the same rules as does 61 , but this does not seem 

possible. If this were the Arabs' view, then why is 

allowed to act only on an indefinite, when b3l may act on of 

either a definite or an indefinite? The gra=arians tried to 

argue away this difference between and but they 

do not seem to have been very successful - they were again 

giving excuses rather than reasons. 

If this most common view of the grammarians does not really 

seem satisfactory, what alternative explanation can be offered? 

It appears that the accusative is yet a further use of the 

direct object after some understood verb, such as 

"to find", or some verb of similar meaning - this is the view 

put forward by the Kufans. A sentence such as j -J-?.: 
ý ý) 

would be in full "I do not f ind 

any man in the house". The next problem facing us is why the 

accusative should have a definite ending. One thing is 

certain - the meaning is indefinite. This is obvious from a 

common sense point of view, and the grammarians all say that 

the noun, before being denied, must be indefinite. We have 

further proof of this if we add an epithet to the noun - 

we see that the epithet is indefinite 
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in order to agree with the meaning of the negated noun, rather 

than to agree with it in the letter. Also, under certain 

c6nditions the word negated may have the indefinite termination, 

as in or 
U!, 

It would appear that once again we are faced with an anomaly - 
the word is indefinite in meaning, and one would think it should 

be indefinite in letter all the time. The grammarians of Kufa 

and Basra tried to explain the unnUnated nnding, but they give 

the impression of trying to explain this anomaly away - their 

reasoning is again of a negative nattre7 with one side trying 

to refute the arguments of the other without being able to 

offer a sound alternative explanation. 
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ISTITHN7V - EXCEPTION 

The last type of accusative with which we shall deal is 

that used in exceptive clauses. In Arabic grammar the rules 

. '0 for exception, or L: 5,6ý I are rather complicated, so 

let us see first of a: ll what Slbawayh - who can usually give 

us ample rules7 but very little explanation about why they 

work has to say. The word of exception is 

V1 
-, 11 

Generally, the word governed by YJ does not change 

from the state it was in before was appended, and is a 
5 

jv% , 
iUi t, 

tj : )tj 'no one came to me except Zaidt, 

or "0 
Lo I met no one but Zaid or 

'I passed no one except Zaid'. But in 

certain cases the accusative must be used: - 
YJ 

_,, _ýb 
1* 1A@ to, 11 did not hit anyone who says lei i 

S ýe- -- 04 A-v"" 
that except Zaid'. The accusative must be used since in 

this case one wishes to make a predicate, by the 

incidence of the verb. (The goes back to the 

and is accusative after this2 and not after the JOPIWI. 

Were it referring to JyL.. then it would be nominative) 

It is reported that some Arabs use the accusative all the 

time7 even when the word is a: 
V, 

did not pass by anyone but Zaid or '91 
LO 

1ý9 
J e-S 

YJ L Ino one came except Zaid', or 
did not see anyone except Zaid'. The accusative is used 

because the latter is p_q± made a 3-5, - of the first, but it 
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is cut off from what acts on the first. The proof of this 
4, is that it answers to the meaning of but Zaid It 

or do not mean ZaidIq and what precedes it 

acts upon it just as acts on when one says 
'twenty dirhams' ... (Sometimes7 with the 

people of the Hijaz, ) the accusative is chosen because the 

second noun is not of the same sort as the first: - 
'there is nobody there- except an ass'. J* $ 

As the latter noun cannot possibly be conceived of as a J-3ýj 

of the first, it is borne by the meaning of let 'but' 0-11ý II 

and is acted upon by what precedes it, like the action of 

on The BanU Tam1m, however say 

t hey me an itas ---J 
'. 
) 

.05 
St 

ýA'. j. r 
with the meaning of S 

- to 0,0. Lv-ý or 

land wherefore was there n6t a town which 

should believe so that their belief should have profited them 

but the people of Jonah'.... (Examples of usage) in which the 

thing excepted can be only in the accusative. This is 

because it is excluded from what one inserts in it apart from 

it itself7 and it is acted upon by what precedes it, as cý-) 

acts on when one says e0gel 
U 'the people came except your father'? 

or yI 11 passed by the people except 

your fatherI2 or 'the people are there 
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except your father'. -. -*I is made accusative since it does 

not enter into the thing that what precedes it entera into, 

and it is not an adjective. The regent is what precedes it, 

just as is not an adjective of c) nor borne 

on what it bears, and it acts on it. -. *I is prevented from 

being a of C, 10 by the fact that if one said 

'they came except your father', it would be 

absurd". 
(') 

If, however, the sentence began with the - 
negative I it would then be quite all right, and the 

nominative could be used. According to Slbawayhj it can not 

be a as one cannot use one withbut the other - unless7 

of course, the sentence is negative. JY ýj I is part of 

r-ij II as it is connected with it. It goes-Into the 

accusative because it is not contained in what has gone 

before - i. e. the generality. is not included because 

he did not come. The accusative is used after if it 

ceases to be part of what has gone before. Perhaps the 

writer may explain the terminology, and elucidate a little 

further. The accusative thing must be a ý-N: 
I "alterna- 

tivell and not a 
is made". The limits of 

"that to which an alternative 

are that, in the negative 
.0 

sentence, it should follow closely after the 1,13 of the 

negative, and one makes a replacement) ý-5ý 
, for it. When 

the form of the speech is not this, they put it in a form in 

which the accusative is permissible if one puts the thing 

Slbawayli7 op. cit-, P-359f- 
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excepted last. Slbawayh continues: "Two things excepted. 

When there: are two things excepted2 the second may be either 

accusative or nominative: - 5 or 
11 have no one who is truthful except Zaid and 'A= The 

explanation for the accusative is that it follows the former 

word: and for the nominative, it is as if one had said 
1* 

jV1 
I, jji 

...... Double exceptions: - -k1j 
'no one came but Zaid and but 'Amrl. may not go into 

the nominative as one thing excepted is not the j-`, -: of the 

other - one cannot take the first out of its place and 

substitute it by the other. (In other words >, j is the 

of the generality, but is not the 6f -), e) and 

cannot therefore be nominative. ) One can, however, make the 

first accusative and the second nominative: - 
One can 

41 
11-S say >-% , --3 

'no one came but 'Amr and but a man', as if one had said 

when is made the of 

only then one puts /: 
ýj first, and it becomes like 

This has the meaning of J) 

and it follows the course of the word which would normally 

/! ýc isa noun in place of this word: - follow J) since 

'the people came except Zaid1t or 

Ithey came except Zaid' .... 
Sometimes and I. J-11) act as exceptives: 

. )ýý % jy3l. SSand act or 14 
, 

in the same way. They are verbs, and consequently the 
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, at,, 
(2) 

accusative is a direct obje 

Whereas Slbawayh has given the rules for exception in 

a rather lengthy manner, Al-Zajjgj'3' does so in only very 
little space, although he fails to give any explanations. 
"Exceptives: If what is before 981 is affirmative, 
then what follows it is in the accusative: 
'the people rose except Zaid' JWL 

passed by the people except Bakr'. If the sentence is 

negative, then the thing excepted can be either in the case 

of what went before-the YJ or in the accusative: - YJ 

or 6k'.. L, 'the people did not get up 

except 'Amrl, and or 'I did 
S 

not pass by your brothers except 'A= If there is no 

mention at all of the generality, then the thing excepted 

goes-into the case in which the generality would have been. 

*.,. Further, when the thing excepted comes first, it goes 

into the accusative when the sentence is positive, and into 

preferably the accusative when the sentence is negative (but 

the nominative is also permissible): - I 

'none of your friends went out except Zaid' 

ý): these words cause everything behin4 them t6 

go into the accusative, whether the sentence be positive or 

negative: - Y" it - L. ),. C 10 1 V. 'the people rose 
. 19 ky 

except Zaid and except 'Atnrlt anA C. ) U LO, 

'your brothers did not get up except for Bakr and except for 

(2) Ibid., P-372. 
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Zaid'. this can be followed by the 

accusative, but the nominative is preferred". 
(3) 

Al-ZaInak-b-s, harl divides the various types of exceptive 

sentences into a number of categories: while this facilitates 

the understanding of the rules, it does not help us at all in 

trying to understand why such-and-such a case is used. 

'Sxception: The word excepted can fall under 

one of five categories. One category always uses the 

accusative, and is sub-divided into three sections: 

1. (This category deals with p6sitive sentences), W where 

the word is excepted by ý01 * L--., I the people r e-S . 
came except Zaid', Ui) where the word is excepted by 

and (iii) where the word is excepted by L5. 
-C 

LD or 

these words tend to have the effect of Cj---j- , and hence take 

the accusative (as they are verbs) and I // *I 
-).. c ( -s 

Lo 

'the people came (did not come) except Zaidl 

and 'except Zaid'. 2. The accusative and Cj are both 

allowed in this category which deals with negative sentences- 

or When 'no one came except Zaidl 
the thing to which there is an exception is accusative or 

genitive7 one can use if one wishes, but both this 

and the accusative are permissible. 3- Always genitive 
(and therefore irrelevant). Hbweverý the accusative is just 

permissible with U-LN. 
. I+. The nominative or genitive 

after Lj-,. 
-- .9-5. This group concerns the type which 

(3) Al-Zajjgj: rl op. cit., pp. 230,238 & 237- 
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follows the (declension) existing before the 
r, introduction of the word of exception: - 

'no one came except Zaid', %j/ , 
Im saw no 

one but Zaid', and 'I didnot pass by 

anyone except Zaidl in exception. The rule 

applying to in its declension is the same as the rule 

applying to the noun coming after -91 
It makes it 

accusative in a positive, isolated (i. e., generality not 

mentioned) sentence, or when it comes first. Both the 

accusative and cj-**ý are allowed in a negative sentence. 

When the exception also),. contains an elative, either the 

nominative or the accusative is permissible: - or 
5 ýy 'no one came except your 

father better than Zaidt, or 1ý JI or 

'I passed by no one biA 'Amr 

better than Zaidl. When two things are excepted, one - either 

one - goes into the nominative, being thought of as joined to 
6 the verb, and the other one is accusative: S 

'no one came except Zaid and except 'AmrIj or 
5 

'91 
11, , it Q+) 

Ibn Hisham also divides the various types of exceptions 
into a number of categories, but he also explains why the 

various cases are employed. "Exception. Under certain 

conditions exception is carried out by the accusative after 

(4) Al-Zamakhs arl, op. cit., P-36f. 
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some particles, usually Such conditions are A 
1. When the exception is carried out by and this 

particle is preceded by a complete and affirmative sentence, 

the accusative is compulsory for the object excepted: - 
/, * !)I 'the people rose except Zaid', and 

F-V' Y, ) v,; o 'they drank from it except a few of 
them'. 2. If the sentence preceding the exception is not 

affirmative, or if there is continuity, two constructions 

are possible: - U) In the case of continuity the excepted 

object can be considered either as agreeing with the object 

to which it is an exception, and regarded as a permutative - 
(this is the view of the Ba-srans) - or, as being joined in a 

series - (the Kufan view). In the second case it is put 

in the accusative, following the general rule. By any 

sentence not affirmative one understands the negative, 

prohibitive, or interrogative: - negative, e. g. 7 

r_VO '91 'they did not do it except for a few 

of them', whe; e is a permutative agreeing with the 

of 01 prohibitive, e-g-7j. 
ýI 

; /10 1 

'do not let any one of you mind except your womenfolk', where 
") I in the nominative agrees with I, and in the 111/-. Ol 

accusative it is an exception followilng the general rule: 
interrogative, e. g. , c). 9JUJI land 

who despairs of the mercy of his Lord except the sinners? ' 
"4 

Here L-), 9JUPJI is regarded as being a permutative of the 

subj ect of -ký - (ii) If the exception is discontinued, $I 
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the people of the Hijaz demand the accusative: - 
La 

I tno one is there except an ass and 

Cý 'they have no knowledge of it 

except hypotheses"'. The BanU Tamim, however, allow either 
the accusative or a permutative construction with the 

nominative. If the excepted object precedes the thing 

from which it is excepted, it must go into the accusative, 

whether the exception be discontinuous 

'there is no one there except an ass' -2 or continuous 
r sell 14f . 
. 
YWI -ki-0 -Y1 rU* LD 

9 'the people did not get up except for 
J. 

Zaid'. 3- If the sentence preceding is not complete, 

signifking that the object to which there is an exception 

is not ex'pressed2 the noun expressed after Y) undergoes the 

same accidence as it would have done if there had been no 

. 
91 Lo 'they did not get up except for rI 

Zaidl, (nominative); J IL 'I did not see 
0 

anyone except Zaid', (accusative) 42 
IAI 

10 

did not pass by anyone except Zaid', (genitive). 

"Other regents which cause exception are of three sorts: 
W those which always govern the genitive, (ii) those which 

always govern the accusative, and (iii) those which govern 

sometimes the genitive and sometimes the accusative. 
(i) Those which govern the genitive are an d 

(These are irrelevant. ) (ii) Those which govern only the 

accusative are four in number: - and 

'they rose except for Zaidl, or 
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C ýA. -D , or or 
14 

The accusative after and is a af ter 

.! L--: ý Lo an d LO it is a wrbal object. (iii) Those which 
govern either the genitive or the accusative are three in 

number: - and 
U- G% They may take either 

case since they are at the same time prepositions and 

passive verbs". 
(5) 

Let us now see what the c6mbination of Ibn M-alik and 

Do Sacy have to say about this usage of the accusative. 

"Exception. That which excepts, being 

complete, is, put in the accusative. After a-negation or 

something analogous one prefers to make what continues the 

idea to agree. Put in the accusative what discontinues it. 

"(The exception is (complete) when one expresses both 

the thing excepted, and the generality from which 

04-0. one takes the thing excepted, as in 
AW, 14, 

--J: ), 'the people went except Za-idl; it is 

when this last term is not expressedq as in 

'nobody is going except Zaid'. One calls the exception 
00 (this refers to the words 'continues the ideO when 

the thing excepted is understood in thegeneality from which 

one takes it away: on the contrary one calls it (this 

refers to Idiscontinuesit') when the thing taken away is 

foreign to the generality, as inL. ý, _ 
I did 

not pass by a-camel except a: horsel. It is not then, 

(5) Ibn Hish5m, Op. cit., p. 271f. 
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properly speaking, an exception). 

"Do not put into the accusative a noun placed before 

(i. e. a preceding noun), as one sometimes does with 

negation: but choose the accusative if this circumstance 

presents itself. 

"(The case concerned takes place when one says by 

inversion $no one came to me except 

Zaid'. Ibn M-Rik observes that, in this circumstance, one 

can put the noun which expresses the thing excepted in the 

accusative, or make it agree in case as a permutativel 

with the noun which expresses the generality2 but that it 

is better to use the accusative). 

"If a term preceding j1 
if 

after, it is as if 91 were 

"Deprived of influence, 

e. g. 0 J* 6r 

of them except the man except 

is apt to govern that which is 

not there. 

serving to strengthen; 

-))'do not pass by either 

"(The particle of exception J! can be repeated without 

having any influence and without indicating a new thing 

excepted, ort on the contrary, to indicate a new thing 

excepted. In the first case ... the second exercises no 
influence and one carries on as if this particle had been 

omitted. Thus7 just as one would say JsL%- I LO 

did not pass by them except your brother Zaid', one would 

IAI also say -91 
J U'. I 'I did not pass bY them 
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except your brother except Zaidl. It is good to note here 

that Ibn, M-a-lik had chosen his example badly, for the words 

- .. I 'I eý, 
J and JOJI 

, being only virtually declined, one can 

doubt if they represent here the genitive or the accusative). 

"If JljJ is repeated, but not to strengthen, in the 

case of a vacant influence, let the governing word influence 

only one of the nouns excepted by J! I without letting it 

dispense with putting the rest in the accusative. For want 

of vacancy and with the advancement of the thing excepted, 

always use the accusative: use the accusative also where 

there is postponement7 but then use one of the excepted nouns 

in the same way as if the other were not thereg e, g-, 

91 .0 

PIO 'they have not kept their word except 

a man except 'All and their rule, relatively to the sense, 

is that which governs the first of them. 

"(It is here a question of the case where is 

repeated7 not only by manner of pleonasm, but as expressing 

in the event a new exception. One must here make a 

distinction between the exception which is and that 

which is If it is one of the words which 

express the thingsexcepted must be put in the case in which 

if it had been expressed: would have been put the io 
the others must prove the influence of J), I , that is to say, 

must be put in the accusative: one will then say 

'no one went except Zaid except k? 
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'Amr except Iquha=ad'. If suffices that 6ne of the nouns 
which express the things excepted be put in the nominative, 

without that falling necessarily on the first in the row, 

which, however, is preferable. If the exception is not 
OW 0 there is a new distinction to be made: for the 

can be placed before the as 
'the people did not come except Zaid 

01ýII"0: % except a man', or after it, as 
If the latter case takes place, the nouns of the things 

excepted must all be put in the accusative: one will then say 
.0,, ylw. ý , -! 

), .10- 'the people did not come Lý., LO 

except Zaid except 'Amr except a man'. If it is the former 

case which takes place, all the nouns which express the 

things excepted should be put into the accusative, except 

one only, which will prbve or will not prove the influence of 

following the rules given above. In the example 

given above r-J)7 the exception is not 

because the verb contains a pronoun, and is the 

equivalent of Aschmouni K adds that, while it is f -31-0 V-Qj-- 

permitted to make the noun of one of the things excepted 
(without any regard to the place which each one occupies) 

agree in case with the usage, however7 gives the 

preference in this case to the noun placed first. The decond 

part of this verse signifies that, when -Vj is thus repeated, 

the exception is either negative or affirmative for all the 

things excepted, provided that it is negative or affirmative 

3E Unidentifiable. 
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for the first). 
4 "Except a noun in the genitive with /:. c , declined 

with the same flexion which one attributes to the noun 
4j"I 

excepted by with r; eg-ý I do, 

following the most Just opinion, as one does with 

Except, using the accusative, by means of 

and of c. jA.. 
. 

preceded by -9 . Make the genitive be 

governedt if you wish, after )JLL and 1->. c : after L, 
I make 

them govern the accusative, although the genitive is also 

foundt'. (6) 

Why, though, should the accusative be used in some cases, 

and what is its regent? Again, thanks to the arguments of 

the grammar schools, we are able to see some of the Arabs' 

reasoning. "The Kbfan school varies in its ideas as to what 

is the regent acting on the thing excepted in the accusative, 
0 such as 'the people rose except for 

Zaid'. Some say the regent is as do two Basrans, 

Abri al-'Abbgs and al-Zajjgj. Al-Farrii-I and others say S.,, 

is a compound of ý)I + -)J , then "I changed to its light 
.4 

ji 

form7 and was assimilated with -9 , and they made it take 
.41 an accusative in affirmation, considering it to be like CJ ,I 

and used it in negation as an considering it to be 

like 
-9 - Al-Kisa"T (d. 805) says that the thing excepted 

is made. accusative because its interpretation is: - 
11,0 "J j 

t. ) ý91 ý' I U, 'the people rose-, except that Zaid 
J 

ýý r 

did not get up'. He also says that the thing excepted is 

Ibn Ma-lik7 op. cit., lines 316f. 
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made accusative because it resembles the J, ýý The 

Ba-srans, on the other hand, say that the thing acting on 

the thing excepted is the verb, or the meaning of the verb, 

contained in . 
91 - 

"Kufans: - The proof that J. ) is the regent is that 

2j I stands in the place of and thus when one says 

-91 eQVI U, the -11ýj )Bj V the meaning is )-r 

people rose excluding Zaid'. And if one says 

then one must use the accusative, and likewise one does so 

with what takes its place (i. e. the place of the verb 

What proves that the preceding verb cannot be 

the regent acting on the thing excepted and making it 

a: ccusative is that it is an intransitive verb, and an 

intransitive verb cannot act on this type of noun. This 

proves that the regent is 

"Another thing which proves that the verb is not the 

1 . 01 6j regent is that, in the sentence 1-3t-V* ý)$ 
J;! ýWjj 'the 

.0 

people are your brothers except for Zaid', is made 

a-ccusativej yet there is no verb at a: ll. 

"Al-Farrg' says it is made accusative by because 

the r6ot of ýJl is and is the of 
0 

ýJll 

and dispenses with the The interpretation is really 

*Zaid does not get up Then became -W r5, 
the lightened form, it wa-s assimilated with and they 

became one word, with two different actions: the action of 

C'O,, l when the accusative is used in the affirmative: and the 
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action of when it becbmes an in the negative, 
0. 

and acts like it resembles two words and 

, 
Y12 - and acts as they do; the genitive follows when it 

has the meaning of j! 
I and it acts like Oýp when it 

is an It is quite permissible for a verb to 

follow it just as it is quite permissible for a verb to come 

,7 
ly after Thus when one says I hit 

the people except Zaid', one means 'until 

I reached Zaidl And one says when one 

means land I hit Zaid'. takes the 

place of two words, and thus takes over the action of both 

of them. 

"Basrans: - The regent is the verb, because the verb, 

even if it be basically an intransitive verb, is 

strengthened by . 
91 

, and acts transitively on the thing 

excepted, just as some verbs are made transitive by a 

particle-demanding the genitive, except that does not 

act, even if it were of transitive effect, as does a 

particle calling for the genitive; because J% I is a word 
a 

which introduces a noun and the imperfect tense of the verb, 

su, ch as lZaid is doing nothing but rising', 

or "'Amr is doing nothing but going 

even though it may not introduce the past tenseý such as 
U. 

or ý31 6 I'D. And when the 
X 

particle governs the noun and the verb it does not act on 
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-either of them, but the lack of action does not prove a lack 

of transitiveness: because hamza and doubling 

are transitive, and they are not regents, and this is the 

same as making the noun accusative in the Jjpý I such as 

Cul or so ., when the 

noun is made accusative by the preceding verb and by the 

strengthening of it by 911. ) . 
"In reply to the Kufans' statement that S1 stands in 

J* 
place of and as such acts in the same way as it 

does", the Basrans say there are several answers to this. 

First, this transfers the meanings of words to making them 

wield action7 and to make the meanings of words wield action 

is not allowed: because one says 
1!, ýb S" to, 'Zaid is not 

standing', and this is quite sound. But if one said 
U t; I* - t. jo -0 0 

-3tA a. -Do with the meaning of JIV 

denied that Zaid was standing'2 this would be wrong. This 

is the case here regarding as meaning Also, 

one is not allowed to make the meanings of words wield 

action because particles are used in place of verbs, demanding 

conciseness and curtailment. And if one makes the meanings 

of words workq then one returns to the verbs themselvesq and 

one annuls that meaning in conciseness and curtailment. 

"Second, if the regent were J) with the meaning of 

I, then the thing excepted could be in no case but the 

accusative, and the nominative and the genitive would not be 
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permissible in a negative, such as 
'* ' -91 jLý L, 

or 

This proves that having the meaning of 

is not the regent. 

"Third, it is annulled by the sentence 

where is in the accusative, and its accusativeness 

must be either by the virtual meaning of . 
91 

, or on its own 

account2 or whether it is made accusative by the verb which 

is befora it. It is false--to say it is made accusative 

by the virtual meaning of -91, 
because if _Y1 were-intended, 

#j 
then the meaning would be false, because the virtual meaning 

, 
01 (b, and this is wrong. It is would be -sy' -91, e f 

a2so wrong to say it is accusative on its own account, And 

so the regent must be the preceding verb7 and it is allowed 

to act even if it is intransitive, because is vague. 

Thus if one says Lil-ft-Q, JýY-- 
V-43 passed by a man 

apart from you', everyone apart from the 2nd person comes 

under the category of And when there is this extreme 

vagueness it resembles the vague prepositions, such as 

'behind', tin front of' 'beyond, in front', 

and 'in frontt, etc., and just as the intransitive 

verb becomes transitive on these adverbs without an 

,,,, I, 
lc intermediary2 so the same thing happens here (i. e., with 

"Fourth$ why, when one supposes the virtual meaning of 

does one makelý.,. j accusative, when, when one 
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supposes the virtual meaning of one makes 

nominative? 
"Fifth, if one makes act with the meaning of 

then the proposition is two sentences, but if one makes the 

verb act, then the proposition is only one sentence: and it 

is undoubtedly preferable to have just one sentence rather 

than two. 

"In reply to the Kufans' assertion that "the preceding 

verb is intransitive and may not be the regent" the Basrans 

say this verb, even if it is intransitive, is transitive by 

the power of 

"Then in reply to the Kufans' statement that "what 

proves that the verb is not the regent is the sentence 
14 j )Aj 9 I, when is made accusative, and 

there. "As no verb there to make it accusative", the -Basrans 

say that the thing which makes it accusative is the verbal 

meaning in because the virtual meaning is 

., pLVI, 'the people befriend you except 
, pý-; --4 

Lei 
.0 

Zaid'. Here J)I strengthens the conjectured verb and joins 
J 

it to -: ýy' and makes it accusative'. 

"As for the statement of al-FarrRI about"-. 91 being 

an w9similation of k*: 
' )I + the- Basrans say this i. s a lone 
A 

claim in need of proof, and there-cannot possibly be any 

information about it except by revelation and messages, and 

there is no means of access to these. Thus if it were as he 
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asserts, then it must not have any action, because when 0! 

is lightened to Z-)1 its action is annulled. Likewise with 

any two words joined together7 each loses the law which it 

had when it stood alone, and in combination they have a new 

rule. Al-Farra' states thatt even in combination, each of 

the two particles retains the action it had before being 

combined. As for its resemblance to I this is far- 

fetched; because is one woril and not a compound of two 

words, and has the action of two words in two different 

states'. 

"As for the statement of al-Kisa'! that "the thing 

excepted is made accusative because the real interpretation 
Ov 01 J1 I, the Basrans say it must either be is 

0i that the cause of the accusative is which acts, or C-i 

If one wishes the cause-of the accusative to be which 

acts2 this is annulled by the sentence S -7 

'Zaid2 not "'Amr, got up'. If one wishes to be the 

cause-of the accusative, then both its F7--* 
1 and its are 

in the virtual meaning of the rz, -I : for it is essential that 

some regent must be assumed to act on it. Some grammarians 

state that in the statement of al-KisRJI the virtual meaning 

is in the meaning of the sentence and not in its regent. 

His statzement goes back to the saying of the Basrans. 

"As for what is related that "the thing excepted is 

accusative because it resembles aJ this also 
,, 
9ýý 
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cldsely approximates to the saying of the Basrans, because 

there is no regent necessitating the accusative except the 

preceding verb". 
(7) 

C014CLUSIONS 

presents us with certain problems-. We see 

that there are two types of exceptive sentences: those which 

aie positive and those which are negative. One also finds 

a- sub-division of these in the sentence in which the thing 

excepted discontinues the idea of the sentence. 

One type we can deal with i=ediately. In the negative 

sentence, the grammarians tellr us that the thing excepted 

goes into the case of the generality, or, put another way, the 

word after -91 does not change from the case it had before 

the ýjj was appended. However, if the generality is not 
8 

mentioned, the word excepted goes into the case in which the 

generality would have been. The Arab grammarians' explana- 

tion for this is that the noun excepted is aj, or 

sUbstitute, of the generalitY, and so goes into the same case. 

This explanation would appear quite sound, but there is one 

flaw. When the excepted word precedes the thing from which 

it is excepted, it cannot be aI as the grammarians 

did not allow a to precede its C-. 10 ej -Sý . In 

cases such as this the excepted word always goes into the 

accusative, whether the sentence be positive or negative. In 

negative sentences, _ýJl 
is regarded simply as a particle 

.1 
with no inf luence. 

(7) Ibn al-Anbari, 6p. cit., p. 167f. 
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We encounter some difficulty, however, when we come to 

the positive sentence which contains an exception. The rule 

agreed here. -by the grammarians is that the noun excepted goes 

into the accusative: it is not part of what precedes it and 

so cannot be a They say that the regent acting on 

the accusative is what precedes it. The Kufans and Basrans 

disagree as to what this regent might be. One Kufan viev*is 

that -91 is a compound of 61 + and so governs in the 

way in which does. (It is interesting to note here 

that the Basrans try to refute this by saying that this 

cannot be the case, since the shortened form of CJ 
.1 

which is thought to be used in J, - cannot wield influence, 

when it was they who stated (as was seen towards the end of 

the chapter., on ""I and its sisters) that the shortened form 

could still govern the accusative). If this is the case, 

why does V1 govern the accusative when the sentence is 

positive, and yet allow the nominative or genitive, as well as 

the accusative, when the sentence is negative? if is 

derived from 'I J then it would logically have to 

govern the same case all the time. 

A further Kufan view is that one must understand by 

the verb governing a direct object (we are still 

concerned only with positive sentences). As was mentioned 

in connection with the + interpretation, and as the 

Basrans point out, if the verb were understood, then 

the accusative would again have to be used in all instances7 
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whether the sentence be positive or negative. 

The Basrans claim that the word excepted is made 

accusative by the transiti-vý-ty of the main 

governs an accusative by the force of -91 
ning the Kufans7 the Basrans automatically 

if the main verb, by the mediation of J! 

excepted in the accusative, theni-it too woi 

verb, which 

0 But in condem- 

condemn themselves: 

I governs the noun 

ald have to govern 
the accusative in all instances, positive or negative. 

Having examined the arguments of the Kufans and Basrans7 

let us now turn to the explanations of the grammarians from 

whom information has been drawn. They offer two explanations. 

The first is that one must understand c ý- hY 
- but if this 

were-so, then surely one must understand tp. ý in all 

instances, and so the accusative would be necessitated all 

the time. The second is that the accusative is used because 

the thing excepted is not part of what went before, and 

cannot therefore be a- J-*P-! 
9-a view which seems doubtful. 

The gra=arians then tell us that if the thing excepted 

discontinues the idea-of the sentence, then the thing 

excepted is accusative as it is different from the generality. 

This also appears to be a false way of looking at the sentence: 

just because the word is different, why should it be 

a'ccusativej and not nominative or genitive? 

So far we have seen the flaws in the theories of the 

Arabs7 but we still lack an alternative explanation which is 

completely sound. What, if any7 is the sound alternative? 
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Severml factors give the impression that the usage after the 

exceptive particle. _9! 
is yet another example of an anomaly. 

However, another explanation can be formedt if we examine 

more closely certain of the points made by the grammarians. 

One clue can be found when they say that, even in a negative 

sentence, instead of using the nominative or genitive, where 

applicable, the noun excepted may always be in the accusative. 

A. second clue is to be found in the other words of exception, 

some of which are verbs. It seems probable that the noun 

excepted after is a further use of the direct object 

after an understood verb which is contained in in 

this respect the view of the Kufans is quite acceptable, 

or one of similar imagining this verb to be 

meaning, despite the arguments of the Basrans to condemn this 

theory. 



THE DEPTH OF THE ARABS' THOUGHT 

Having seen what the grammarians had to say about the 

different uses of the accusative, an attempt must now be made 

to establish just how logical was the thought they put into 

their system of grammatical analysis, and how deeply they 

explored their language. Did they look only for the 

the externalst or did they carry out more than a cursory 

analysis? While this work deals specifically with the 

accusativet it is necessary to a certain extent to look at 

the gramm r as a whole in trying to answer these questions. 

The Arabs were faced with no easy task in analysing their 

grammarp and this is especially true of their examination of 

the accusative, which covers such a wide range of uses. Batt 

unfortunately, the impression is given that, in tackling this 

task, the depth of their thoughtp while it was considerableg 

was not very conclusive in a number of cases. It Mustp 

however, be stated in the Arabs' defence that they had several 

awkward problems with which to contend. If we say that the 

Arabs were not completely convincing intheir analysisy we must 

add* that they were certainly no worse than 

nations. It would be easy to condemn the 

of modern grammatical knowledgep but in th, 

they were poorly equipped to carry it out, 

analysis-was of at least an equal standard 

nations. It must in fairness be admitted 

contemporary 

Arabs in the 

eir ageg even 

their method 

with that of 

that, despit, 

f 

Western 

light 

though 

of 

other 

their 
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shortcomingsp they did excelient; work in ine grammatical 

field. What conclusions can be drawn? 

It appears that the Arabs started off by discover ing 

a number of rules about grammar - as was stated in the 

Introductionp the basic facts were probably gleaned from 

Greek and Sanscrit influence - and then tried to fill 

in these r-ules to agree with what happened in their language. 

The Arabs revered their language since it was the vehicle 

for God's revelation, and, as we have seent they had to find 

a reason for its syntax, and especially for the seeming 

imperfections. In finding this reason the gramm rians used 

one of two criteriat taking some question of their grammar, 

they argued that it was either like something else - in which 

case it followed the same pattern because it was similar; or 

else it was different - in which case they argued that it was 

different in order to be distinguished from something else. 

The arguments of the grammar schools of Kufa and Basra 

illustrate both these points admirably. One might say that 

by using this method the Arab grammarians would appear to be 

"playing safe", but some of the resultant arguments show that 
this method has grave deficiencies. SIbawayh, whom the Arabs 

regard as being the greatest gra=arian of their lenguage t 
himself used this systemp although he was not a blind slave 
to it: he was not satisfied to explain a usage simply by 

saying that it was commonly used by various peoples. Though 
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the Arabs regard him as being the great master, and both 

follow his example and borrow from his work, he appears to 

have certain faults which were also to be transmitted to his 

successors. For him there had to be an explanation for 

everything, and it is for this reason that his explanations 

are so detailed as to be complicated. Yet it will be noticed 

that he is comparatively the least quoted of the grammarians 

whose works have been studied for this thesis, and this may 

well be because he gave rules to cover the various aspects 

of the usages, but rarely gave a good explanation as to why 

a particular matter is used in such-and-such a way. In his 

effort to explain how everything worked he also had a habit of 

illustrating by analogy, and finished up by having a false 

analogy or a non sequitur. Later grammarians adopted this 

fault to a greater or lesser degreep and sometimes tended to 

argue round the point. It can also be seen that some of the 

grammarians - and this is especially noticeable in the 

a rguments and discussions reported by Ibn al-AnbFtri** - used 

negative arguing, and when dealing with certain points they 

tended to give negative excuses rather than positive reasonsp 

trying to explain certain things away. Repeat mention mustp 

however, be made of a point which was made in some of the 

conclusions on the various uses of the accusative. The Arabs 

were faced with certain difficulties when they encountered 

anomalies. In certain instances they possibly recognised 

that they were in fact faced with enomalies - this can be seen 
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in the views of the Basrans on the question of the use of the 

nominative for the singular definite noun addressed (vocative). 

Arabic grammar has been analysed using only three cases, 

and as the gramm rians had the external signs of only three 

cases, they had to make everything fit into one of these casest 

a nd consequently some accusative usages might be accusative 

simply for the lack of another case. (On this question of the 

external signs of only three cases, comparison could well be 

made with Latin, where the same termination may serve to denote 

two or even three cases: such a comparison might lend weight 

to the views of those scholars who claim that there might at 

one time have been other cases in Arabic employing one or 

other of the three primary vowels). Týis does not, however, 

vindicate the Arabs completelyp since certain of the uses could 

obviously have been something else, capable of falling within 

a three case structure. For instancep JL-! - could well have 

been in apposition to the thing it described, as it is when 
-0 it is indefinite, and could have remained a genitive, 

as it obviously was originallyp as could the J, $Lý * 
A further point, coupled with the accusative# is the 

Arabs' mistake in confusing the accusative case with the 

subjunctive mood. Admittedlyp both have the same vowel, 

bnt they are far from'similar grammatically. 

Some of the terminology used raises doubts about the depth 

of the Arabs' thought. For examplep they employ three different 
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terms to denote the subject - and 
(the chapter on terminology showed when each was used). 

While each is used in a slightly different wayq they could 

surely have used one standard term. 

The question of the word jpý is a further example* 

Why should certain of the uses of the accusative have the 

title of a J, ýLý -and not others? The Arabs regard all 

the uses of the accusative as being dependent on a verb, either 

directly or indirectlyp and since a ej7o-h. A3- is something 

gffected by a why do they not refer to others of 

the uses as a J3ýý ? 

Another factor which throws light on the Arabs1way 

of thinking is this whole question of the verb. We have 

seen that they are incapable of conceiving of any accusative 

without there being a verb there somewhere. This leads us 

to-, -consider again the question of the the regent, 

and of the power which binds cases together. It seems 

strange - if not almost paradoxical -that a may riot 

precede its ;P J_ý, w (from the Arab point of view) v where the 

link is what we in the West would regard as being one of the 

strongest possible - that of apposition: and yet to their way 
of thinking a verb which is intransitive has the power to 

govern an accusativep which should perhaps not necessarily be 

an accusative at all. The Arabs would then argue that it is 

not really possible for influence to work backwards 
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through a sentence; but if this is sop how does the verb 

in a verbal sentence know the gender of the subject? 

Furtherv we see examples of the Arabs allowing 

altemative cases for some usages - this is moot noticeable 

when they discuss Aliý'- 
i- and this suggests that they had 

not axly conclusive ideas on certain topics. Their arguments 

that in some usages alternative cases are possible - for 

example from the Arab viewpoint a preceding direct object may 

be either nominative or accusative - seem quite sound to their 

way of thinking; but for them to say of certain usages rather 

as an afterthought that "such-and-such a case may also be 

used" would suggest that they were not quite certain them- 

selves. 
On the topic of alternative cases a point made in two 

of the conclusions earlier - the c-, e 3ýý and the 

0ý could well be repeated. Where the object, 

or the word of time/place comes first, it may be nominativev 

as a But surelyp ifo as the grammarians sayp %hen 

it is accusative it is governed by a verbp then it should be 

accusative all the time: one cannot imagine the verbal 

influence to be present only at certain times and not at 

others. If the Arabs imagined a verbal influencep then they 

might have been expected to imagine it all the time. 

Some of the Arabs are also seen tobe badly confused over 

the question of C). 
U ' as to whether its was a 

Jýý 
. 
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After the rigid rules they laid down for by no 

stretch of the imagination can the be deemed a 

as others of the grammarians pointed out. It is the 

arguments of the Kufans and Basrans especially that give the 

impression that the Arab grammarians did not all think very 

shrewdly about their system of analysisp since one party 

was so easily able to refute the arguments of the other. 

It must be admitted, howeverv that the systOm formed and 

used by the Arabs was workablep despite its deficiencies, 

since it has lasted to the present day, and is still taught 

to Arab children in schools. Where the Arabs failed mainly 

was in trying so hard to show some homogeneity by attempting 

to relate all the uses. which had a similar vowel ending. it 

is in the accusative, owing to its wide range of uses that 

these deficiencies are brought into clearest relief. 

Before we leave the topic of the depth of the Arabs' 

thoughtp brief mention may be made of the influence which one 

grammarian may have had on anotherp and the similarity of the 

wording of different authors. The intention in this thesis 

has not been to quote from the grammarians in chronological 

orderp but to try to build up the picture in each chapter: 

but even from this it can be seen that the ideas are very 

similar from one writer to the next. Indeedt one author 

sometimes quotes his predecessorsp so obviously this 
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4 

influence was quite strong. (In Arabic# to quote one's 

predecessors was not regarded as a blatant form of plagiarism). 

Naturally, where two different authors hold differing views 

there is a difference in wording, but when they agree - as 

they usually do - the ideas are very similar, and so usually 

is the basic wording: "basic", because there is obviously a 

large discrepancy in the amount of treatment given to the 

various uses of the accusative amongst different authors. 

Compare - or rather should we say contrast - the 1,000 lines 

of Ibn MFaik with almost as many pages of Sibawayh. As a 

broad generalisation one might say that the more any author 

wrote, the more illustrations he gave: the basic sentences 

were not affected. Where illustrations are concernedt it 

is very noticeable that many almost identical examples are 

given by most of the authors. The grammar schools naturally 

sought lines of poetry in support of their views, but the 

main grammarians from whose works the material has been 

dravvn have used the same illustrations - we might almostrefer 

to them as the "stock phrases". 

Early in this thesis we traced the development of 

Classical Arabic from the mother proto-Semitic. It might be 

well if, as a concluding sectiong we were to see briefly the 

colarse which Arabic has taken up to the present daY. Unlike 

Latint which became divided into different languagesp Arabic 
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became divided only into different dialects. The changes 

which have occurred may be divided into three main headings: 

phonologyq vocabulary, and grammar. It is to the changes in 

grammar that we shall give our attention. These changes 

are most noticeable in the case endingsp where there has been 

a simplification of what we have seen in the previous pages 

to be a very elaborate system. All the dialects of 

colloquial Arabic resemble one another in that practically 

all final vowels disappear. A final vowel mayt however, be 

used if the following word begins with C): -ýJi 0 

Nunation disappears altogether except in a few isolated 
#fa 

adverbial usages, such as "at once". 
#0 .0- 50 - 

"sometimesllp and "approximately". In the dual and 

sound masculine pluralt only the oblique forms are used. For 

the most part, the object case is denoted only by positiont the 

object following the subject; in modern Arabic this position 
is very commonly emphasized by placing the subject before the 

verb and the object after it. 

Turning to changes other than those affecting the case 

endingsp we find that the demonstrative pronouns are simplifiedt 

shortened or otherwise modified. Also, several of the 

particles governing the accusativep such as '41 and "I 
, are 

'f 
CJS vi 

no longer used, and this factor may have contributed towards 

the gradual disappearance of the accusative. 

Thus we see the changes which have taken placep and the 
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decay which has set in. Much of the decay affects only the 

spoken language, for the written language is still Classical 

Arabic. ' But for the written language - even though it has 

undergone some changes - there is ever present the supreme model 

of Arabic par excellencet which through centuries has managed 
to keep Arabic constant. 

the language of God. 

This supreme model is the Koran, 

p 
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